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PREFATORY NOTE.

A FEW words of explanation may be offered here regarding

the origin and purport of the following fresh contribution to

the already ample literature of the Glacial phenomena of Scot-

land. In the autimin of 1859, during the course of a geological

ramble in Fife, my old friend and colleague, the President of

the Geological Society, first led me to inquire more narrowly

into the received theories respecting the cause of the dressed

rock-surfaces, and the accumulations of boulder-clay. In com-

pany with nearly every geologist in this country, I was in the

habit of regarding the striations on the hills of the opener parts

of the country, as for instance in the valley of the Forth, as due

to the abrading force of icebergs, by whose operations also the

boulder-clay was held to have been transported over the surface

of the submerged land. So thoroughly had I accepted this ex-

planation, that the rejection of it became a matter of no little

time and labour. It was not until the summer of 1861 that I

finally al)andoned the attempt to explain the origin of the

rock-dressings and the boulder-clay by the action of icebergs.

Professor Piamsay, who had in the meantime been studying

evidences of ice-action in different parts of this country, as

well as on the Continent, and comparing them with those

which he had previously examined in Canada, had come to a

similar conclusion. It appeared to us that iceberg-action was

wholly inadequate to explain the origin either of the moulded

and striated rock-surfaces, or of the boulder- clay. These pheno-

mena seemed only expliealtle on the supposition that the whole
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uf this c-ouutiT was covered with ice and siiuw, like large tracts

of Greenland at the present day ; and that, hy tlie constant

downward and seaward movement of this icy covering, the

rocks were gioimd down, and the lioulder-clay was produced.

Towards the close of 1861, being now fully satisfied of the

untenableness of the currently-received hypotliesis, I set myself

to collect and read over all tlie papers which bore upon this

branch of Scottish geology. The task proved somewhat more

difficult than seemed at first likely ; for though I was already

familiar with a considerable number of papers on this subject,

I did not imagine that there existed such a goodly array as that

given in the subjoined Appendix, which is even itself confess-

edly imperfect. One result of this course of reading was to

convince me that a more useful service could hardly be ren-

dered to the cause of geology in Scotland than l)y collecting

together the facts scattered through scores of papers, memoirs,

and notices in various scientific pulilications, and gTouping

them in such a way as to convey as clear an impression as

might be of the character of the phenomena from which the

history of the Glacial Period is to lie compiled. This object is

partly attempted in the following pages. AVhere the facts had

often been described, and lay open to the daily inspection of

every one, as, for instance, in the case of the aspect of the

rock-dressings, and the structure of the l>oulder-clay, I ha^"e,

for the most part, written from my own o1)servation, a\ ithout

the affectation of quoting previous writers. But in all other

circumstances, in justice both to other observeis and to myself,

I have made it my duty to add lull references to authorities.

In addition, however, to a collation of the work of others, 1

have included the I'csults of my own lalumrs in this department

of geology during the last six or seven years, more especially in

the elucidation of the history of the boulder-clay ; and unless

where references to authors are given, the facts and arguments

are stated as the results of my own obsen'ations.

Sjiortlv after the commenrenienl of lliis Menioii', \ i/., ni
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-laiiuaiy 18G2, in a course of lectures at the Museum, Jcriiiyii

Street, Loudon, I explained at some length the reasons which

induced me to reject the theory of icebergs as explanatory of

the Drift, and to substitute for it the theory of land-ice. In

February following, Professor Eamsay and myself had the satis

faction to hear these views ably confirmed by the independent

observations of Mr. T. F. Jamieson, in a paper read before the

(.ireological Society. Sir Charles Lyell has adopted the same

explanation ; and doubtless it will, ere long, come to be uni-

A'ersally accepted in this country, as it ought to have been fully

twenty years ago, when its first outlines were sketched by

Agassiz.

Strengthened by the independent testimony of these geolo

gists, I carried on the preparation of this Memoir in the inter-

vals of other duties during the summer and autumn of last

year (1862), and read it in abstract to the Geological Society

of Glasgow on the 20tli of November. Its passage through the

press has been unhappily retarded in a way which I could

neither anticipate nor prevent. It is now offered to geological

students in Scotland, in the hope that it may prove of service

in making them acquainted with the present state of the sub

ject, and pointing out to them into what paths they may most

usefully direct tlieir steps. I have added a map on which are

marked a few of the leading features of the Glacial phenomena

of Scotland. It makes no pretension to be more than merely a

first outline.

The beginning of the Appendix contains an expression of

acknowledgment to several friends from whom, in studying

the fossils of the Drift, I have received much valuable assist

ance. I cannot close this note without again expressing my
obligations to my old friend, the Eev. A. Macbride of Ardmory,

Bute, who not only placed his collection at my disposal, Ijut by

accompanying me to many localities where he had himself

studied the structure and contents of the Glacial clays of the

Clyde, gave me an .acijuaintance with those beds greatly more
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extensive than it could otherwise have l)een. His kindness

has made my rambles in that district among the most delightful

I ever enjoyed. To the Rev. H. W. Crosskey of Glasgow, also,

I must again make my best acknowledgments. The trouble he

has taken in assisting me in the catalogue of the mollusca of

the Clyde beds, no one who does not know the terrors of zoohj-

gical sjTionymy can in any measure appreciate. Dr. Scouler,

too, has been ever ready with his valuable information and

advice.

Ut Ajjrll 1863.
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ON THE GLACIAL DRIFT

OF SCOTLAND.

Introchiction.—There are certain features of Scottish scenery

which may be traced everjvvhere throughout the island, without

much regard either to the changes in tlie form of the ground, or

to the varieties in the character of the geological formations.

The glens and mountain-sides of the Highlands, the broad un-

dulating expanse of the central district, and the pastoral uplands

of the southern counties, notwithstanding their wide diversities

of outline, have, nevertheless, certain aspects in common, which

seldom fail to attract the notice even of the ordinary traveller.

He is struck with the rounded and worn aspect of many of the

hills, and can detect in their flowing outlines traces of some

alirading agency, far other than that of the frosts and rains of

winter. Spread out in thick masses over the Lowlands, and

extending even for many hundreds of feet up into the recesses

of the mountains, there are deposits of clay and boulders of the

most irregular and tumultuous kind. Hummocks and mounds
of sand and gravel everywhere abound, sometimes blocking up

a Highland valley, or running in wavy ridges among the moors

and corn-fields of the lower grounds. Blocks of rock, sometimes

of great size, may be seen strewed over the valleys and plains, or

perched on the sides and summits of the hills, many leagues

from the nearest points from which they could li^ve come.

AVhen the observer, in his passage through the country, is con-

stantly brought face to face with these and other similar features,

he is naturally led to associate them with some powerful agency

which has operated on the rocks, irrespective of their age or

composition. He remarks that since such phenomena occur,

A
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even among the newest rocks, they must Ije later tlian the great

mass of the geological formations of the countiy, and that in

short the general abrasion of the surface, with the production of

vast masses of clay, sand, gravel, and houlders, must he one of

the latest of the many geological revolutions which this part

of the eaitli's crust has undergone.

It was natural, therefore, that in the infancy of Scottish

geology, attention should have been early given to the problems

suggested by the superficial accumulations. At a time when it

was a common belief that the forces of nature once acted with

a far higher intensity than they do now, the transport of the

surface detritus, and the abrasion of the hills, were usually ex-

jdained by reference to some vast currents or debacles of water,

which, rushing across the country, tore up and transported huge

quantities of sand and gravel, Math large masses of solid rock.

Playfair, however, pointed out that currents of water, even of

the most stupendous kind conceivable, were wholly inadequate

to transport huge blocks of stone, such as those on the flanks of

the Swiss Jura, and that " for the moving of large masses of rock,

the most powerful agents, without doubt, which nature employs,

are the glaciers."
^

Notwithstanding the eloquent protest of the defender of the

Huttonian Theory, and his sagacious inferences as to the trans-

porting power of ice, the opinions which he opposed continued

to maintain their ground. In the year 1809, Bald described

with accuracy the character of the boulder-clay that overlies the

Clackmannan coal-field, Avithout, however, attempting to theorize

as to its origin." Three years later, namely, in the early part

of 1812, Colonel Imrie called attention to the Campsie Hills

as affording evidence .of powerful denudation. The hard trap-

rocks, he showed, had been scooped out into deep glens and

ravines, the crags had been rounded off, smoothed, and scratched,

while immense masses of rock lay scattered about on the hills.

From the general trend of the ridges and furroAvs, and the

direction in which the boulders lay, he inferred that great

bodies of water rushing from west or north-west ploughed out

' IlluMratlons of the JLitloniau Theory (1802), ? 349. See also Warlx,

vol. i. p. 24.

2 Mem. Wer. Soc.l 481.
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the hollows across the hills, and tore away fragments of the

rock which, in tnrn, smoothed and furrowed the hard surfaces

over which they were driven.^

It was in the summer of the same year that this hypothesis

of violent floods, so far at least as it related to the geology of

Scotland, was first elaborated into a system. Sir James Hall

now communicated to the Royal Society "of Edinlnirgh his

remarkable and well-known paper " On the Revolutions of the

Earth's Surface."
'-^ He, too, drew attention to the proofs of vast

denudation everywhere observable in his native country, to the

smoothed and striated surfaces of its rocks, to the abrupt

western faces and sloping eastern declivities of its hills, to the

dispersion of boulders, and to the character of the boulder- clay

or till. He still sought to explain these phenomena by the

agency of sudden and violent debacles, but he endeavoured to

do so by a process of strictly inductive reasoning. Founding

on the observed effects of fresliets in rivers, and on those of the

powerful breakers thrown on shore by the operation of earth

-

(piakes, he inferred that the boulder-clay and the grooved and

polished rock- surfaces pointed to a time when vast bodies of

water, set in motion by violent earthquakes, and laden with

' 3Iem. Tier. iSuc. vol. ii.

- Trans. Boy. Sue. Edin. (1812), vol. vii. Several years before this, he had

announced his belief that vast torrents, so deep as to overtop mountains, had swept

across the surface of the country [Trans. Boy. Soc. Edin. v. p. 68, footnote), and

he then piomised to investigate the subject more thoroughly. During the interval

that elapsed between this promise and its fulfilment in the publication of his great

paper in 1812, Playfair's Ilhistrations appeared. In the latter work there occurs

a reference to the forthcoming memoir (footnote to § 367)- The idea which Sir

Tames worked out was not original. Indeed, he refers expressly to the coincidence

of his views with those of Pallas, De Saussure, and Dolomieu. But it was his

great merit to have sought to rest the hypothesis upon a basis of well-authenticated

facts, and not merely of speculation. Playfair, in contending against this doctrine

of sudden and violent floods, complained of the vagueness which characterized the

statements of those who maintained it. "Neither Pallas," he says, "nor Saus-

sure, nor Dolomieu, nor any anthor who has espoused the hypothesis of the action

of sudden and irregular causes on the surface of the earth, has explained his

notions with any. precision ; on the contrary, they have all spoken with such re-

serve and mystery as seemed to betray the weakness, but may have concealed the

strength of their cause. I have, therefore, been combating an enemy that was, in

some respects, unknown ; and I may have supposed him dislodged only because I

could not penetrate to his stronghilds."

—

Illustrations of the Huttoiiian Theory,

? 3G7.
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mini autl stones, swept across the country. He describes, in

detail, some of these " dressed rocks," as he called them, near

Edinljiirgh, and showed from their position that the current of

water must have set from west to east. He maintained that

the whole phenomena of the supei-ficial accumulations pointed

to a stupendous wave or debacle that had swept across the

country/ Sweeping from the west or north-west, it rushed

eastward along the central valley, grinding down the surface,

and lea^'ing the hai'der rocks as prominent crags, each witli a tail

of detritus heaped up on its lee. Part of the torrent, arrested

by the high lands of Ayr, Kirkcudl)right, and Dumfries, rushed

back, thus scooping out nan-ow and broken defiles and valleys,

and, at the same time, equalizing the general declivity of the

West of Scotland.

Such was the hypothesis by which one of the most acute and

original minds that ever entered on the study of the geology of

Scotland, proposed to inteii^ret the phenomena of the Drift.

Unsatisfactory as it was, it yet formed the best explanation

which could be given, so long as moving water was regarded as

the agent by which these phenomena must have been produced.

Dr. Buckland, in the year 1811, and again, along wdth Sir

Charles Lyell, in 1824, obsei"^'ed grooved and polished rocks in

various parts of Scotland, but, like other geologists of the time,

he attributed them to diluvial action.^ He even sought to iden-

tify such appearances with the efiects of the Noachian deluge

—

an opinion that was vigorously opposed by the late Dr. Fleming.

The impossibility of accounting by great currents of water

for several of the superficial phenomena of the geology of the

country, early suggested itself to Professor Jameson, and we

' In a footnote to his paper {Edin. Roy. Soc. Tram. vol. vii. p. 105), Sir James
remarks: " Having endeavoured to illustrate tlie appearance of the dres.sed sur-

faces, by referring to abraded rocks in the beds of rivers, I find that some gentle-

men conceived it to be a part of my supposition that these dressings, like those in

a river, were produced by water acting for a long time. But this is by no means

my view ; my theoretical notions limit the action upon the hill under examination

to the passage of a single wave, embracing a period of time that could only be ex-

pressed in minutes ; but during that short time, I conceive the water to have been

urged forward with such force, and to have carried with it so many powerful

agents, that it has produced effects equal to the work of ages under other circum-

stances."

- Proc. Geol. Soc. vol. iii. p. .3.'52.



Hiid him, Hi 182 7, sii^ngestiiig to liis class that possibly such

I'acts were to be accounted for hy the agency of ice.^ lUit I

liave not been able to ascertain that his views were ever

])ublished.

In 1828, ]Mr. ]\Iaclareu i)ublished in the Scotsman newspaper

some vahiable notices of the nature of the till and boulders in

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. Ten years afterwards, he

collected them, along with the results of subsequent observa-

tions, and published the whole as a chapter in his classic work,

The Geology of Fife and the Lothians. He continued to regard

the phenomena of " crag-and-tail/' and the grooving and polish-

ing of the rocks, as due to the agency of currents setting in

from the west. But he pointedly showed that these could not

have resulted from one sudden debacle ; he stated his belief

that they were produced by degrees, and in varying intensity

during a long period of time ; he attributed them to the action

of marine currents set in motion as the currents of the ocean

are at the present day; and, with De la Beclie, Lyell, and

others, he recognised the agency of icebergs as having been

]trobably concerned in the transport of the boulders.^

INIr. Milne Home, in an elaborate paper on the Mid-Lothian

and East-Lothian coal-fields,^ gave details of the structure of the

boulder-clay, sand, and gravel, which cover that district. He
referred these deposits to the action of powerful oceanic cur-

rents.

While these observers were at work among the Drift deposits

of the east of Scotland, there was in progress among the pic-

turesque sea-lochs of the Clyde a remarkable series of observa-

tions, destined ultimately to cast much light on the complex

history of the superficial accumulations of the country. Hap]3y

in tlie possession of a yacht, and with the command of ample

leisure, Mr. Smith of Jordanhill had for years been tracing the

existence of beds of marine shells at various heights above the

present sea-level. He had found them so persistently round the

' See footnote to a paper by Principal Forbes (who was a pupil of Jameson's).

-EiVuK New Phil. Jour. vol. xl. p. 99.

- Geolorjy of Fife and the Lothians, pp. 207-227.

' l\ead before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1838, and published in vol.

civ. of tlie Transactions.
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coast-line of tlie west of Scotland, that he felt himself bound to

conclude that the land had been elevated within a very recent

geological period. His first paper was communicated to the

Geological Society towards the close of the year 1836. As his

investigations proceeded, however, he was surprised to find,

that not a few of the shells in these elevated deposits were not

now natives of the adjoining sea; and when more narrowly

scriitinized, they proved to be to a consideraljle extent identical

with species now inhabiting the Arctic seas. Early in 1839,

therefore, Mr. Smith communicated this fact to the Wernerian

Society, and drew from it the natural inference, that at a com-

paratively late geological period the climate of this country

must have been gi-eatly colder than it is at present. He did

not, however, regard tliese marine shell-beds as having origi-

nated under any of the conditions necessary' for the accumula-

tion of the underlying till or boulder-clay. On the contrary,

he still regarded the till and the dressed rocks as evidence of

violent rushes of water, and the fine shell- bearing clays, as

marks of a tranquil sea-bottom, belonging to a later and a very

different geological era.-^ It was not until some years later

that the high importance of his researches in their relation to

the history of the Drift was generally perceived.

Up to this time, therefore, notwithstanding the gradual in-

crease of observed facts, it can hardly be said that much advance

had been made on the original speculations of Sir James Hall.

His violent floods had by some geologists been discai'ded for

the less powerful, but more certain operation of ordinary marine

currents, and what he had supposed to be the work of a few

moments, was thus viewed as the collective result of long cen-

turies of waste. And yet, if we were to seek the explanation

of the till and the dressed rocks by reference to the effects of

moving water alone, it may perhaps be questioned, whether the

hypothesis of Hall would not afford a more probable solution

of the problem than could be found in any of the recognised

operations of even the most powerful marine ciirrents. This

at least seems certain, that no current has yet been observed to

produce such results as the boulder-clay, dressed rocks, and

"crag and tail" of Scotland. On the other hand, if we could

• See liis <'..llfclc.l I'mikts puMislie.l this year 'lh(V2), pp. 2, ?,, 28, and 44.
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grant the possibility of such Titanic floods as Hall required, it

is perhaps conceivable that they might effect some of the re-

sults which he claimed for them. In the one case, we have

phenomena attributed to a cause which cannot be shown to

have ever existed, but which, if it had existed, might have par-

tially produced them ; in the other, we see phenomena assigned x

to an agency which certainly does exist, but which seems : "tC

wholly inadequate to perform what is required of it.

The chief addition to the agents demanded by Hall's hy]_io-

thesis, was the introduction of ice as a means of transporting

large masses of rock. Though the carrying power of ice had

been so clearly pointed out by Playfair at the beginning of the

century, yet his remarks for thirty or forty years appear to

have been altogether forgotten.

Hardly, however, had the speculations of Mr. Smith appeared,

preceded and accompanied as they were by those of Sir Charles

Lyell on the upraised deposits of Sweden and the sands and

clays of Norfolk,^ when light from a new quarter began to dawn
on the dark and obscure history of the Drift. Already in an

address read before the Helvetic Natural History Society in

the summer of 1837,^ Agassiz, following up the suggestion of

Playfair and the bold speculations of Venetz,^ announced his

Ijelief that Switzerland had once been sealed in ice, that its

rocks owed their present grooved and polished surfaces to the

passage of this icy sheet over them, and that to the same cause

was due the transpoit of enormous blocks of stone from the

Alps to the Jura.

In the following year. Dr. Buckland, under the guidance of

the Swiss naturalist, examined these phenomena on the spot,

and by witnessing the effects of actual glaciers, became con-

vinced that the grooving and striation of the rocks of tlie

British Isles, and the position of the erratic blocks there, though

now far removed from any glacier, were, nevei-theless, diie to

the same agency which is now grinding and polishing the sides

of the higher valleys of the Alps.

• See Pin. Tram, for 1835; Phil. Ma,j. May 1840 ;
Proc Geol. Soc. iii. 171.

- Edin. Xiv) Phil. Jour. xxiv. 364.

•' Trni.s. Xdt. JJisf. Soc. Switzerlmid. vdl. i. Part 2, leRnvd to bv 1'rofet.sor

Foil.cs. TranU i,> the Alps. p. 43.
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lu 1840, Agassiz visited Seotlaud, and spent some time in

traversing the country with Dr. Buckland. The result of this

tour was to commence a revolution in tlie received opinions

regarding the origin of the Drift.

Agassiz found, as his companion had led him to expect, that

Scotland exhibited the most unequivocal proofs of having been

the seat of glaciers. The dressed rock-surfaces he recognised

at once as strictly the same with tliose which he knew so well

in Switzerland. The travelled blocks, too, which had for so

many years been appealed to as among the strongest proofs

that vast currents of water had swept across the island, he saw-

to resemble in many respects the erratics of the Alps. So far

from any indication of a general movement of the supposed

current from the west or north-west, he found that the agent

which had transported the blocks had diverged from the main

axis of the country, and had descended into the valleys. Thus,

in the valleys of Loch Lomond and Loch Long, the direction of

transport appeared to be from north to south ; in those of Loch

Fyne and Loch Awe, from north-east to south-west ; in Loch

Etive and Loch Leven, from east to west ; and in the valley of

the Forth, from north-west to south-east, radiating from the

great mountain masses between Ben Ne^ds and Ben Lomond.

From the analogy of the phenomena in Scotland, England, and

Ireland, with those of Switzerland, Agassiz concluded that " not

only glaciers once existed in the British Islands, but that large

sheets (iiappcs) of ice covered all the surface ;" and that the

nearest existing parallel to this condition of things was to be

found in the ice-fields of Greenland. He held, moreover, that

at a subsequent period the quantity of ice had so far lessened

as to exist only in the form of local glaciers which descended

the valleys and left moraines like those of Switzerland.^

Whilst Agassiz and Buckland were tracing the remains of

ancient glaciers among the south-western parts of tlie great

range of Highland mountains, Sir Charles Lyell was conduct-

ing similar but much more minute investigations farther to the

uoi-th-east. In the upper recesses of Forfarshire he found

several glacier moraines ; he attributed the unstratified till to'

the action of glaciers, and clearly recognised the presence of

' Proc. (Jcol. Sue. vol. iii. p. 327.
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tlriftiiig ice during the de})usitioii of the stratilied Drift. Of

these remarkable observations he published an account sinuil

taueously witlr the memoirs of Agassiz and Buckland.

Although the two latter geologists appear sometimes to have

mistaken mounds of river or marine sand and gravel for glacier

moraines, there can be no doubt that their explanations were

right in the main. From this time onward the glacial origin of

the rock striations, and the former existence of glaciers in

Britain, came to be universally acknowledged, but the expla-

nation proposed by Agassiz was only partially accepted. While

it was admitted that glaciers had descended the main valleys of

the Highlands and of Wales, and while descriptions of their

moraines accumulated year after year,^ British geologists were

reluctant to admit that sheets of ice could ever have covered

tlie lowlands at the distance of many leagues from the mountain

chains. They, therefore, preferred to attribute tlie smoothing

and grooving of the rocks in the low-lying districts, with the

accompanying deposits of till, sand, and gravel, to the action not

of sheets of land ice, but of icebergs, floating from tlie_west and

north-west, and dropping over the submerged land their burden

of mud, sand, and stones. The accumulation on the sea bed of

the sediment and boulders thus thrown down was held to have

produced the deposit which is known as the till or boulder-clay,

and the rock surfaces were supposed to have been striated by

the passage across them of the stone-laden bergs.^

Yet there were some geologists who saw that there existed

phenomena for which iceberg action would not account. j\Iy

friend and colleague Professor Eamsay, while admitting the

submergence of Wales to the extent of upwards of 2000 feet,

pointed out that beneath the marine drift produced during this

depression, the surface of the rocks was striated and smoothed

in the same manner as it was in the valleys which could be

shown to have been occupied by glaciers since the elevation of

the laud. He inferred that before the submergence, therefore,

there had been an extensive development of glaciers, as well as

a more limited display after the re-elevation.^

* See especially the admirable pajier by Principal Forbes on the old glaciers of

tlie Cuchullin Hills.

- Lyell, Ekmentari/ Mannal, last edit. (18.55), p. 138.

' Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. viii. (1851-2), p. 371.

UtV
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Mr. liobert ChaiuLers has strenuously and ably opposed the

iceberg hypothesis. At the close of the year 1852, he read to

the Royal Society of Edinburgh an elaborate paper ou glacial

phenomena in Scotland and j^arts of England.^ In this essay

he enumerates instances observed by himself and others, of

striated rocks occurring in situations where they could not have

been reached by any ordinary glacier, and yet the striations were

in every respect comparaljle with the known results of glacier

movement. He describes the general rounded and " moulded "

outlines of the island as evincing the operation of a general and

powerful abrading agent, far more uniform and persistent in its

action than icebergs. " If any man," he remarks, " were to say

that because he can, wdth some difficulty, smooth a rough surface

of wood with his thumb-nail, therefore his dining- tables must

have been fashioned and polished with that little instrument

alone, I would consider him as advancing a theory fully as

tenable as that which consists in attributing all the so-called

glacial phenomena to icebergs." Mr. Cliambers conceives that

during the period represented by the boulder- clay, there was a

vast southward extension of the circum-polar ice, and that this

sheet of ice extended completely over Scotland, slowly creeping

from the north or north-west, and grinding down the surface of

the country as it passed.

More recently several al)le geologists have begun to throw

doubts upon the commonly received iceberg hypothesis, and to

adopt the explanation proposed by Agassiz. Professor Ramsay
and Mr. T. F. Jamieson have come to this conclusion, and I

believe I may add the high authority of Sir Charles Lyell.

Nevertheless, it is I believe true that the iceberg hypothesis

still remains the generally accepted explanation of the phe-

nomena of the striated rocks and the boulder-clay. Its unten-

ableness seems to me completely established, but this will better

appear after the phenomena on wdiich the different theories of

the drift are based, have been described. It need oidy be ob-

served at present that how much soever geologists may differ in

their views of the mode in which the ice acted during the de-

position of the various members of the Drift series, they are

agreed that ice, in some form, has had a cliief share in the pro-

' Edln. Xar Phil. .hn,r. liv. 2-2H, el ^en.
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ductiuii tif that series of deposits. In the succeeding pages I

need not hesitate, therefore, to speak of glacial agency as con-

cerned in the origin of the plienoniena, even before proceeding

to inquire to what conclusions these phenomena appear to lead.

Nor will it, perhaps, be always possible to defer allusion to

what I regard as the true theory. But I reserve the full state-

ment of this theory until the nature of the drift and its asso-

ciated rock- dressings have been described in detail.

Subdivisions of the Drift.

It is extremely rare to find all the members of the Drift

present in one locality. Arranged accoj'ding to their order of

superposition, they are found to rest on rounded and striated

rock surfaces, and to consist first, of a stiff clay or earth (some-

times, but rarely covering stratified sand or clay), full of stones,

of many different sizes, and widely known as the till or boulder-

clay. This is overlaid by a series of sands, gravels, and clays,

which in some places are full of marine shells. The boulder-

clay is unstratified ; the stratified deposits which overlie it are

not all contemporaneous, but belong to successive parts of the

Drift period. The superficial accumulations in Scotland, there-

fore, when grouped in a tabular form, according to their rela-

tive antiquity, will stand thus :- -

Lacustrine and fluviatile marls, clays, and silts, with peat

:

Raised beaches of post-glacial age.

/ Moraines.

Brick clay and shell-hearing clay, usually on low grounds skirting the

coast, and extending under the sea ; with, perhaps, the forty-foot raised

beach.

Sands, gravels, and clays, with erratic blocks scattered over the inteiitn-

of the country.

Till, or boulder-clay (with occasional underlying stratified deposits)

resting on

^ Smoothed and striated rocks.*

In studying the structure and origin of the Drift deposits,

we find that they naturally range themselves into three groups.

' It will be seen in a subsequent part of this essay, that some of the deposits

given in the above table are not always to be discriminated in point of geological

age. Some of the moraines, for instance, may be older or later than, or contempora-

neous with the shell-bearing clays and other marine glacial deposits. The tabic is

therefore only approximately tuie.
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Of these, the okh'St or lioukler ehiy, points, as we shall see, to

a period of intense cold, when the country existed as land, hav

iug on the whole the same great outlines of hill and valley as

at present. The second group embraces the sands, gravels, and

shell-bearing clays, and indicates a time when the land was sub-

merged beneath the sea. The third division, that of the local

moraines, shows that, after the island emerged from the sea, the

cold still continued snfliciently severe to give rise to glaciers,

which, descending from the main mountain ranges, ploughed out

the deposits that had been left by the tides. It will, probably, be

most convenient to treat the phenomena of the Drift as they

bear on the history of these three periods. This arrangement

has the advantage of retaining the strict chronological order,

and at the same time, linkmg more closely together the facts

which it is requisite to investigate. I shall therefore descrii)e

the trace.3 of

—

I. The Old or General Glaciation of the Country.

II. The Marine Submergence and Ee-elevation.

III. The Final Disappearance of the Ice.

It would be highly important if we could detect in any part

of Scotland, traces of the old land surface previous to the com-

mencement of the reign of ice. The cliffs of Norfolk have

revealed many circumstances of great interest touching the

early part of the glacial period in the east of England. But in

Scotland, so far as we yet know, the surface of the country

seems to have been swept bare, its soil, vegetation, and animals

removed, and nothing left but the subjacent hard rock, groimd

dowm, and finally obscured by the accumulation over it of its

own detritus.^ It is indeed possible, though far from likely, that

vestiges of that early land may still survive. Certainly, Scot-

tish geology presents few inquiries more worthy of an active

prosecution than the search for some clue to the state of the

island, and especially to the character of its plants and

animals, immediately previous to the era of the boulder-clay.

No opportunity should be lost by the students of the science of

examining every section of the Drift which they can reach.

1 The only exceptions to tliis remark, are tlie beds of sand, gravel, and clay occa-

sionally found beiicatli tliu till. Some of these appear to be relics of ancient water-

courses. 'J'luy will be described on a subsequent page.
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They sliuuld, above all, cutleavour to exjilure more tlioroiiglily

the basement-beds of the formation, in the hope of possibly

some day lighting upon a relic of the soil that preceded the

till, with the remains of its trees, and perchance the bones of

its animals. Till some such happy discovery is made, we must

be content to borrow from other sources our ideas of the scenery

of the Scottish hills and valleys ere they were cased deep in

ice, and slowly settled down beneath the sea.

T.

—

The Old or General Glaclvtion of the Country.

The phenomena from which the history of the first part of

the drift period is compiled, are the rounded and scratched rock

mrfaccs and the loulder-clay. We may first attend to the

nature and extent of these phenomena, and then proceed to

investigate the conclusions to which they appear to point.

1. Roundel and Striated Rocks.

To the practised eye the surface of Scotland presents ahiiost

everywhere a peculiar rounded or moulded outline which the

geologist recognises as a characteristic result of ice action. It

is traceable in the wildest scenery of the Highlands, and

throughout the bare rocky Hebrides ; the uplands of the

southern counties with their grey granite hills and solitary

tarns, show the same features. But nowhere do we see this

swelling contour more complete than along the wide central

valley from the shores of the Firth of Clyde eastward to those

of the Forth and Tay. The high grounds of Eenfrew and Ayr-

shire, stretching north into the heights of Kilpatrick, and

thence into those of Campsie and the Ochils, abound in that

union of prominent yet rounded crag and gently curving hollow

which indicates the passage of the ice- sheet with hardly less

clearness than the ripple on the shore tells of the retreat of the

sea. On the isolated eminences also which rise so conspicu-

ously from the undulating plains of this district the same out-

line may be traced. We see it on the rock of Stirling Castle,

on the heights of Linlithgow, on the group of rocks that sur-

round the metropolis, on the hills of East Lothian and Fife,

and on all the rocky islets of the Forth, from Rimar to the
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Bass. Though iiioditii'd in luany (liiferent places by the effects

of subsequent atmospheric waste, it is, nevertheless, a kind of

outline which can seldom be mistaken. When a geologist has

once familiarized himself with its varieties, even in one locality,

there are not many landscapes in the country wliere lie will

fail to detect its presence.

Roches Moidonn^es or dressed rocks.—This appearance, how-

ever, does not characterize merely the larger features of the

scenery. Not only do the hills, when looked at from a dis-

tance, wear the aspect of having had their crags and knolls

shorn down or rounded off, but the crags themselves exhibit

the same structure in detail They have a general undulating

form somewhat like that of huge woolsacks or pillows, with

smooth hollows and dimples between. The surfaces of such

ridges and furrows, where they have been preserved from the

influences of the weather by clay or turf, are sometimes as even

as a piece of ashlar-work. It is true that, as with the outlines

of the hills, so with that of their component knolls, the action

of frost, rain, and other causes, has often split up the rock and

worn it away, thus effacing its flowing lines and replacing tliem

with a set of rough and irregular craggy surfaces. In this way

the rounded form, in not a few cases, has ceased to be traceable.

Yet in many instances, even where at first sight we seem to

see nothing but an amorphous mouldering crag, with its joints

and fissures worn into hollows, and the rock between them

wasted into rude, rough blocks, a little examination will enable

us to trace the curved outline still. It is no uncommon thing

to find on one hill- side knolls in all stages of decay; one or

two having only been recently uncovered, retain as freshly as

ever the moulded character; some have begun to lose it as

they yield to the combined agencies of atmospheric waste, while

from others, gnarled and mossy, it has wholly passed away.

The smoothed surfaces of the rocks are further marked with

a set of finer groovings, ruts, and stri<e, corresponding in direc-

tion with that of the larger hollows. It was this structure, as

shown on the western front of Corstorphine Hill near Edin-

burgh, which arrested the attention of Sir James Hall, and

directed the notice of geologists to the superficial markings on

the rocks ol" I'ritain. Since the days of that eminent jihilo-



soplier observations have vastly multiplied, so that similarly

ilress(Hl surfaces have now been detected everywhere, from the

Pentland Firth southward into England. The number and

size of the scratches vary indefinitely. In some places, they

run as mere hair lines along the beautifully smoothed and

polished surface of the rock ; in others they are deeper and

broader, passing even into ruts like those of a cart-wheel, or

like the flutings of a Doric column. They may be traced keep-

ing parallel with each other for some way, each of the striae,

though itself, perhaps, only an inch or two in length, pursuing

its own course without crossing those of its neighbours. Even

where they cross each other obliquely a general trend of the

striations may still be traced. With regard to the distinctness

of these markings, much depends upon the lithological char-

acter of the rock on which they are impressed, and on the

length of time during which they have been exposed to the

action of the weather. A hard, compact limestone may be

observed to retain its dressings more freshly than any other

rock. When the surface covering of clay is removed every

scratch may be traced as a white line along the dark polished

surface of the stone, reminding one rather of the precision of a

diagram than of the rude handiwork of the elements. The

removal of the boulder-clay, however, and a consequent ex-

posure to the influence of the weather, soon tend to obliterate

the finer markings, until, by degrees, the whole are effaced.

Many limestone quarries in different parts of the island afford

admirable instances of these polished and striated surfaces.

One was visible a few years ago at the Cat Crag near Dunbar,

and another was laid bare by the removal of a thick covering

of boulder-clay at the sHver-mine quarry, Linlithgow. In the

latter instance the limestone, of a dark leaden colour, presented

a smoothed surface completely covered with scratches. There

were long grooves or furrows, the sides and bottom of which

had the usual smooth and striated surface, while the rock was

further marked with dimples or little hollows which were com-

pletely smoothed and scratched Like the rest of the rock. The
hard basalts, greenstones and felstones, also retain in great per-

fection their glacial dressings. The same markings are still

casilv recognisable on the grev gneiss and schist mountains of
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the Higliliuids. Tla-v are LMiually well seen uu tlie uld Cam
briaii and Laureutiau rocks of the north-west, and even on the

liinty hyperstliene of Skye. They may he traced also on the

•fraiiwacke hills of the southern counties, from St. Abb's Head to

Portpatrick. In short, there is hardly any kind of rock on

which they may not be found, provided its surface has been

sufficiently shielded from the weather. Nay, even exposure to

the rains and frosts, or to the beating of the waves during many
centuries, has sometimes been unable to efface them.

Universality of Stnations.—No feature of these rock-dressings

is more impressive than their universality. Mr. E. Chambers

has remarked with truth that the difficulty is not to point out

where they are to be found, but where they are not. Scarcely a

new quarry is opened without disclosing them. "\ATierever in-

deed the boulder-clay mantle is taken away, either by the agency

of the elements or by man, the rock exposed below it is almost

invariably found to be smoothed and striated. They are seen

along the bare tops and sides of the Highland mountains, and

they everywhere underlie the rich corn-fields of the Lowlands.

It would hardly be an exaggeration to say that the whole sur-

face of the island, from Cape Wrath to the Solway, is smoothed

and striated. Nor do these markings cease with the limits of

the land ; they are again and again seen plunging away under

the sea, so that the bed of the German Ocean and that of the

eastern portion of the Atlantic, may be as thoroughly striated

and polished as the surface of the land.^

Directions of Striations.—It has been supposed by some

writers—Sir James Hall for instance—that the grooved and

striated rocks of Scotland are, as a whole, directed from west to

east, or from north-west to south-east. This, however, is tnie

only of a limited district. In the Lowlands the trend is certainly

in this direction, but no sooner do we advance into the Highland

tracts, than we find a wide divergence from the supposed rule.

We discover, as was pointed out by Agassiz, that the striations

bear a general relatidu to tlie main lines of valley, and radiate

' It wouM be out of place here to do more tlian merely refer to the fact that this

striation of Scotland is only part of one vast system of polishing and grooving

which has altered the aspect of the whole of Northern Europe and Northern
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outwards from the higher niountaiii ranges. It may be of

advantage to examine somewhat at length the evidence on

this point. And first, as to the surface markings in the

Highlands.

The mountains of Sutherland and Eoss afford many fine

examples of true rochcs moutonn4cs. Nowhere can the bossy,

mammillated outline already described be better seen than along

the surface of the belt of old Laurentian gneiss which fringes

the western shores of these counties. On almost all the deep

fiords, the exposed rocks show well-marked grooves and strife

running as a whole parallel to the direction of the valleys, or

from south-east to north-west. Some parts of the sides of Loch

Broom are especially rich in these markings. A short way
north of Ullapool the dull red Cambrian sandstones sweep

down in thick masses to the margin of the sea, and their siu"-

faces, when bared of the overlying drift and turf, are rounded,

smoothed, and covered wdth strife, of which the direction corre-

sponds to that of the loch, i.e., from south-east to north-west.

Again, along the northern shores of Sutherland, we find that

the W'hite quartz-rock which encloses Loch Eribol is ground

smooth, and covered with striee running from ssw to nne, which

is here the trend of the valley. The west side of the Kyle of

Durness show^s the same quartz-rock marked with horizontal

strise, which also point ssw and nne, thus agreeing in like man-
ner with the line of the loch.^

On the east side of the same county, fronting the North Sea,

strife have been observed by Professor Nicol on the white ooli-

tic sandstone of Braambury hill near Brora. They run in an

east and west direction tow^ards Loch Brora and the heights of

Ben Horn.

But both in Sutherland and Eoss the same kind of markings

may be seen even high on the flanks of the mountains, where

they could not have been produced by the descent of any ordi-

naiy glacier. Mr. Eobert Chambers has observed them on the

craggy sides of Queenaig and Canisp. On the first of these

magnificent mountains the striations could be traced up to a

height of 1700 or 1800 feet; on the latter, to an elevation

scarcely lower. The cpiartz-rock surfaces are marked with

' Nicol, Brit. Assoc. Rep. (1855), Sect. p. 88.

B
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black streakings which, with certain excei)tiuns, point to aboiit

N 60° AV. Again, on the east side of the Assynt valley, to the

south of Ben ]\Iore, and about four or five miles from Canisp,

the same observer has detected, on a summit fully 1500 feet

high, strife having a wxw and ese direction. ^Markings of a

similar kind were also foimd by him at an elevation of at least

2000 feet on Ben Eay—a huge mountain of quartz-rock which

guards the head of Loch J\Iaree. He records other north-

westerly striations as occurring on the dreary, elevated valley of

the Dirry-]More, others eastward still on the highlands that look

out upon the Pentlaud Firth, and some occasionally seen even

among the lonely moors of Caithness.^

Along the great valley wdiich stretches from Loch Carron,

across the island to the Firth of Cromarty and Beauly, smoothed

and striated rocks may be seen in many places. Professor Nicol

has remarked that, in Strath Garve, the striations run from N\v

to SE, and in Strath Bran from east to west, in each case parallel to

the direction of the main valley. Towards its west end, in the

fiords that converge towards the Sound of Skye, the same ob-

server has noted a similar relation of the striie to the trend of

the deeper glens.

At the uj^per end of Loch Keeshorn the striations on the red

sandstone nm north and south, coiTesponding to the line of

the loch. On the east side of this inlet, in the narrow valley

followed by the road to JeantoAvn, the stripe nin west by north,

or nearly at right angles to the former. On the ridge and hill-

tops, between Balmacarra and Kyleakin ferry, the strife are

again south by east ; w^hile at the foot of Keppoch Hill and

Loch Duich they nm along an overhanging cliff from SE to

NW, i.e., parallel to the loch. There appears, therefore, to have

been a general movement down the main valleys and across

the lower ridges towards the present Kyles of Skye.^

I know of no better example of the striated surfaces now under

review than that which is afforded by the island of Raasay,

lying between Skye on the west, and the Ross-shire coast on

the east. The absence of all bounding mountains prevents the

possibility of confounding these markings with tlie o])oration of

' Edn,. Nrw Phil. .hwr. liv. p. 2r>().

Nkol, Brit. Assoc. Hep. 1855, Scut., p. 88.
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any iiR'iv local glacier. The tliivctiou of the jirincipal part of

the island is nearly north and sonth, i.e., parallel to the adjacent

nionntainous grounds of Skye and the mainland. Its highest

point rises about 1500 feet above the sea, and is situated near

the eastern margin of the island which, along this side, shoots

up abruptly from the beach in a precipice of sometimes 900

feet in height. There is thus an undulating slope from the

eminences on the east side of the island to the sea on the west.

A number of hollows and valleys indent this slope more or less

at right angles to its descent. The ridges which rise between

these valleys show the characteristic rounded outline, with the

long and deep furrows, as well as finer striations already de-

scribed. It is to be observed that hollow, ridge, grooving, and

striation, run along the slope of the island, and not down from the

high levels to the sea. The whole island, in short, is smoothed

and striated from end to end, irrespective of the inequalities of

the ground. At the south end of the island, facing Scalpa, the

striations on an abrupt face of red sandstone run from s 30° w
to N 30° E, the direction of this part of the deep, narrow pas-

sage between the two islands, and in a line pointing to the great

mountainous group of the Cuchullin hills in Skye. But from

this point northwards, over the whole of the sloping declivities,

the prevailing direction of the grooves and furrows is nnw and
SSE, which is the trend of the great bank of high land that

forms the southern half of Eaasay. It is some years since

these observations were made, and though I noticed the direc -

tions of the striations, not being specially occupied with the

study of the Drift, I neglected to ascertain whether there was
any evidence from which quarter the movement of abrasion

proceeded. My impression is that it came from south to north,

i.e., from the high grounds of Skye, down into the sound of Scalpa,

and thence along the slopes of Eaasay.

In Inverness- shire the same phenomena are observable. Down
the deep and narrow sea- lochs, as well as the glens and passes

which lead into them, the rocks are rounded and covered with

dressings. The savage defile, foi- example, which, in the short

space of a mile, descends from the watershed of the country

(here a thousand feet high) to the level of the sea at the head

of Loch Hourne, is smoothed from end to end. All the rock
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faces that look up the glen are rounded off, while those point-

ing seawards retain niuch of their original ragged character.

The long rounded ridges of rock, with their polished and striated

surfaces and their blunted landward aspect, exactly resemble

the true rochcs moutonnees of a glacier region. I am not at all

certain, however, that this and some other instances of the

same kind are strictly coeval with the striations now under

discussion. In their present state they may be examples of

the operation of the later and localized glaciers which, de-

scending valleys w^hose sides had been previously polished and

grooved, would of course obliterate the original striations, and

leave another similar series upon fresh faces of rock.

The dressed rock-surfaces are by no means confined to the

fiords that widen out into the open sea. We find them not less

marked in the deep inlets that diverge from Loch Linnhe, as

well as in the valleys that abut upon the line of the Great Glen.

Thus on the shore of Loch Leven, close to the Ballachulish Ferry,

there are two outliers of the neighbouring granite mountain

which are described by Mr. Maclaren as rounded, polished, and

covered with parallel grooves, generally one inch broad, and " so

uniform and close together, as to remind one of the flutings of

a Doric column." These markings face the north-east and

north, and disaj)pear wdiere the rock begins to look towards the

north-west, the roughest part of the rock being the w^est side.

It is manifest therefore that the abrading agent came from the

north-east, that is, downw^ard from the high mountainous tract

that stretches south-eastward from Ben Nevis.'' Before allud-

ing to some of the inland glens in this district, I shall add a

few more notices regarding the sea-lochs farther south.

Along the mouth of Loch Etive, Mr. Maclaren also noticed

that the ridges of rounded and polished rocks do not run paral-

lel to the course of the valley, that is, from east to west, but

point ESE and wnw, as if produced by some agent coming from

Loch Awe, which is ten miles distant, and divided from Loch

Etive here by hills from three to five hundred feet high.^

Many of the islets in Loch Awe seem to be low abraded

domes of rock, and dressed surfaces are to be seen on both sides

of the lake.^

' Edin. New Phil. Jour, xlvii. p. 170.

' Maclaren, Edin. New Fhil. .Jour., loc.cit. ^ Ibid. p. 1ij8.
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The deep fiords that o])eii out upon the Firth of Clyde iil)ouiid

in striking examples of striated rocks. Thus in Loch Fyne,

as observed by Mr. Maclaren, the striations are seen running

NNE and ssw, that is, along the line of the loch. The Duke of

Argyll has shown that they retain the same direction even

along the hill tops between Loch Fyne and Loch Awe, 1800

feet above the sea.^ Mr. T. F. Jamieson has since observed that

these markings continue from the upper part of Loch Fyne, and

cross obliquely the high grounds of Knapdale into the Sound of

Jura. They run up-hill round and over a slope seven or eight

lumdred feet above the sea. The whole surface here is beauti

fully smoothed and furrowed, and is dotted over with small

lakes. The same markings still hold on across the high grounds,

the knolls invariably presenting rounded blunt faces to the

north- east, and more ragged edges towards the opposite quar-

ter. It is evident therefore that the agent which produced this

worn and polished surface must have moved down Loch Fyne,

ascended the heights of Knapdale, and plunged sea-ward again

towards the Sound of Jura.^

This is not the only example of the divergence of the stria-

tions and furrowings from the line of one sea-loch across

intervening high grounds into the line of another. Thus, tlie

long valley that crosses from Loch Fyne to the head of the

Holy Loch, and in which lies the fresh-water Loch Eck, shows

a striking succession of smoothed and polished rocks along its

course. The strice at the north-west end of this valley clearly

indicate that the agent which produced them must have come

slanting over from Loch Fyne. The same fact is also observ-

able in some of the adjacent valleys. On the ridge that sepa-

rates the Gareloch from Loch Long, at a height of 600 feet

above the sea, striations occur at many localities having a trend

from NNW to SSE. Mr. Maclaren has argued with reason

that there is no centre from which a glacier of the ordinary

kind could descend the Gareloch. The position of these

striated rocks is thus of the highest importance, when we

speculate on the origin of tlie general striation of the country.^

1 Proc. Rot/. Soc. Edin. iii. 4.59.

- Quart. Jour. Geol Soc. xviii. p. 177.

^ See Maclaivn, Ibid- p. 165. Cliambers, Op. cit. liv p. 255.
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Un the east side of the north end ijf Bute, some remarkable

instances occur, in which the hard quartzose schists have had

their edges shorn off, deeply grooved and well polished in a

direction more or less at right angles to the direction of the

narrow Kyles. I w^as much struck with one boss of rock at

BalnakeaUy Bay, a locality rendered classic in geology by the

fact, that there jNIr. Smith first ascertained the existence of

Arctic shells in the upraised marine deposits of the west of

Scotland.^ The rock occurs at the upper margin of the beach,

and is well-furrowed, the smoothed parts looking down to the

water, and the rougher faces pointing upwards and inland, as if

the abrading ageut had come up out of the sea, and climbed the

slopes towards the interior of the island. The whole of the

Kyles, indeed, abound in the most perfect examples of rodies

moutonne'es.

But by far the most wonderful exhibition of the worn, mam-
millated, and striated rocks in this part of Scotland, occurs

among the slate hills to the north of Loch Fad, one of a chain

of deep fresh-water lakes which nearly cut the island of Bute

into two. The hard metamorphized Sihirian strata dip at high

angles towards the south-east, and present in consequence their

upturned edges tow^ards the north-west. But instead of forming

rough rugged crags as these rocks when left to themselves tend

to do, the slates and grits are shorn down into the most per-

fecth' smooth-faced knolls. The edges of the beds have been

Fi(i. 1.—View of bodies Montonn&s, near the summit of Barone Hill, Bute.

planed off ol)liquely, and the work has been done as cleanly

and smoothly as if it had tasked the energies of all the masons

' Soe lii.s Collftcted Tiipors, p. 2S).
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in liute. JNIoreovor, uu lUiroiie Hill, the top of wliicli is ahout

520 feet above the sea, we see that the abrasiou has been done

by an agent which came up the steep northern face of that

eminence, went right over its summit, and piirsued its course

down into the next valley beyond. The striations run on the

wliole nearly north and south, varying from N 15° W to N 20° E.

The finer lines are usually effaced, though I found them still

well marked on a quartz vein which protruded about tlie eighth

of an inch above a smoothed surface of the schist. At the west

end of Loch Du, which can be seen from the top of Barone

Hill, the striations have been excellently preserved by a coat-

ing of boulder-clay recently removed. I believe this lake to

lie in a true rock-basin, though the boulder-clay at the outlet

prevented me from ascertaining this point wdth certainty.

Such rock-basins are of frequent occurrence in districts that

have been well worn and striated, and, as will be afterwards

sliown, they oiight to be regarded as another evidence of the

great denudation effected during the geological period now

under discussion. The whole of this part of Bute is wonder-

fully moulded. The knolls, as a whole, present their smoothed

faces to the north or north-north-east, while their opposite sides

are more ragged. The numerous long hoUow^s and valleys

point in the same direction ; so also do the striations. In

sliort, the fact is impressed upon the observer at every step,

that some agent of vast erosive power, moving from the north,

has come obliquely across the strait that separates Bute from

the mainland, passed steadily and triumphantly up and over

all the hills and ridges of the island, only turning a few de-

grees to the right or left, according to the form of the ground,

and that, grinding down the surface of the rocks into long

parallel ridges and troughs, and scoring them over wdth ruts

and striations in the same direction, this agent has finally passed

over into the wide valley in which flows the sea-channel that

separates Bute from Arran.

If now we turn eastward, and trace the valleys that descend

to the east or south-east from the Grampian chain, we find

similar evidence of a general abrasion, and of a close rela-

tion between the direction of the striae and that of the main

valleys. The great depression in which Loch Lomond lies is
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smoothed and striated from iiortli to soutli, or in tlie line of its

length, rochcs moutonnees being conspicuous at Bealmaha, Eow-

ardennan, Luss, and Tarbet, while some of the islets, like those

of Loch Awe, have the same mammillated character.^ Mr.

Robert Chambers lias pointed out a remarkable example at the

head of Loch Katrine, where strife are seen to ascend obliquely

out of the lake, passing over a high jutting hill promontory,

reappearing under compact clay in low ground at some distance

from the loch, and everywhere maintaining a direction from

NNW. He thinks it probable, that the agent which produced

these impressions came over a lofty range of hills from Bal

quhidder, passing on to cross a scarcely lower range and descend

into the valley of Loch Ard.^

On the east side of Loch Lubnaig, the striations run north

and south, or parallel to the lake, but as they pass down the

valley they change to nearly east and west, on the top of the

hill, which rises like a wall behind the village of Callender.

The alteration in the direction of the groovings thus corre-

sponds to a change in the trend of the valley.^

Again in the valley of Strathearn, the rocks are smoothed

from west to east. One striking example is described by Mr.

INIaclaren as occurring at the west end of the village of Comrie,

where a broad platform or ledge of clay-slate, projecting ten

yards from the side of the hill above, is truncated at its eastern

end, but terminates in a beautifully rounded and smoothed ex-

tremity to the west. It is traversed with grooves, from one-fourth

to a full inch in breadth, which run straight as mathematical

lines from wkw to ese, exactly the direction of the strath.^

It thus appears that in the mountainous tract which extends

from Loch Fyne to the Moor of liannoch, and from Loch Linnlie

to Strathearn, the striations on the rocks follow the direction

of the main valleys. Mr. jNIaclaren in summing up the evi-

dence presented by this district remarks :
" On the east side at

Loch Tay, the abrading and grooving agents moved eastward

;

on the west side, at Glen Spean, Loch Leven, and Loch Etive,

they moved westward ; and on the south side, at Loch Fyne,

Ix)ch Eck, Loch Long, and (Jareloch, they moved southward.

' Cliambers, Edin. Nem Phil. Jour liv. p. '255. - Ihhl. Inc. cit.

-' Maclaren, E<rni. X,-w PInl.Jnnr. xlvii. p. 174. * //»>/. p. 17?..
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It follows that the uuclens of the physical force, the coiuiuoii

centre from which the agents moved, was the group of moun-

tains extending from Loch Goil northward to Loch Laggan,

dividing the springs of the Spean, the Leven, and the Orchy,

from those of the Spey, the Tay, the Earn, and the Forth. And
the force must have resided in some substance, for the abrasion

produced by it can be traced to the height of more than 2000

feet."^

J\lr. jSLaclaren did not himself examine the districts to the

north-east of this tract, but he suggested that the striations

would be found there also diverging from the main chain of

mountains. This has since been confirmed by Mr. Jamieson,

who shows that along the east part of Aberdeenshire the direc-

tion of the gTooves and striae is from west to east, or from

w by S to E by n, and that the rounded and polished faces of

the rocks look towards the high grounds of the interior.^ He
has also pointed out that at the foot of Loch Treig—a locality

which so forcibly arrested the attention of Agassiz^—the stria-

tions which descend from Glen Treig diverge on reaching Glen

Spean, one series going away down the valley to the Great

Glen, the other striking up Loch Laggan and crossing into

Strathspey. It seems to me questionable, how far the existing

striation of Loch Treig and the valley in its immediate vicinity

are to be attributed to the early part of the Drift period now
under review. It cannot, indeed, be doubted that during the

general movement of abrasion which we are at present consider-

ing, the sides of Glen Treig and Glen Spean were powerfully

ground down and polished. But it seems equally probable that

the actual smoothed and striated surfaces, such as we now see

them, have been to a large extent produced after the submer-

gence of the country by local glaciers descending from the

Ben Nevis mountains. I shall return to this question, how-

ever, at a subsequent part of the present paper.

The Lowlands of Scotland furnish equally striking proofs of

a general and uniform abrasion of the rocks. In the great cen-

tral valley that stretches across from the Firth of Clyde to the

' Maclarc'ii, Edin. Ntio Phil. Jour, xlvii. p. 177.

" Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc. vol. xviii.

^ See Edin. New Plul. Jmir. xxxiii. [i. 2'22.
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mouths of the J'oith and Tay, tlie rocks, underneath a covering

of clay or soil, are commonly found to be covered with stria

tions which, on the whole, run in the direction of the valley, or

nearly east and west. It is hardly necessary to give examples

to show the minor divarications from this general trend. These

will be best seen from the accompanying map. I may remark,

however, that a divergence of the strife can be traced from the

mountainous tracts of Stirling and Dumbarton to the south-

east and east, and then, following the line of the valley of the

Lothians, to the east-north-east. Thus at Torwood, four miles

north-M^est from Falkirk, Sir James Hall found them striking

towards the east-south- east, from the Trosach mountains through

the opening between the Lennox hills on the one side, and the

steeper Ochils on the other.^ They show the same direction on

the north side of the Stirling valley, along the west shoulder of

Dumyat, at a height of five hundred feet above the sea."^ As

they enter the valley of the Firth of Forth they begin to bend

more towards the east, and slowly roimd northward to ene,

thus corresponding with the general line of the basin of the

Forth between the Pentlands and Lammermuirs on the south,

and the chain of the Ochils on the north.

The striations and mouldings of the rocks in a district so far

removed from any chain of hills where glaciers could have

existed, acquire a peculiar interest. We find them retaining

their prevalent direction wholly irrespective of minor inequa-

lities of surface ; nay, even in many cases without regard to the

obstruction of considerable hills. Throughout the Lothians, T

have seldom found them defected more than a few degrees from

their general course. And this persistency marks their occur-

rence equally on the low and on the high grounds. Along the

sea-margin at Granton, a well- striated surface of sandstone

shows the characteristic east and west dressings, while Dr.

Fleming noticed them on the Pentlands at a height of about

1400 feet. INIr. Maclaren records a remarkable instance of

striations crossing the valley of the AVest Water of Dunsyre,

at the south end of the Pentland Chain, 800 or 900 feet above

the sea. They ])i)int east and west across tlie course of tlie

' Trans. Roy. Sue. Edin. vol. vii.

^ Maclaren, Edin. New Phil. Jour, xlvii. p. 175.
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stream, and not duwn tlic liill/ Sucli inavkings occur alike on

the sides and tops of the hills wherever the rock has not suffered

too much from the intiuence of the weather. And even where

tlie fine strite have disappeared, the deeper ruts or furrows, or

the still broader mouldings, may still be often traced stretching

in the prevailing direction. Thus, on the west front of Corstor-

phine Hill the grooves and striae ascend the slope in an easterly

direction. Similar striations were long ago noticed by Colonel

Imrie on the tops of the Campsie hills.^ The south side of

Arthur's Seat, and an impending cliff at the foot of the southern

slope of Blackford Hill, near Edinburgh, are also smoothed and

striated in the same direction. In these two instances, it is

manifest that the polishing and striation of the rock must have

been effected by some agent that moved steadily along, and

adapted itself to every inequality of surface over which it

passed. At Arthur's Seat a deep, narrow gully has had its

sides and bottom completely polished and striated in a direc-

tion parallel to its length ; in the case of Blackford Hill, the

orcrhanging roof of the cliff exhibits a surface precisely similar.

The whole of the wide tract of country forming tlie basin of

the Forth, has thus been ground down and smoothed by an

agent which moved along the line of the great valley that

separates the Highlands from the mountainous tracts of the

southern counties.

In the uplands of the South of Scotland, I have detected

evidence of what appears to be a divergence of the striations

from the main mountain masses. Thus, in the valley of the

Tweed at Dreva, the railway has laid open a surface of hard

Silurian grit, on which the stritie run towards the north-east.

The rough edges of the rock look down the valley, and the

smoothed faces are turned towards the great mountain-range of

Cardon and Culter Fell, 2400 feet above the sea. In the valley

of the Eddleston Water, a tributary of the Tweed, similar hard

grits are striated down the direction of the water-flow, while

on the north side of the chain of hills at Jeffrey's Corse, the

striations descend a hill- side towards the north. The water-

Edin. New Phil. Jour, xlvii. 175.

Mem. Wer. Soc. vol. ii. p. 35. Also Proc. Boy. Sor. Edin. vol. iii. p. 121.
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slied thus separates two divergent series ul' striatiuns.^ Again,

in the vale of the Slitrig, under enormous accumulations of

boulder-clay, Silurian grits may be seen striated in the line of

the valley. At the south end of a railway cutting, about three

miles above Hawick, a beautifully-polished surface of 'these

rocks has been exposed. The strife run south-west and nortli-

east, the direction of the depression in which they occur. Tlie

decomposing nature of the Silurian strata, which compose so

large a portion of the southern counties of Scotland, tends to

obliterate the finer traces of the general abrasion now under re-

view. Even the hardest felspathic grits, though their com-

ponent grains may long withstand the influences of the weather,

are traversed by numerous joints, to which the frosts and rains

find ready access. Hence the rocks are split up into blocks,

and hill-sides that were once undoubtedly marked with well

worn crags, are now defaced with piles and streams of angular

rubbish. I have geologized over several hundred square miles

of the Silurian district of the South of Scotland, and yet the in-

stances of striations which I have met with might be reckoned

on the fingers.

But though these finer markings have disappeared, the flow-

ing outline of the hills and knolls, so characteristic of the

abrasion of the Drift period, are still everywhere visible ; and

not only so, but there occur numerous ravines and narrow

valleys, either with one or both ends cut off, running along

the sides of the hills, especially where these border a principal

valley. Such depressions are cut through the solid rock ; they

have frequently steep sides, and have every resemblance to

water-courses, but they are either quite dry, or are traversed

merely by the drainage of small springs issuing from the hill-

side. They could not have been formed by any of the present

streams, yet their general appearance is such as to impel the

belief that they are nevertheless in some way or other the work

of ordinary rivulets. Several good examples occur in the upper

part of the vale of Tweed, as at Drummelzier and Logan. At

the former locality a deep chasm has been excavated along the

side of a liill rising from tlio soutliern bank of the river. This

' This stiitumeiit is madi; on tlie authurity of my bvotlier, who has latelj- been

carrying on the Geological Siirvoy of iliis distiii t.
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chasm slopes down into the valley, and is about half-a-niile

long. Its upper end stands about 370 feet above the Tweed,

and bends round into a transverse glen, which here descends

into the main valley. Yet it opens into this lateral glen at a

great height above the streamlet. Indeed, seen from below, it

looks somewhat like the truncated end of a deep railway cutting,

before the erection of a lofty viaduct to carry the line across the

glen. I have observed a still more impressive example on the

steep hill-side that looks from the east do^^Ti upon the hamlet

of Manorhead, near the source of the Manor Water, These

streamless defiles must indicate a former contour considerably

different from that which now marks the uplands of Peeblesshire.

Those which I have seen are usually near some stream, though

elevated, perhaps, several hundred feet on the hill-side above it.

May they not be in some cases relics of the old water-courses

]u-ior to (perhaps during) the general dressing of the rocks of

the country, the present lower channels of the streams being the

result of the deepening of the transverse glens by the abrading

agencies of the Drift period ? Some of them seem as if they

had been formed when the lateral glens were dammed up so as

to form lakes, and the pent-up waters escaped by cutting out

channels for themselves, by which they escaped into the main

river.^

Conformity of the Striations to the form of surface over which

they run.—In the course of the preceding remarks, I have

referred to several remarkable examples of the singular conform-

ity of the striations to the inclination of the rock-surface along

which they pass. As this cu^cumstance appears wholly subver-

sive of the iceberg h}q3othesis formerly noticed, I would give

it additional prominence by again alluding to it. The strife

descend into the little dimples and hollows, and thus plainly

indicate that the agent which produced them could not have

been a rigid mass of sea-borne ice, but must have been able to

mould itself upon the rocks along which it moved. Further,

' I know not a nmre fascinating, nor at tlie same time a more perplexing ) ursuit,

than the study of these strange forms of surface. My old friend and colleague in

the Geological Survey, Dr. Young, is at present at work among those of the Tweed,

and the results of his researches will, I hope, be published in an early number of

llie Memoirs of the Survey.
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the same markings are fuund along the sides and Ijottoms of

narrow gullies as plainly defined as on the most exposed and

open surface. Here again the grooving agent must have been

able to squeeze itself through such clefts, and leave there on

the rock precisely the same markings as on a bare hill-top.

And not only so, but even on the face of an overhanging cliff

the same finely-moulded and striated surface is visible. The

Blackford Hill example is exceedingly instructive. Captain

Brickenden has also described one on Dumbarton Rock, where a

fissure, about ten feet wide, pointing north and south towards

the valley of the Leven and the distant Ben Lomond, has its

sides well striated. The west side hangs over at an angle of

about 70°, and its well-marked furrows and strife, in place of

being horizontal, run nearly conformably to the declivity of the

passage.^ Lastly, the striatious run up the sides and over the

summits of hills. The examples cited from Loch Fyne and

Bute show that sloping ground, in place of being furrowed and

striated along its declivity, has been smoothed off and scored

by an agent which deliberately ascended from the sea level, and

after topping hills of from 500 to 800 feet in height, went

down to the sea on the other side. That the agent did not

originate on the hill -top, and de.scend on all sides to the sea, is

shown by the fact that the faces of the knolls and hillocks

which look down the hill to the north, are worn and rounded off,

while those which look up, are rugged and angular. On the

south or south-west side, on the other hand, it is the fronts that

look ^^p the hill which are ground down. Hence the abrading

agent has moved steadily onward from the north or north-east,

and so vast must have been its volume, and so resistless its

impetus, that hills of 500 or 800 feet in height were little more

than mere mole- hills in its line of march.
" Crcuj and Tail."—In the basin of the Forth, and less

obtrusively in other parts of the country, there is a remarkable

form of hill, to which Sir James Hall gave the name of " Crag

and Tail." The more isolated hills are often found to present

abrupt faces to the west and north-Avest, with more or less

steep sides to the north and south, and tailing declivities to the

east. They form, in fact, long ridges, each rising up gently from

' Bi-ickemleii, Qutirt. -Jour. Gcol. Hoc. xi. y. '.'7.
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tlu' jilain, iucivasiiig in lu-iglit and steepness towards the west,

until it terminates at its western extremity in a bold craggy

eminence, in front of wliicli usually lies a gentle depression or

valley. Many good examples occur in the hills round Edin-

l)urgh ; they are found also in East-Lothian in such eminences

as North Berwick Law ; in Linlithgowshire, Binny Craig ^ is a

conspicuous illustration ; and in Stirlingshire, the rock of Stirling-

Castle.

It is a common error to suppose that the "tail" consists

merely of detritus heaped up in the eastern lee of the hill.

This is by no means the case. The " tail," almost equally with

the " crag," consists of solid rock. Sometimes, as in the lee

of Arthur Seat, the eastern declivity has a considerable thick-

ness of boulder-clay, or sand and gravel heaped over its surface.

But, even if such superficial accumulations were removed, we
should still find a tail of hard rock. One of the most familiar

examples of this fact is afforded by the long declivity reaching

from Edinburgh Castle down to Holyrood I'alace, on which

is built the " ridgy back" of the Old Town. The section at the

Castle Hill shows that the steep rock on which the Castle

stands is a mass of compact basalt, rising through strata of

lower carboniferous age, which dip away from it to the east.

In the process of cutting some deep drains down the main

street, that runs along the crest of the sloping ridge, the car-

boniferous rocks were found for a long w^ay east, with hardly

any covering of drift or soil It was made clear in this way,

that the "tail" which slopes eastward from Edinburgh Castle

is not a mere ridge of drift, but consists of sandstone, shale, and

marl, dipping steadily towards the east, these strata having

been cut away on the south and north sides, so as to stand

up as a prominent ridge. Below the western front of the rock,

there is a deep depression, which encircles both its northern

and southern sides. In short, it resembles a huge pebble lying

in the bed of a rivulet, with a tail of sediment pointing down
the stream, and a hollow in front of it, formed by the eddy of

the water. This resemblance of the form of hill called " crag-

and-tail" to the ridges formed in the lee of blocks of stone in

' For ;m excellent description of Binny Craig, see Maclaren's Geology of Fife

and the Lothinns.
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the bed of a streaiu, led to the idea, that the hills had been

woru into their present outlines by strong westerly cunents.

It is not easy to see, however, how any current or any force of

breakers could have effected such a result. A submarine cur-

rent would probably have little or no effect on hard rock, and

a line of breakers would depend for the progress of their de-

vastations more on the character of the obstacle opposed to

them, than on their impulse in any one direction, communicated

from open sea. In what is commonly known as marine de-

nudation, I suspect, the ordinaiy atmospheric agencies, as

springs and frosts, play a far more important part than the

waves. The sea, perhaps, does little more than remove the

debris that falls from the cliffs, as these are shattered by the

weather. Hence it seems to me highly improbable that a long

bank of sandstones and shales sloping away from a liiU of

harder greenstone or basalt, should be the result of any form of

marine denudation. Yet it is hardly possible to doubt that

the trap hill has in some way acted as a buttress to the more

easily wasted rocks behind, and that the whole have been

worn down by some powerful agent which set from west to

east.^

But crag-and-tail is only a part of the general aljrasiou of

the central valley of Scotland. Xo one can have passed

through this district from south to north without observing

that the whole region is deeply furrowed in an east and west

direction. Long smooth-backed ridges follow each other in

endless succession, and on these we can trace every gi'adation

of eminence, until we reach the true typical form of crag-and-

tail. AMieu it is recollected how exactly these ridges coincide

witli the general moiilding and striation already described, it

seems reasonable to ascribe the whole to the operation of the

' It is liglit to mention, tiiat nianv of the quote i examples of crag-and-tail

derive much of their prominence from the fact, tliat the strata dip to the east, and

of course present to the west a natural escarpment, 'ihis did not escape the notice

of riayfair, when arguing against the introduction of violent debacles to account for

tlie phenomena of " crag-and-tail " {Illustrations of the Hiittonian Theory, p. 408).

Corstorphine Hill is a sheet of greenstone dipping in a westerly direction, and its

escarpment lies towards the east. Still it cannot be denied that some of the

examples of cr.-xg andtail are not mere natural escarpments to the west, but have

been produced as suggested in the text.
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same great force acting steadily for a \ast period in an east

and west direction.^

Contorted and Brolrn Rocks under the Drift.—It is evident

that unless a rock is hard enough to receive impressions, and to

retain them when made, we need not expect to find on it a

striated surface. AVhere the edges of soft shale come to the

surface, no dressings are likely to occur. Yet in such cases,

instead of a smoothed and grooved surface, we sometimes meet

^\•ith a band of broken fragments of the underlying rocks, or

with a remarkable crumpling of their strata, as if the agent

which was rounding and scooping the other and harder masses

could only twist up and fracture the edges of the shales. Dr.

Fleming has described several examples of such broken and

fragmentary strata under the boulder-clay of the vicinity of

Fldinburgh. In one instance " from two to three feet of angular

fragments or shivers of bituminous shale rested immediately on

the fixed strata of the same material. The boulder-clay rested

on the shivers, and seemed to have been in motion from west

to east, and at one place had squeezed a process of the shivers

into its substance, so as to be above, below, and in front of

the projection."
'^

A beautiful example of this kind was exposed some years

ago in a quarry near Dechmont, Linlithgowshire. The rocks

there laid open consisted of various black shales and thin clay

iron-stones, dipping at an angle of 40° or 45°. Their edges,

sharply cut off by a superincumbent layer of clay, were

crumpled and bent up, as if some heavy body had moved along

their edges. I have seen highly inclined shales so bent over by
the slow sliding of the soil down the slope, as to appear to be

dipl)ing in a direction opposite to their real inclination. But
in the case I have cited from Dechmont, this could not have

happened, for the ground was comparatively level.

Again, it frequently happens that a rock is so broken along

its upper surface, and so obscured by its own debris, as to remain

concealed over a considerable area. I do not refer to mere sur-

face decomposition. There is a hill of red sandstone, for instance,

' The general trend of the ridges and valleys in the Lothians and Fife is excel-

lently shown on the shaded one-inch maps of the Ordnance Survey.
= Litholoqy of Edinhiirfjh, p. 52.

C
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between the ridge of Xewbiggiiig and Uggscastle, in the upper

ward (jf Lanarkshire, so completely enveloped in its own ruin,

that tlie rock of which it is composed can hardly anywhere he

seen in situ. And yet numerous quarries have been opened on

its long moory top, and all the M-alls of the neighboui-liood have

been built out of the angular rub! )ish. Tlie blocks, where seen

in any of the quarries, are enveloped in a sandy or clayey paste,

in which occur a few striated fragments of felstouc and Silurian

grit from the hills to the south. At the north of the Carmichael

burn, a few miles to the south-west of the locality last mentioned,

a chocolate- coloured sandstone, belonging to the lower Devonian

series, is covered with large masses, torn up from its OAvn beds,

and more or less surrounded with clay.

I associate both the surface contortions and disruption of the

rocks as evidence of the operation of the same great agent which

gave rise to the mouldings, groovings, and striations. What
was the nature of this agent will better appear after an exami-

nation of the boulder-earth or till which occurs so universally

throughoTit the country, and so persistently accomjianics the

striated rocks.

2. Bonlchr Clay or Till}

The frequent association of a stiff boulder-clay with dressed

surfaces of rock, and the freshness of the markings when the

clay is washed from them, cannot but suggest that l)oth clay and

striations have resulted from some common and simultaneous

process. Had the finely-polished surfaces been long exposed, they

would have been partially, if not wholly defaced. Their perfect

state of preservation is probably good evidence that no very long

interval could well have elapsed between the dressing of the rocks

and the deposition of the clay upon them ; that, in short, these

two events may be regarded as geologically contemporaneous.

Probably no member of the Drift series of Scotland requires a

more rigorous definition than this peculiar boulder -bearing

clay. There are deposits of clay in different parts of the country,

classed together as boulder-clay and resembling each other, at

least, in the fact that they contain transported stones in greater

* These terms are use 1 intereliangcaLly in tliLs paper.
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(»v less ([uantit}'. Ovcilyiiig some of the finer laiuiimted clays

and silts of Aberdeenshire, beds of a stitl' boulder-bearing clay

are found, and strata of a similar kind are also seen among the

brick-clays of the Clyde. In these cases this boulder- bearing

clay either itself contains marine shells, or is associated in such

a way with stratified deposits as to show that it is truly of

marine origin. So far as my observation goes, and in this I am
confirmed by other observers, this imdoubtedly marine clay is

a fine mud with stones interspersed, sometimes in tolerable

abundance, through its mass. If the stones are removed, the

clay may be used for bricks, as is done extensively at Paisley

and on the coast of Aberdeenshire. We can, without difficulty,

conceive of the occurrence of the stones as an accident not

essential to the formation of the deposit. The clay into which

they seem to have been dropped is in many cases just such a

clay as that of the beds above or below, save perhaps that it

shows no lamination.

But this is not the character of the true boulder-clay or till.

We cannot conceive of it without its boulders and pebbles. It

is not merely a clay with a greater or less number of boulders

scattered through it ; it is rather an earth—a mixture of gritty

clay, sand, gravel, and boulders, heaped together indiscrimi-

nately in constantly varying proportions. With certain excep-

tions to be afterwards specified, it shows no trace of stratifica-

tion, and must be due to some agency different from that wliich

produced the boulder-bearing clay associated with the well-

stratified clays and sands of the Clyde and Aberdeen.

The term boulder-clay or till as a stratigraphical and not a

mere lithological appellation, I would restrict to tlie pell-mell

agglomeration of clay and boulders so well known in Scotland.

This formation was first studied in the Lowlands, and it is

there that it acquires its greatest and typical development. In

the Highlands, and also (though to a less extent) in the uplands

of the south, this boulder-clay has either been less abundantly

deposited, or has suffered mirch from subsequent denudation.

Crlaciers, and the waves of the sea, as well as the rains and

rivers of these misty regions, have all been at work in sweep-

ing off the old mantle of boulder-clay. But in the broad plains

and valleys of the central districts it is still preserved often in
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masses of great thickness. It is fuuiid along the course of

almost every stream, sometimes rising into cliffs more than

sixty or one hundred feet high where the characteristic features

of the deposit may he studied in detail. While, therefore, there

are in Scotland masses of boulder-bearing clay belonging pro-

bably to several periods in the long Ice-age, and taking their

origin from the operation of different agencies, it is this thick

tumultuous formation, as best seen in the lower parts of the

country, that I would especially name Tlie Boulder-Clay.'

This deposit is commonly believed to be a very simple one,

and such I supposed it to be until I set myself sedulously to

work out its structure. It is described as a mere unstratified

conglomeration of boulders and gravel in a matrix of stiff* clay.

This is undoubtedly its prevailing character. But it also con-

tains, as I shall show, lenticular stratified beds. In some

localities it has yielded the remains of sea-shells, in others the

bones of land-animals, and (as I have ascertained this year)

traces of laud-plants. In short, no deposit with which I am
acquainted offers a greater number of perplexing problems, and

in this opinion few Scottish geologists will decline to agree.^

Its composition.—The boulder-clay is usually hard and stiff,

full of gravel and stones of ever}^ size, up to boulders of several

feet in diameter. "NMien cut through, as in quarries and rail-

way sections, it is frequently found to possess such extreme

toughness as to make its removal a matter of gxeat labour and

expense. It requires to be quarried with the heavy pick, and

its larger boulders have to be blasted with gunpowder, and re-

moved in fragments. Hence an excavation in boulder-clay is

often more expensive than through some kinds of solid rock.

When exposed along lines of cliff and in ravines, it may be

often seen to yield to the influence of the weather, after the

manner of a compact conglomerate. Huge masses become

' I am fully aware liow diflirult and indeed impossible it sometimes is in prac-

tice to distinguish between tlicse ditterent clays. The reasons for this similarity

will probably appear as our investif,'ation advances. I think it hidily probable also

that part of the pell-mell gravelly detritus in some Highland valleys (which have

not been the seat of local glaciers) may be the equivalent of the boulder-clay, though

the utter absence of detiitus of any kind over large tracts of the Highlands, and the

perfect bareness of the moulded and striated rocks, still remains as a grave difficulty.

° Mr. Robeit Chambers truly characterizes it as a " mysterious deposit."
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(letaelied and full headloug like crags ul' solid rock, and many

weeks may elapse before these crumble down into mere mounds

and hummocks. A Iresli surface of boulder-clay commonly re

mains for a long while barren of vegetation, imtil, by degrees,

the coltsfoot and thistle take root, and then a few tufts of

stunted grass, which scantily relieve the cold cheerless asiJect

of the bare earth and stones.

This deposit, as its name imports, is commonly a clay, or at

least an earth ; but this is not always the case. In sandstone

districts, for example, it sometimes becomes so sandy as to pass

into a kind of comminuted paste of sandstone fragments. In

other localities, particularly where shales and slates abound, it

is a soft unctuous clay. But its common character is that of a

stiff", gritty, gravelly clay or earth.

Its local character.—The colour of the boulder-clay varies in

different parts of the country, and this variety, as is well known,

coincides with the changes in the character of the rocks which

it overlies. " The boidder-clay, in the great majority of cases,"

says Hugh Miller, " is, both in colour and quality, just such a

clay as might be produced from the rocks on which it rests.

The red sandstone rocks of Moray, Cromarty, and Eoss, are

covered by red boulder-clays ; and a similar red boulder-clay

overlies the red sandstones of Forfarshire ; and I was first

apprised when travelling in Banffshire, some years ago, that

I had entered on the district of the Old Eed, by finding

the boulder-clay assuming the familiar brick-red hue. Over

the pale oolites of Sutherlandshire, as at Brora and Golspie, it

is of a pale yellow tint, and of a yellowish-red over the pale

old red sandstones of the long flat valley known as the Howe
of Fife. Again, in the middle and north-western districts of

Caithness, where the paving flagstones so well known in com-

merce give to the prevailing rocks of the district a sombre tint

of grey, the boulder clay assumes, as in the neighbourhood of

Wick and Thurso, the leaden colour of the beds wdiich it over-

lies ; while over the coal-measures of the South of Scotland, as

in East and West Lothian, and around Edinburgh, it is of a

bluish -black tint, exactly the colour which might be premised

from the large mixture of shale-beds, coal-seams, and trap-rocks
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which occurs amid the prevailing light -hued sandstones of the

deposits beneath."^

Many additional instances might he cited of the same fact.

If we journi^y eastward from Edinburgh, we pass first over the

dull blue or leaden clays that cover the carboniferous rocks.

Towards the eastern districts of Haddingtonshire, the tint

changes to a bright red, and reveals where the old red sandstone

has begun to set in. This hue is replaced by one of a pale

bluish-grey, as we ascend into the Silurian region of the Lam-
mermuirs. But no sooner do we reach the Berwickshire Merse

than the red soil of the plain reveals once more the presence

of the old red sandstone. So, too, in travelling southwards

from Glasgow, we mark the black or leaden boulder- clay of the

carljoniferous tracts change into one of a red or almost orange

tint when we reach the red sandstones of Mauchline. The

same colour returns as we pass into Nithsdale, and stretches

southward over the area occupied by the red sandstones of

I )unifries.

This markedly local colouring is, of course, a clear indication

of a corresjionding variety in texture and composition. It is

not unusual to speak of the boulders in the boulder-clay as

.trafcUcd-'blocks ai' erratics. This, however, is by no meansi their

character. They consist almost entirely of the rocks of the

innnediate neighbourhood.^ Thus in the gneissic and schistose

ti-acts the pebbles and boulders in the clay are of gneiss, schist,

granite, porphyry, or some of the other rocks common in meta-

morphic districts. Throughout the Lothians the prevailing

lioulders are of greenstone, basalt, sandstone, limestone, and

shale- -the rocks of M'liich that part of the island is mainly

composed. It is rare to find in the clay, boulders which have

come more than a few miles from their parent rock. Moreover

it is worthy of remark that the stones which have come from

some distance are of small size, usually mere pebbles. The

larger boulders in the boulder-clay are all from the rocks of

the neigldxnirhdod, and tliey become larger in size, less rounded

' Ske'rh-huvh of Popular Gcohiffij, [i. 31. See also < uiiiining, Quart. Jour,

llevl. Soc. vi. p. 10, ami other aulhors.

- This ln<;al cliaratlcr oC the houlders is well shown in the t.ihles of percentages

ill ihf fill, uiveii I'n a sulis(<iiicnl |iage.
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aiul Avorn, and nioiv abundant, the nearer tliey approach to the

parent masses from which they have been detached. The hirge

hlocks of primary rock scattered over the low grounds and hills

of the central district of Scotland, do not occur in the boulder-

clay, and belong, as we shall see, to a subsequent condition of

things. In truth, a boulder more than four or five feet in

diameter is a rarity in the boulder-clay. Here and there in

the vicinity of trappean hills, blocks of greenstone and basalt

may be found in the clay, measuring perhaps as much as five

or six feet in diameter. But even the larger boulders usually

fall short of t]n*ee feet, and in the vast majority of cases the

stones of the boulder-clay are mere chips and pebbles.

Tliese stones may be described as on the whole rounded,

jiassing into subangular, with a smaller number of angular

forms. Such fresh angular fragments in the till are almost

always seen to be jueces of the underlying or adjacent rocks

;

while the more worn stones can usually be traced to a further

source.^

Striation of the Boulders in the Till.—The most remarkal:)le

feature in the stones of this deposit is the aljundance of the

striations on their surface. It is in many places scarcely

possil^le to pick out a piece of hard greenstone, limestone, grit,

etc., without finding its smoothed surface covered with fine

strine. These markings are best seen on smoothed and more or

less rounded fragments of some close-grained rock. On the

fresh angular stones they are much less frequent. Sometimes

every portion of the boulder, even its dimples and hollows, is

striated, sometimes only one side, which is then usually flatter

and smoother than the other sides. The striations vary from

the minutest hair-lines to ruts like those of a plough or harrow.

Veiy commonly they run over the boulder not at random, but

with aremarkable persistence in the line of its long axis.^ Oblong
' So far back as the year 1809, the character of the stones of the boulder-clay (or

"old alluvial cover"), was accurately described by Bald, from the Clackmannan

coal-field. It is, he says, "a stiff red-coloured clay, containing great numbers of

small smooth stones, and large smooth boulder-stones. With these are mixed, in

very large abundance, specimens of almost all the strata of the adjoining coal-field,

and it is somewhat remaikable that these fragments are quite sharp at the angles,

and very little worn."

—

Mem. Wer. Sue. vol. i. p. 481.

- Hugh I\Iiller has a graphic account of this peculiarity of the boulder.=.

—

Brit.

Assoc. Bep. xi.v. 03.
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rouuded stones may thus he frequently seen with every part uf

their surface striated from eud to end, and the same direction of

the markings may be traced even ^vhere these occupy only one

side of tlie stone. Tlie strite often cross each otlier, one series

jjartially effacing an okler set. This may be iUustrated in abuost

every section of the boulder-clay. AVe see how the stone firmly

held, as in a vice, in one position, was pushed along a surface

either of liard rock or of other boulders, and thus received a

polishing and striation in a given line, and tlien how it shifted

its place, and underwent a new attrition in another direction.

Thus one stone may show" traces of having more than once

changed its position during the process of abrasion which pro-

duced the boulder-clay. Dr. Fleming has referred to a piece of

shale, on which he counted seven distinct scratched planes.

In no respect do the ruts and strise on the stones of the till

differ from those already described as marking the surface of

the parent rocks. It is, therefore, evident that these markings,

whether on a hill or on a boulder, are all the results of one com-

mon process. It is not less clear that the boulders are not

merely aljraded fragments detached from masses of rock that

had been previously dressed, for the boulders are frequently

striated on all sides, which could only have been eftected when
they were separate and independent blocks. The freshness of

their markings, too, as well as that of the markings on the rock-

surfaces below, indicates that they could not have been exposed

to any long wear and tear before being entombed in the clay, and

that, therefore, the formation of the clay and the grooving and

polishing of the rocks and of the boidders, were, in all likeli-

hood, contemporaneous events.

UnstratAjicd Character of the Till.—The true till or boulder-

clay over the greater part if not the whole of Scotland shows

no trace of lamination or stratification of any kind. Nor, save

with rare exceptions, are its boulders arranged in any determi-

nate manner. They lie at all angles and at all depths, without

regard to size. Large and small, angular and rounded, sand-

stone, limestone, greenstone, basalt, are thrown together at

random. It is the most thoroughly unstratified deposit in the

island. At the same time, it seems by no means improbable

that the unstratified tillAvill he found shadinjr awav horizontallv



iiit(j a stmtitieJ deposit formed of the same liiaterials. The

boulder- clay of Caithness is said to show some traces of strati-

ticatiou, and this deposit may be on the same horizon with the

thoroughly unstratified till of other parts of the island. The

grounds for this inference will be given on a subsequent page.

In the most tumultuous till of the central valley from the

Clyde to the Forth and Tweed, beds of finely stratified material

do occur. These, however, as we shall see, are sharply marked

off from the stony clay above and below them, whose character-

istic want of stratification they render only the more apparent.

At the same time it is sometimes possible to detect in a cliff of

boulder-clay traces ofmore thanone deposition of this unstratified

material. The lower part may show, for instance, a dull leaden

blue tint, while the upper portion is redder in colour, and more

sandy in texture. Such subdivisions, however, are quite local,

and afford, so far as I have been able to observe, no gTound

whatever for the separation of the boulder-clay into different

horizniis. The boulder- clay, as we see it now, is doubtless the

result of a long succession of depositions, but I do not see how
these are to be distinguished, any more than the separate beds

in a sandstone quarry are to be discriminated in the general

geological system to which the sandstone belongs.

Its thickness and position on the ground.—The boulder-clay

throughout the Lowlands, and in many valleys of the higher

districts, covers the greater part of the surface. I have traced

it from the sea-margin i;p to heights of 1500 or 1600 feet

among the Peeblesshire hills, and it probably goes higher still.

Along both the eastern and western shores of the island it is

seen to extend beneath the sea. It probably covers the entire

bed of the German Ocean, and stretches out into the Atlantic.

Still, the boulder- clay, as at present developed, is only the

relics of a much thicker and more continuous deposit. There

seems every likelihood that this accumulation of clay and

boulders once covered the greater part of the surface of the

country. Hence the extent to which it has been subsequently

worn away must be very great. The thickness of the clay at

any pai'ticular locality does not, therefore, necessarily indicate

the original depth of the deposit. In some places it has been

entirelv washed awav, and onlv from the small stones and
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Loulders left l)chind can its former existence l)e inferred. Its

thickness is thus constantly varying. Sometimes it is only a

few inches thick, again it increases to many feet or even

yards. In some recent borings at Leith it was foimd to

descend for somewhat more than 100 feet below the sea-level.

In the Clackmannan coal-field, which is Init little above the

sea, Bald pierced it to a depth of 162 feet.^ In the bed of the

Avon, Mddch divides the connties of Linlithgow and Stirling, it

reaches a thickness of from 60 to 80 or even 100 feet, at a

height of 200 or 300 feet above the sea-level. In the valley of

the Slitrig it mnst be at least 100 feet thick in some places,

and this at a height of fully 700 or 800 feet. Cliffs of boulder-

clay 30 to 50 feet in height, are abnndant along the water-

courses, especially in the low grounds l)etween the Firth of

Clyde and the mouths of the Forth and Tay.

The till lies thickest in valleys and thins away over the more

exposed hill -sides. This feature cannot be better seen than

along the course of the Tweed and its tributaries. The bare

rounded slopes of Silurian grits and shales, sometimes with

rocky scarps and scars along their front, descend from the hills

until they sink beneath the thick deposit of boulder-clay

—

easily recognisable from its A'egetation -which lills up the

bottom of the valley.

I have been often struck with the singular aljsence of th(i

till on trappean eminences, in districts where the deposit covers

almost the whole surface. A tract of sandstone, liiuestone, or

other stratified rocks will be found thickly obscured with the

clay. Yet if there chance to occur in it a mass of greenstone

or basalt, we may, even from a distance, detect the presence

of the igneous rock, rising often Avith a craggy outline, and

sometimes only but a few feet, out of the surrounding drift.

This nakedness of tlie trap-rocks is occasionally rendered

peculiarly prominent where some knoll of greenstone is sur-

rounded by higher grounds formed of sedimentary strata, but

thickly mantled over with boulder- clay.

Direction of Tvaw^'port of the Bouldcr-Ghuj. —The coincidence

in colour and composition between the till aud llic rocks on

which it rests, shows that this clay, wliafcMT niiiy liiuc been

' Mom. Wrr. Sot: i. IR2.
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the mode of its production, cannot have been canied fiovii a

distance, Imt must have been formed, on the whole, in the dis-

tricts in whicli it occurs. It does not follow, however, that

there was no transport of any kind. On the contrary, thougli

we have abundant evidence that the main mass of the boidder-

clay in the basin of the Forth, for instance, consists of the

(jounninuted debris of the carboniferous and other rocks which

form the frame-work of that district, yet we can also gather

that this loose fragmentary material has moved from west to

east. In the upper part of the basin of the Firth of Forth the

coal-fields are covered with red boulder-clay, abounding in

fragments of the rocks that lie towards the north-west, and

deriving its prevalent tint from the waste of the old red sand-

stone which stretches up to the foot of the Highland mountains.

The till produced by the attrition of the red sandstone has thus

been carried eastward so as to encroach on the coal-measures.

The red colour, however, speedily disappears, and is re^daced by

tlie characteristic dark leaden blue, or brownish-black hue,

characteristic of the carboniferous tracts. In the boulder-clay

of Stirling and LinlithgoAv, fragments of clay-slate and mica-

schist may here and there be seen. These rocks may have

come from the district of the Trosachs. Similar small boulders

or pebbles also occur, but more rarely, in the till of Edinluirgh

and Haddington. Even where the boulders are unequivocally

natives of the neighbourhood, it is sometimes possible to detect

the direction in which they have been moved. Thus, as was

pointed out by Mr. Maclaren, blocks of the peculiar greenstone

of Corstorphine Hill, near Edinburgh, are to be found in toler-

able abundance to the east of that eminence, but they do not

appear to occur to the west. Dr. Fleming has also adduced

satisfactory proofs of an easterly motion of the boulder-clay in

tlie neighbourhood of Edinburgh.^

There is evidence, therefore, that the materials which com-

pose the boulder-clay of the basin of the Forth have been sub-

jected to a movement from west (or west by north) to east (or

east by south.) It will be observed that this direction corre-

sponds to that whicli cliaracterizes both the minor valleys of

tliis district, and tlie (bvssings on the surface of the rocks.

' See liis I.itltolcf/i/ of Edinbior/Ji, pp. ,^2, 56, 59.
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It may seem fur a luoment cuiitradictoi'v to maintain that the

bouliler-clay has, on the whole, been produced from the waste

of the rocks on which it lies, and yet that it has likewise been

subjected to a movement of transportation. This difficulty,

however, immediately disappears when we examine the charac

ter of the stones in the boulder-clay, particularly near tlie con-

fines of two or uiore distinct geological formations. We there

find tliat perhaps sixty or seventy per cent, of the stones are

fragments of the rocks underneath, while of the lemainder the

greater number belong to the next geological tract, and only a

very few can be traced to remoter localities. By taking the

relative proportions of different geological formations repre-

sented by the boulders in a section of till, we may often gather

some curious and important information as to the origin of the

deposit.

Mr. Smith of Jordaidiill many years ago made such an exami-

nation of the boulder-clay at the west end of the great central

valley. " In levelling a mass of boulder-clay near Glasgow,"

he says, "the workmen laid into a heap all the boulders which

were too large to be lifted with tli(» s[)ade. This afforded me
an opportunity to estimate the relati\e projjortions of the differ-

ent rocks, which I found to be as follows :

—

White Sandstone and Sliale 60 per cent.

Trap 30

Clay-Slate and Grauwackfe, .... 10 ,,

Granite, 1 ,>

The sandstone was evidently derived from the subjacent coal-

formation ; the trap-boulders from the Kilpatrick HiUs, which

are about ten miles to the north-west, their identity being

])roved liy the zoolitic minerals which they contained ; the

slate and grauwacke from hills in Dumbarton and Argyleshire

about double that distance ; the granite blocks must have been

transported from still greater distances. Beyond the Kilpatrick

Hills the trap and white sandstone boulders disappear, and are

replaced by grauwacke, clay- slate, and red sandstone, while

those of granite and mica-slate become numerous." ^

In the island of Bute the boulder- clay everywhere reveals

the direction in wliich it has moved. Over the schistose dis-

* Jfein. Wo: ISoc. viii. n. ")5.
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t rifts it al)Ouials in boulders of hard gnarled mica- schist, which

must have come from the iiortli, probably from the rugged hills

between Loch Fyne and the Kyles of Bute, and onward to Loch

Striven. On the red sandstone south of Eothesay the same

character of boulders still prevails. Not a single block of red

sandstone is to be seen on the schistose division of the island,

])ut the boulder- clay of the sandstone district is charged with

blocks of mica-schist, grauwacke, and clay-slate, which have

all come from a northern source. Here again it wall be seen

that the direction of transport of the bonlder-clay exactly coin-

cides with the trend of the groovings and striations on the

rocks below^

Similar observations might be multiplied from all parts of the

country. I shall add but one other illustration, which is inter-

esting, inasmuch as it shows a movement from south to north,

or from the high ground of the Lanark and Peelilesshire uplands

down into the great central valley. The Pentland Hills are

prolonged by Dolphinton and Biggar to the Clyde at Tinto.

This range of heights consists almost wholly of various felspathic

rocks, as felstones, tuffs, and felspathic grits and conglomerates.

A narrow valley separates it from the great chain of the Silurian

lulls, which, opposite Biggar, swell up into the mountain masses

of Cardon and Culter Fell, 2500 feet above the sea. North of the

felspathic ridge lies another valley in which flows the Medwin,

a tributary of the Clyde. The rocks of this latter valley are chiefly

red sandstones with one small outlier of carboniferous limestone.

In examining the boulder-clay to the north of the Medwin, I

was surprised to meet with a large number of felstone fragments.

These w^ere of a dark red or purple colour, often highly vesicular

or amygdaloidal. I could identify all of them with rocks in

the felspathic ridge to the south. In searching more narrowly,

I likewise found several fragments of a characteristic pebbly

grit, wdiich occurs in the Silurian hills to the southward, between

Culter Fell and Lamington. It thus appeared that the materials

of the till in this district had moved from south to north.

In order to ascertain this with as much precision as possible,

I selected three localities which exhibited good sections of the

boulder-clay, and from each of them I picked out a hundred

stones, varving in size from three or four inches to a foot or
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luiji-e in length. Two of these localities Avere on the Swear

Burn, a northern tributary of the Medwin ; the third was on

the Clyde, immediately to the west of the village of Liherton.

The following percentages were oljtained :—

-

1. Swear Bum. '2. Swear Burn. 3. Bank.s of C'lyile, near Liberton.

Eeil and reddish-grey sand- Felstone, compact vesicular or

stone, . . . . 70 ... 7-4 aiuygdaloiJal, . . . .4.3

Felstone, compact or amyg- Silurian grit and cheriz schist, . 18

daloidal, . . . 19 ... 18 Lower (or middle) old red grit and

Silurian grits, . . . 11 ... 3 quartz pebbles from conglomerate, 14

Silurian pebbly conglo- Soft pale red-brown or white upper

merate, . . . . ... 2 old red sandstone, . . .11

Red quartz-pebbles from con- Felstone, compact flesh-coloured

glomerate, . . .()... 2 (like Tinto), . . . . S

Carboniferous limeslone, . ... 1 Greenstone and basalt, . . .0

100 100 100

111 the first two tables there are from seventy to seventy-four

per cent, of the common reddish-grey sandstone of the district.

Next in abundance come the felstones, which can only have

been derived from the felspathic ridge to the south. TIk;

Silurian mountains beyond are represented in the boulder- clay

by a still smaller proportion, only from five to eleven per cent.

The localities on the Swear Burn are about three miles north of

the chain of felstone hills, and seven from the Silurian slopes.

The section on the Clyde, illustrated l)y the third taljle, lies

considerably to the south-west of the others, and is distant

little more than a mile northward from the prolongation of the

felstone ridge. Hence the proportion of felstone fragments is

large, while the number of Silurian pebbles remains as before.

I am thus particular in the details of these sections since

they appear to involve questions of not a little interest in the

history of the boulder- clay. There can be no doubt, I imagine,

of the direction from which the materials have here been

brought. Not only have we the positive evidence of the

identity of the boulders with rocks that occur abundantly to

the south, but there is the negative evidence to be derived from

the absence of specimens from any other quarter. To the west

lies a range of undulating ridges formed of dark chocolate or

greenish red sandstone and conglomerate traversed l)y dykes of

l)right flesh culourod or pale yellowish grey felstone. Beyond
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tliese lie the coal tiekls of tlie Clyde. Nortlnvard are the lime-

stones and coals which extend from Carhike to AVilsontown.

Yet in the sections of the boulder-clay on the Swear Burn there

were no specimens of the sandstones, conglomerates, or fel-

stones from the west, nor of the carboniferous rocks to the

north. Moreover, the varying amount of attrition exhibited

by the boulders tended in a satisfactory manner to confirm the

inference of a former movement of the till here from south to

north. The blocks of reddish sandstone derived from the strata

underneath were commonly angular; only a few presented a

well-worn outline. The fragments of felstone, which had

travelled several miles from their parent rocks, were almost

always rounded and smooth, and more or less marked "with

striations. The pieces of Silurian grit, which could not have

come from a less distance than seven miles, were beautifully

I'ounded, polished, and covered with stria?. In short, the

farther the source from which the stones had come, the greater

had been the attrition which they suffered.

I have already pointed out that there is evidence of a diver-

gence of the groovings and striations from the high mountainous

tracts of the south of Scotland, as well as from the more elevated

regions of the Highlands. In the district between Culter Fell

and the INIedwiu the rocks are of too decaying a nature, or are

too much obscured with alluvium and drift, to afford any ex-

amples of striated surfaces. But the evidence of these boulder-

clay sections seems not less conchisive as to a downward move-

ment from the high grounds into the valleys to the north. The

frequently observable coincidence between the direction of

transport of the boulder-clay and the line of the dressings on

the underlying rocks affords another valuable link in the chain

of evidence, which serves to connect the origin of the boulder-

clay with the operation of one great agency that wore down and

striated the whole surface of the country.

luficrtion of Boulder-clay amo7ig older Strata.—Eeference has

already been made to the fact that the rock on which a mass of

boulder-clay rests is sometunes much broken up— large angular

fragments being partially or wholly involved in the overlying

till. Occasionally, however, it happens that the till is not

merely inserted among the interstices of loose lilocks, Init has
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been iusinnated between Jai'ge parallel cakes or sheets of the

underlying rocks. One remarkable instance has been recorded

from the quarry of Linksfield, near Elgin/ where a stratum of

boulder-clay is intercalated between an Old Eed cornstone

and a conformable group of shales belonging to the oolite. The

cornstone dips gently to the south-east, and its upper surface is

polished and striated in the same direction as the dip. On this

dressed pavement lies a bed of boulder-clay from two to four

feet thick, containing fragments of the rocks both above and

below it. The surface of the clay, as well as that of the strata

between which it lies, is described as having a worn and abraded

appearance, with polished strire running nearly NW and SE.

Above the clay comes a conformable group of oolitic shales

about forty feet thick. In the process of quarrying, the bed of

boulder- clay has been penetrated for 120 yards without any

symptom of its cessation, while in a transverse direction it has

been observed to extend nearly 300 yards. The red colour and

composition of this clay are identical with those of the ordinary

boulder- cla)'' of the neighbourhood. It is plain that the shales,

therefore, are not in their original position. They must either

have been forced up as a great cake, while a mass of clay and

stones was introduced below them, on which they were subse-

quently let down ; or they nnist have been shifted bodily, and

pushed over a mass of boulder-clay. The abraded and striated

appearance of the clay seems rather to indicate a forward move-

ment of the shale.

In the till, near Cromarty, as my lamented friend Hugh
jMiller once informed me, a band of shale was some years

ago to l)e seen full of lias fossils. This sheet of rock must

likewise have been detached in mass, and buried in the

boulder-clay.

In a section (to 1)0 afterwards descrilied) in one of the pits

of the Airdrie coal-field, I observed that the till did not merely

rest upon some lower strata of sand and clay, but enveloped

their broken edges, as if it had been forced among them.

I adduce these incidents as additional evidence of the

nature and power of the agency by which the boulder-clay

was produced.

1 r.rickpndcn, Quart. Join: Oeol. Sor. vii. p. 280.
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Ancient River courses underneath the Buuhler clay. -'Y\m

broken and contorted or smoothed and striated appearance of

the rocks covered by the till has been already noticed. But

there are some features of a broader kind in the relations of this

deposit to the general contour of the ground. The boulder- clay

lies thickest in the valleys, and thins away over the sides and

tops of the hills. These valleys, therefore, must be at least as

old as the age of the boulder- clay. In the case of the main
valleys, they probably existed (though not so deep or wide) long

before that period ; the minor hollows and defiles may, to a

considerable extent, be coeval with it. Theoretically it is

hardly possible to doubt that many valleys must have been

produced during that prolonged and inconceivably enormous

erosion which is revealed by the existence of the boulder-clay.

It is difficult to discuss this question, however, merely as one of

results apart from a consideration of the nature of the agency

concerned in the process of abrasion. I shall therefore return

to it in a subsequent part of this memoir after the nature of the

abrading force has been discussed. At present I wish to direct

attention to certain valleys and ravines which appear to be

older, on the whole, than the till, which are or have been filled

with till, and to which the rivers that probably flow^ed in them
originally have, since the drift period, returned.

The precipitous coast-line of Berwickshire from the mouth of

the Pease Burn to St. Abb's Head shows several remarkable

examples of such ancient ravines. At the Menzie Cleuch, near

Eedheugh Shore, there is a deep defile filled with boulder-clay.

This channel has evidently been the work of a small rivulet ; it

lias steep sides, especially on the west, where the reck in places

hangs over, and it has been filled to the brim with boulder-clay.

A tiny streamlet is engaged in re-opening this channel by
wearing down the clay, but it is still far from the end of its

task. Another example, on a larger scale, is furnished by the

deep sinuous gorge of the Lumsden Dean, half a mile to the

east of the lonely fortalice of Fast Castle. Through highly-

inclined Silurian grits and shales the stream has here excavated

a cun'ing ravine in some parts 100 feet deep, and from 300 to

100 feet wide at the top, extending from the sea-margin for

three quarters of a mile inland. That this ravine is the work

T)
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of a stream is sufficiently obvious. Yut in sheltered crannies

of its sides and bottom patches of boulder-clay are still to be

seen. The conclusion is therefore forced upon us, that this

water-course existed during the period of the boulder-clay.^

In the Edinburgh coal-field a singular excavation beneath the

till has been pierced during the working of the coals. As
described by Mr. ]Milne-Home it appears to be a true river

course, worn through the sandstones and shales of the coal-

measures before the district was covered up with boulder-clay.

It occurs at Niddiy, and runs in a north-ea.st direction across the

strata for a distance, it is said, of fully two miles. It was 200

yards wide at one point, and little more than 100 yards at an-

other. Its sides were shelving, and its bed filled with rolled

boulders.^ As this remarkable channel, however, lies in the

middle of the coal-basin, deeply buried underneath the clay, it

has never been accessible for geological investigation.

An example of much smaller dimensions, but which is open

to the light of day and easily accessible, occurs on the bank of

the Carmichael Burn, near the parish church of Carmichael,

Lanarkshire. In a low cliff bordering the stream there is laid

bare the section of a water-course about nine yards broad,

bounded by walls of nearly vertical red sandstone, and overlaid

with the usual stiff brown boulder-clay of the district. The

bed of this water-course is filled with shingle and sand, over

which lie a few inches of fine olive-coloured and reddish sand

and silt, with weU-defined stratification. The boulder-clay

passes from the edges of the sandstone beds on the south side

over the underlying sands, cutting them entirely out in its

progress, imtil it reaches the shingle, and then the sandstone

rocks that form the other wall of the channel. The shingle is

precisely that of a stream, and the breadth of the channel, which

is probably cut through obli(|uely, does not greatly differ from

tliat in use by the present rivulet. It deserves to be remarked

that in the course of this stream several patches of stratified

* Mr. Maclaren has descriljcl some other, but, as it seems to me, less forcible in-

stances.

—

Edia. Xeii: Phil. Jour. xliv. p. 181. I have an impression that Mr.

Robert Chambers has somewhere referred to ancient ravines on the Berwickshire

coast, but I have mislaid tiie reference.

° Trans. lioy. Sor. Tulin. xiv.
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cliiy, saiul, and gravel uccui' in the till. These deposits in their

composition and structure resemble those of a small stream with

broad shallow pools. It is difficult to avoid believing that dur-

ing the boulder-clay period a streamlet ran down this valley

from Tinto to the Clyde, and that in these shingles, sands,

gravels, and silts, we have traces of its existence.

I might enumerate many examples of old river valleys filled

with boulder-clay and only partially re-occupied by the present

ri\ers. One of the most remarkable which I have seen is in

the well-known district of the Cartland Crags, near Lanark.

The jMouse Water descending, from the shady ravines of Cleg-

horn Hows smoothly for half a mile through an old valley still

choked up with boulder-clay. This valley runs on below the

house of Baronald, towards Orchard- dell, but, instead of keeping

this, which was probably its ancient course, prior to boulder-

clay times, the river turns abruptly round in front of Baronald,

and plunges into the old red sandstone, through which it has

worked a dizzy ravine some 200 feet or more in depth, whose

western precipices are known as the Cartland Crags. Emerging

from this well-nigh twilight gorge, the river rejoins its old

channel, and then, sweeping through a broad alluvial liaugh,

loses itself in the Clyde. -^

Where the river Ayr issues from the fairy-like ravines of

Barskimming, it enters a level alluvial plain, at the farther end

of which it is bent round into a loop, by an opposing bank of

boulder-clay, which lies between two walls of sandstone, and

evidently fills up an old river-channel.

On the west bank of the Lyne Water, a triljutary of the

Tweed, at a bend about a quarter of a mile above Lynedale, a

mass of .stiff red till and boulders may be seen occupying a gap

in the rocks, which appears to be an ancient water-course.

In these and numerous other examples it is clear that not

only did the present valleys in many cases exist prior to the

deposition of the boulder- clay w^hich now fills them, but that

they were occupied by rivers, of which the existing streams ap-

pear to be the lineal descendants. That these valleys suffered

* There are some features in tlie ravines of the Mouse Water and its neighbour-

hood exceedingly puzzling. They are at present under investigation, and I hope

to describe them in a future part of the Memoirs'of the Geological Survey.
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greatly during the general erosion of the country at the time of

the boulder-clay, is in the highest degree probable. But the

occurrence in them of river deposits which have survived the

deposition of the till, appears to show either that these valleys

did not share in the general erosion, or, what is far more likely,

that during this early period of the drift, the rivers were at least

occasionally permitted to resume their old channels, and re-

commence their work of demolition.

I cannot but impress upon obsers'ers the importance of a

careful estimate of the amount of erosion effected by streams

since the age of the boulder-clay. If we are ever to obtain an

approximation to the antiquity of the Drift, it is by investi-

gations of this kind, carried on with the extremest caution, and

with a determination to use only such data as are based upon

actual obser\'ation. Could we obtain a measurement of the

annual amount of waste produced by a stream in its channel

during the lapse of a hundred years, we should advance at least

one step in the determination of how many centuries may have

rolled away since the stream, turned out of its ancient course by

the deposition of the boulder-clay, began to excavate a new

pathway for itself through solid rock. In the meantime, while

we stand in the gloom of one of those profound gorges, and

reflect that the chasm is not the result of primeval convulsion,

but of the slow silent influences of the elements acting since the

era of the boulder-clay, we learn in some degree by how vast

a succession of centuries our own age is separated from the

time when, after the deposition of the till, the streams began to

excavate their present channels.

The true till or boulder-clay, wherever I have seen it, is

thoroughly unstratified. It is now necessary, however, to de-

scribe some features of this deposit which are as yet only

partially known to geologists, and which deserve a much greater

share of attention than has hitherto been given to them. I

shall therefore enter into greater detail in this part of the sub-

ject, as a number of the facts Mdiich I shall bring forward have

not hitherto been recorded.

Stratified beds at the huttom of tli.e Bozdder-clay.—JJYiwards of

fifty years have passed away since Mr. Bald showed that the

lower part of the till sometimes rests on well- stratified sands
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or clays. In the Clackinannau coal-tield, as ineiitioiiod on a

preceding page, a cutting was made througli the boulder-clay

to the depth of 162 feet. "When the till," says Mr. Bald,

" was cut through to this great depth, the lower six inches of it

which rested on the coal-strata, was quite different from all

which was above it ; it appeared to have been deposited from

water in the most quiescent state, as it was divided into the

tinest lamintB, not thicker than imperial paper ; and when a

thick piece was taken up these laminae could be separated and

turned over like the leaves of a book, and their tenacity and

flexibility was considerable, being very much similar to fine

bread-paste rolled out very thin. This was the only instance

we have seen of this sort of clay."-^

Dr. Fleming has recorded the occurrence of sand and gravel

luider " boulder-clay of a greyish colour," at the Bay of Nigg,

near Aberdeen, and of similar materials in a like position at

Eedhall quarry, near Edinburgh."^

Below the till of the Edinburgh coal-field, beds of sand are

occasionally passed through in sinking the shafts of the pits.

Mr. Milne-Home, in his memoir of this district, remarks that

these beds consist of fine sand and gravel, and sometimes

reach a thickness of sixteen feet.^ Dr. Fleming remarks, with

justice, that there is reason to suspect the want of continuity

of these beds, which consist, at places not very remote, of very

dissimilar materials.* Mr. Smith of Jordanhill has mentioned

the occasional occurrence of similar stratified sands and gravels

below the till of the basin of the Clyde.^ In a cutting on the

Hawick branch of the North British Eailway, about twelve

miles south from Edinburgh, these strata were found to have

a depth of from fifty to sixty feet or more.^

I am not aware of any other recorded example of the inter-

calation of stratified materials between the boulder- clay and

the surfiice of the rock below, nor have I ever been so fortu-

nate as to detect one in nature.

Stratified beds in the Boulder-clay.— If it is rare to find

stratified sand and clay below the till in Scotland, it is not

less so to meet with them in the heart of the deposit. Pro-

' Mem. Wer. Snc. (1809), i. 482. * Lilholof/y of Edinburgh, p. 54.

- Lillwhgij of Edinburgh, p. 51. ' Researches, p. 44.

' Trans. Boy. Soc. Edin. xiii. 309. " Nicol, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sac. v. 20.
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fessor Nicol, indeed, lias desciil)ed certain irregular nests and

lenticular lamiua3 of sand, sometimes curiously contorted,

which were laid open in the boulder-clay during the formation

of the Edinburgh and Leith Eailway.^ Mr. Jamieson refers to

irregular seams of sand, often curiously contorted, in the

boulder-clay of the valley of the Dee.^ I have seen similar

contorted bands of sand in the till at the viaduct of the Edin-

burgh and Glasgow Eailway over the river Almond. Mr. Smith

of Jordanhill has also noted the existence of a bed of clay, with

Arctic shells in the till, near Aii^drie.^ But, with the exception

of these observations, the examples which now fall to be described

are, so far as I know, the first that have been recorded.

The first instance which occurred to me lay on the east side

of the Slitrig Water at a bend of the stream immediately above

the Crowbyres Bridge, and about a mile and. a quarter from the

town of Hawick. I was informed by Mr. J. II. A. Murray,

Hawick, that this cliff' of boulder-clay contained a layer of

stones, and recollecting an incidental observation of Mr.

Chambers on the occasional occurrence of such zones of

boulders in the true till,* of which I had never been so fortu-

nate as find an example, I twice visited the section on the

Slitrig. The cliff" at this locality is at least forty or fifty

feet high, and consists of a stiff bluish-grey clay stuck full of

boulders. The bed of stones or shingle is well seen even at a

little distance, running as a horizontal band along the face of the

cliff' at a height of some fifteen or twenty feet above the level

of the stream. On closer examination this zone proved to

consist not merely of water-rolled shingle : over the lower

stratum of rounded stones lay a few inches of well-stratified

sand, silt, and clay, some of the layers being black and peaty

with enclosed vegetable fibres in a crumbling state. The entire

section of the cliff' stood as under :

—

Vegetable soil.

Boulder-clay, thirty to forty feet.

1 Yellowish gravelly sand.

' Peaty silt and clay.

Fine ferruginous sand.

I Coarse shinglcj two to three feet.

Coarse, stiff bouldorclay, fifteen or twenty feet.

' Qiutrt Jour. O'col. >Svc. v. ]>. 29. '' Ihicl. vi. p. :^st;.

" Ihid, xvi. p. 356. * Sec Edin. New Phil. Jour. 11 v. p. 260.

Stratified beds.
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The lower boulder-clay coiitaiued, on the whole, larger stones

than the upi)er. They were very generally striated, and con-

sisted almost wholly of the hard Silurian grits and shales of the

surrounding hills, with a few pieces of the igneous rocks of the

district. The clay in which these blocks were thickly imbedded

was stiff and compact, evidently the result of an abrasion of

the Silurian r(X3ks which compose this region. The stones in

the shingle baud were identical with those of the boulder-clay,

save that they were more rounded and water-worn, and, so far

as I could see, showed no striations. They resembled in every

respect the stones now lying in the bed of the Slitrig. Indeed,

if we could deflect the stream and fill up its present bed with

boulder-clay, we should produce a section not unlike that shown

in the cliff. The layers of sand and silt overlying the layer of

shingle suggest the operation either of a river or a lake. So far

as it was possible to ascertain the nature of the vegetable remains

in the peaty layer, they ajDpeared to be the rootlets of a kind of

heath. The boulder-clay which rested upon these stratified

beds coincided in every respect with that below them, except

perhaps in having not quite so many large stones. It showed

several well- stratified pieces of grit.

This section took me so wholly by surprise, that for some

time I could hardly believe but that it was deceptive, that the

stratified intercalation was a former and comparatively recent

bed of the river, and that the overlying clay had been thrown,

forward by some landslip. But the most careful examination

of the section failed to produce any satisfactory evidence in

favour of such an explanation. There was no higher cliff of

boulder-clay from which a mass could have been detached.

]\Ioreover, the fine layers of clay, silt, and sand could be fol-

lowed along the whole length of the section without any tmce

of disturbance, such as it might be supposed would have befallen

them had a whole hill-side of clay and stones slid down upon

their surface. Looking at the section without reference to any

theories about the origin of the beds, an unprejudiced observer

could hardly doubt that the whole formed a continuous series,

the oldest member being at the bottom, and the newest at the

top. Though I could not disprove this order of succession, I

still felt reluctant to admit the reality of a phenomenon which
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seemed to run counter to the familiar character of the

boulder-clay.

In the same valley, however, I soon after obtained other

examples of the intercalation of stratified materials in the

tumultuous and unstratified till. The Border Union Eailway,

which runs up the Yale of the Slitrig, has made some deep cut-

tings through the clay. These are now earthed over, and sown

with grass, but Mr. Harrison, the resident engineer of the line,

kindly accompanied me along the cuttings, and had part of

them re-opened for my inspection. A short distance above the

Crowbyres Bridge, in one of these excavations through the

boulder-clay, there occurred a bed of light-coloured plastic clay

without stones. Owing to the earthing of the side of the cut-

ting, I could not ascertain the extent of this clay. But there

could be no doubt that it was a bed lying in the true till. jMr.

Harrison informed me that it appeared to be quite local, as it

died out immediately to the southward.

Again, some miles farther up the same valley, a little to the

north of Shankend, in another deep excavation through the till,

the workmen came upon a bed of sand. This, when cleared

out afresh, I found to rest under fuUy forty feet of the ordinary

stiff boulder-clay, at a height of more than forty feet above the

river. It was fine-grained, of a reddish colour, and was associ-

ated with some finely laminated clay. So loose was its cohe-

sion tliat a wall liad to be built over it to keep it from being

blown away by the wind. Two miles higher up the valley,

another similar sand-bed occurred in a like position in the

clay.

The next section which occurred was at Garpal, in Ayrshire,

where the Whitehaugh "Water falls into the river Ayr. The

east bank of the stream close to the lonely road from Sorn to

Muirkirk, consists of a group of well-stratified sands and clays,

surmounted by a few feet of boulder- clay. The stratified beds

yielded me no organic remains, but they deserve a more length-

ened search than I was able to give them. The boidder-clay

towards the bottom, where it rested on a sand-bed, showed an

indistinct horizontal arrangement of its stones. A large boulder,

M'ith a striated surface, projected from the face of the bed. The

amount of detritus lying along the margin of the stream pre-
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vented nie from ascertaining on what foundation these strata

rested. It ^A'as probably boulder- chxy.

On the banks of Carmichael Water, Lanarkshire, close to the

parish church of Carmichael, there is a cliff about twenty feet

high, consisting of stiff brown boulder-clay. It is remarkable

for containing a distinct layer of brown or olive-coloured

stratified clay, which may be traced, dipping down the valley

at an angle of 5°, for a distance of twenty yards, until it is

obscured by grassy slopes. This layer of clay varies from less

than an inch to four or five inches in thickness. It contains a

few small rounded stones with thin laminae of sand, and in one

part a small lenticular patch of pebbly clay. The boulder-clay

which underlies this stratified intercalation contains many well-

j)olished and scratched stones, few of them larger than a good

sized turnip, and in most cases a great deal smaller. Its upper

surface, on which the stratum of sand and clay rests, presents a

remarkably even line, and shows a considerable number of

rounded pebbles among the angular and striated ones. These

stones, for an inch or so downwards, ai'e arranged more or less

horizontally, as if some agent had partially re-assorted them
before the deposition of the overlying stratified layer. With
this exceptional part both the lower and the upper boulder-clay

are thoroughly unstratified.

About a mile higher up the same stream another cliff dis-

plays a still more remarkable series of beds of gravel, sand, and

clay in the true till. These strata are quite local even in the

short section laid open along the cliff, and they are not seen in

any other part of the neighbourhood. They are remarkable

for the extreme minuteness of many of their layers, and for the

rapidity -with, which the sand and gravel seams succeed each

other. One layer is sometimes seen to be abruptly cut away
and its place occupied by the next in order. This was espe-

cially remarked in the case of a stratum of dull red sand. A
narrow trough with somewhat steep sides had been excavated in

this sand and then filled with fine gravel, above which the

constant alternation of beds went on as before. In another part

of the section a thin seam of peaty matter was observed to run

for a few inches along the bottom of a bed of clay and then

disappear, while in a band of finely laminated clay, with thin
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sandy partings, occasional fragments ot" mouldering wood were

found. One of the beds of this stratified series is a coarse

shingle, where tlie interstices between the stones are occupied

by fine clay and sand. On the whole the strata have a dip

towards the valley; at one place the angle is as much as 10°.

They more resemble the intermittent sediments of a stream

than any other form of aqueous deposit. They appear to have

accumulated in a hollow of the older boulder-clay on which

they are seen to lie, and afterwards to have been covered over

by a new inToad of the same tumultuous deposit which is now

found to cover them.

But by far the most remarkable examples of intercalated

strata in the boulder-clay which have yet come under my
observation occur in some of the pit workings of the coal-field

of Airdrie. Mr. Smith has recorded the discovery, on two

occasions, of Arctic shells from the Drift of this neighbour

hood, first in the clay of a brick-work about 350 feet above

the sea, and afterwards in a clay which lay in the true till

at a height of 510 feet.^ Being myself anxious to compare this

section with some of those I have just described, I visited the

district, and enjoyed the advantage of having as guide Mr.

James Eussell, the fortunate finder of the shells at the higher

locality.

The brick-work iVom which the first series of shells was ob-

tained is now filled up and abandoned. No section of the clay is

visible, so that the relations of the deposit to the other members

of the Drift series cannot be ascertained. The place w^here Mr.

Eussell found the second group of shells is on the crest of a

ridge, which, rising high above the surrounding country, com-

mands an extensive view across the lower part of the basin of

the Clyde to the Ochil, Kilpatrick, and Gleniffer Hills, beyond

which, to the west, are faintly seen the peaks of Arran, and

northward the group of mountains that rise round the lakes of

the Trosachs. On the water-shed of this high-lying ridge, a

well was sunk some years ago, and while the excavations were

in progress the shells were found. When a thickness of about

fourteen feet of surfiice soil and stiff hard blue till had been

passed through, a stratum of fine reddish brick-clay was

' See liis Researches, ])p. 17, 141.
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icarlieil. This clay coiitaiiit'tl no stones, but was full of shells.

It rested oil a hard red stouy till, which was here about twenty-

four feet thick, and lay directly on the carboniferous strata of

the district. The brick-clay at its thickest part measured two

feet one inch in depth, but thinned away rapidly on every side,

so as to allow the upper and lower till to come together. From
a number of additional wells, sunk on purpose, Mr. Eussell

ascertained that the clay lay in a gentle hollow of the under-

most till, and that this hollow measured about nineteen feet

long by about five feet broad. Pits which were dug beyond

the boundary of this little trough showed a great depth of the

usual till, but without a trace of brick-clay. The shells con-

sisted entirel}^ I believe, of Tellina proxima. Usually the

specimens Avere broken, but a good many were taken out entire

with both valves together. This locality was computed by Mr.

Smith to be 510 feet above the level of the sea, and is the

highest in Scotland from which shells belonging to the Drift

have yet been obtained.

INIr. Eussell informed me further that a series of sand-beds is

at present extensively mined underneath the boulder-clay to

supply the iron-furnaces with sand for their casting-moulds.

From the numerous bores and pits which have been put down,

it appears that these sand-beds lie in a long trough, about half

or three quarters of a mile in breadth, formed by a depression

of the coal-strata between two large faults, one of which has a

throw of a hundred fathoms. Even on the surface of the ground,

notwithstanding the thick covering of drift, the outline of this

ancient basin can be distinctly traced by the line of sloping

banks which form its margin. The opportunity of exploring

several acres of the under surface of the boulder-clay is one

which certainly does not often fall to the lot of the geologist

;

it was, therefore, with no little eagerness that I availed myself

of the courteous proposal of my guide to descend the pit whence

the sand is taken, and there examine the strata in detail. This

pit, called No. 3 Chapelhall, is situated on the south-west side

of the basin ; its depth is 120 feet, and its galleries are driven

in the sand-beds towards the north-east or deepest part of the

trough. It does not reach the solid rock, the shaft and all the

interlacing road-ways being cut entirely through masses of drift.
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For a depth of 114 feet the shaft was sunk througli a stiff

hard stony till. The enclosed stones, I observed, in one or two

cases, to be scratched, but the exposures of this clay in the pit

are few, and in the flickering light of a lamp it w^as somewhat

difficult to detect fine markings on the unwashed surface of the

boulders. Nests of sand of extremely limited extent are of fre-

quent occurrence in this clay. I noticed one or two of a few

inches in thickness near the bottom of the deposit, but I was

informed that higher up they were found, though rarely, to

reach a depth of three feet. They lie in irregular hollows of

the till, and are often separated by rough hummocky masses of

it. The stratification of the sand is usually well shown, some-

times conforming to the sides of the enclosing basin, sometimes

lying against them, and, in some cases, according to Mr. Paissell,

crumpled and distorted.

Below this till lies a group of finely-stratified sands and clays,

varying in thickness up to twenty or thirty feet. It is through

tliis group of strata that the galleries are driven. The upper

part of the series, throughout most of the workings, consists of

a dark brown laminated clay (or "gutta-percha" clay as one of

the miners aptly called it), occasionally with a few rounded

pebbles. It is full of joints and slickensided surfaces, as if it

had been subjected to great pressure. As it forms the roof of

the sand-bed for which the mine is worked, its structure can

only be partially seen, since the miners never cut farther into

it than is necessary for the removal of the sand and the clearing

out of roadways. It is said sometimes to attain an extreme

thickness of twenty feet, but in other parts it disappears

altogether, and the overlying till comes to rest directly on the

sand. I saw no junction of the till with this laminated clay,

neither could I see or hear of any organic relic in the latter

deposit.

The sand likewise varies greatly in thickness. From a depth

of six or eight feet it rapidly diminishes to three or four, and in

one part of the workings it disappears altogether, being then

cut out by the overling boulder- clay. Pure sand is by no

means the entire constituent of this deposit. It contains end-

less lenticular laminations of extremely fine olive and pale

drab-coloured clay, I'rom the thinness of a sheet of paper up to
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beds a loot or more in depth. It is hardly possible to convey

an adetpiate idea of the minuteness of the alternation and inter-

lacing of these sand and clay seams. They are full of false bed-

ding, the different layers being marked by a succession of darker

and lighter materials. In the clay these alternations are as fine as

the lines of a woodcut. Indeed, when one of the miners pared

away, with a sharp knife, a clean surface of one of the clay-

bands, the sectional view laid open rather resembled a reduced

diagram or even a j)hotograph of a great cliff of false-bedded,

jointed, and faulted strata, than the actual occurrence of these

structural features in nature. In the sand, pieces of coal are

not unfrequent ; one or two which I saw measured eight or

ten inches across and two or three inches in thickness. Pebbles

of quartz, sandstone, and greenstone likewise occur both in the

sand and also, but more rarely, in some of the clay-bands.

Layers of peat have been from time to time met with in these

thin clays, likewise decaying twigs and branches. None were

visible at the time of my examination, but Mr. Eussell assured

me of their occurrence, he having himself had some of the

branches in his possession.-^

Where the upper or " gutta-percha " clay thins away, and the

overlying till conies to rest directly on the sands, an opportunity

is occasionally afforded of examining the junction of the two

latter deposits. The under surface of the till is extremely

iiTcgular. After continuing for a while even and conformable

to the strata on which it lies, it is seen to descend abruptly,

cutting out the sand and clay beds, or filling up a hollow in

them, and reascending to a level perhaps considerably above its

previous one. The line of demarcation between the coarse un-

stratified till and the finely laminated clays and sands is always

sharply defined. There is no passage of the one series into the

other. The finger may be placed upon the junction so that one

half shall press on the unstratified gritty till, and the other on

the fine laminated clay or sand. The actual contact of these

two kinds of deposit seemed to be a matter of special import-

' Since this was written and wLile the paper is passing through the press, I have

received from Mr. Eussell specimens of some of the thin peaty layers. Though
much decayed, the vegetable fibres are still distinct, and the substance burns with

a dull lambent flame when put into the fire.
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ance, and I theroi'oie examined every instance wlueli could be

seen. At the end of one of the galleries the miners had been

brought to a stand by a sudden descent of the till, whereby the

sand, as far d(jwn at least as the level of the roadway, was

completely cut off. This section, not having yet been boarded

up, was better seen, and occupied a larger area than any other

in the pit. It is represented in the subjoined figure. The

Fir.. 2.—Bdiilder-clay cnvelcijiiiijr stratified beds, in a pit working at Cliapelliall, Airdrie.

layers of sand and clay were arranged differently in the upper

and under parts of the section. A lower group of beds dipped

steeply towards the boulder-clay, while their ends were over-

laid by a higher and nearly horizontal series. The greater in-

clination of the lower beds has thus probably nothing to do

with the deposition of the till, but seems rather to belong to

the original false-bedding of these strata. The till first overlies

the upper series in a tolerably even line, then bending round

their ends so as to underlie them, it sends a vein for a few

inches between them and the edges of the inclined strata,

and then descends along the steep surface of the latter.

This vein of till, after for a short space separating the

flat from the tilted beds, goes down between two of the

latter series and dies away. It thus forms a kind of wedge

between which and the main mass of till a fragment of the

stratified beds is dislocated so as to be almost wholly imbedded

in the till. On the opposite side of the cutting, the inclination

of the lower strata is not so steep, and their edges are there

obliquely truncated by the till. Along tlie roof it appeared as

if the till liad been to some extent injected between and among

the layers of clay and sand wliicli were there short and

irregular.

Tn other sections the strata showed no trace of any disturb-

i
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mice, but were covered confornial)ly by tlie usual boulder clay.

From the statement of the miner who took me over the pit,

however, it would appear that the dislocation just described is

by no means so great as others which have been seen in the

workings. He told me that immediately under the till the beds

of clay and sand are sometimes folded over upon each other,

like a flattened form of the letter S, after which they continue

regular as before.

The series of stratified deposits is underlaid by a lower till

which, at the bottom of the pit, has a thickness of twenty-four

feet. In another pit it is thirty feet thick ; but it is sometimes

absent altogether so as to leave the sand beds resting directly

on the sandstones and shales of the coal-measures. This till I

saw only at one part of the workings. There it was a stiff,

sandy clay or earth, full of angular fragments of the common
sandstones of the district. A few pieces of greenstone occurred

among the boulders, all of which were of small size. Neither

in the lower nor the upper till did I observe any single

boulder of larger dimensions than a good-sized turnip, while the

majority were mere pebbles. This floor of till on which the

sand bed rests appears, from the descriptions given me, to be

as hummocky and uneven as that of the roof, but there was not

the same opportunity of examining it.

About a quarter of a mile to the north there is an ironstone

pit sixty feet in depth, accessible by a flight of ladders. In

driving a trial mine in this pit the workmen, at the time of my
visit, had come upon an unexpected mass of gravelly clay and.

sand by which the ironstone and its overlying strata were

aln'uptly cut off. This pit, it may be remarked, lies beyond the

north-eastern margin of the ancient basin just described, and
at a considerably higher level. The gravelly clay and other

deposits were supposed by the miners to be those of an old

river- course. As there could at least be no doubt that they

lay below a depth of fifty or sixty feet of true boulder-clay, I

took the opportunity of examining them in the pit. The iron-

stone here worked is the famous Mushett's Black Band,—the

oldest and best of all the black band ironstones of commerce,

now uuhappily almost exhausted. At the end of the trial

mine the imustone, with its accompanying coal and fire-clay,
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Avere cut oft' at an angle uf about 20° Ijy a stiff dark-coluuivd

earth, stuck full of angular pieces of white sandstone, coal,

and shale, with rounded pebbles of greenstone, basalt, quartz,

etc. Above this came an interlacing series of fine sand and

clay beds, exactly resembling in colour, texture, and minute-

ness of subdivision, those abeady described as xmderlying the

boulder- clay in No. 3 pit. These strata dipped gently away

from the carboniferous beds, and had been cut into in another part

of the workings. From a survey made by Mr. Eussell's brother,

the overseer of the pit, it appeared that the edge of these beds

ran in a line which pointed N 40° E, or nearly north-east and

south- west. To the east of the shaft, at a distance of three

or four hundred feet, the North Calder Water has scooped

out of the carboniferous strata a deep ravine, on the west side

of which the ironstone, with its overlying strata, may be seen

cropping out at nearly the same level as in the pit. Here

the rocks are overlaid by boulder-clay, the intervening stratified

deposits having disappeared. After examining the interior of

the pit, and going over the surface with the overseer, who had

staked off, on the fields above, the direction followed Ijy the

edge of the gravelly sand and clay in the pit-workings below,

I could not doubt that there lay here, under fifty or sixty feet

of boulder-clay, a channel excavated in the carboniferous rocks,

eighty or a hundred yards broad, and not less, but probably

more, than twenty-four feet deep, running in a north-easterly

and south-westerly direction, and filled up with deposits, which,

so far as then explored, were identical with those intercalated

in the till in the ancient basin of Chapelhall. Standing on the

rising ground occupied by the ironstone pit, and looking towards

the south-west, the observer could still trace the outline of that

basin lying immediately in front of the line which is followed

by the channel just described. If this channel should go on

for but a furlong or two farther (and from its breadth and

depth this will probably be found to be the case), it must de-

scend into the basin. ^Miether it is to be regarded as the

track of an old river-course, perhaps a former bed of the Calder

Water, or as an inlet running off from the deeper hollow in

front of it, may possibly be ascertained in the course of the

mining operations.
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This exam])le of a eliaiiiicl tikler than at least a part of the

liouldei'chiy is not tlie only one in the neighbourhood. ]\Ir.

Piussell iulornied nie that another of the same kind had been

traced in some of the pit-workings about a mile farther to

the north-west. In this case also the direction was from

north-east to south-west, or down towards the old basin of

('Impelhall.

It is clear that whatever may be the true explanation of

these channels and basins, they unquestionably belong to the

l)eriod of the boulder-clay. The CliapeDmll basin lies, indeed,

in a hollow of the carboniferous rocks, but its stratified sands

and clays rest on an irregular floor of true till. The old channel

near the banks of the Calder is likewise scooped out of sand-

stones and shales, but it has a coating of boulder-clay, on which

its finely-laminated sands and clays repose, as if the channel

itself had once been filled with boulder-clay, which was

re-excavated to allow of tlie deposition of the stratified

deposits. In all cases a thick mantle of coarse tumultuous

boulder-clay buries the whole.

In a cutting on the line of railway from Edinburgh to Leith,

a section not unlike some of those just noticed was laid open.^

A hollow in the boulder- clay five or six feet wide, and three or

four feet deep, was filled with gravel and sand. These deposits,

as well as the form of the hollow, closely resembled those of a

small rivulet. A browner and more sandy clay covered this

hollow, and extended over the lower till. Here it is also evi-

dent that the scooping out of this channel belongs to the era of

the boulder-clay. It must have been effected during a pause in

the deposition of the clay, when a run of water could find its

way along the inequalities of the surface of the clay. This

pause must have been of sufficient duration to enable the run-

nel to excavate a capacious channel for itself, and leave in it a

quantity of sand and shingle. We can scarcely doubt that

when this process was going on, the ground must have been a

land -surface, and could not have been under the sea. And
lastly, we see from the upper boulder- clay that the old con-

ditions returned, the water-course was choked up, and another

mass of chaotic boulder-clay was tumbled down upon the face

' Desciiljed by Prufessor Nicol, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sac. vol. v. ji, 20.

F,
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of the country. This leads to the consideration of another

phenomenon, which may possibly indicate that the boulder-

clay is not the result of one great catastrophe, but of slow and

silent, yet mighty forces acting, sometimes with long pauses,

throughout a vast cycle of time.

Striated Pavements of the Boulder-clay.—Although the stria-

tion on the stones and boulders of this deposit must, in almost

every instance, have been produced before these became finally

fixed in the clay, there nevertheless exists a curious kind of

evidence, by which we learn that either during or subsequent

to the formation of the boulder-clay, the boulders that had

been imbedded in the clay were subjected to a process of abra-

sion and striation, similar to that which had previously been

undergone by the solid rock below. There are, in short, sur-

faces, or " pavements," as Hugh Miller called them, ajiparently

in the mass of the boulder-clay, where all the prominent boul-

ders have not only their original and independent stria3, but

where they have subsequently suffered a new striation, which

is parallel and persistent across them all

Tlie earliest recorded observ^ations which I have found on

this subject, are by my venerated friend, ]\Ir. Charles jNIaclaren.^

In examining a cutting through boulder-clay on the old rail-

way from Edinl )urgh to Dalkeith, he found that " there was a

certain correspondence in the direction of the scratches and

groovings on the large stones. In the diluvium {i.e., boulder-

clay) at Whitehill, it was about one point north of east ; at

Glenesk and DaDiousie Mains, the bearing varied fron ne to

NNE." ]\Ir. Milne-Home directed attention to a similar exca-

vation on the line of the Edinburgh and Newhaven Eailway,

where the general line of scratches on the boulders, as those lay

in the clay, was west -half-north by compass.^ He also re-

feiTcd to some remarkable examples of the same phenomenon
on the shores of the Firth of Forth between Leith and Fisher-

row. There, over spaces of many square yards together, all the

more prominent boulders have their flat upper surfaces striated

in one prevailing line from wsw to ene, which it will be re-

memliciY'd is a connnon direction of the dressings on the rocks

' Geology of Fife and the Lothlans, p. 218
- Trans. Roy. Sor. Eilin. vol. xiv. p. .31<>.
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of this district.^ Many miles farther to the east, at Tliornton-

h)cli between Dunbar and Cockburnspath, I found anotlier

example, where along the beach, for a space of thirty or forty

square yards, numbers of large blocks of limestone with flat-

tened upper sides, may be seen imbedded in a stiff red clay,

and all striated in one direction, w 10° N to E 10° s. These

strite are remarkably distinct, but there are also traces of the

usual older and independent striations.

On the west coast similar facts have been observed by Mr.

Smith,"^ and ]\Ir. Maclaren.^ On the shores of the Garelocli

large boulders half Ijuried in the till are seen to be striated

along the upper side in one uniform direction. This direction

is from NNW to sse, that is, parallel to the line of the loch, and

also to the line of the striations on the rocks of the side of the

valley.'

On the shores of the Solway, about a mile south from Carse-

t horn, I lately detected another instance. A number of blocks

of hard grey sandstone and granite, imbedded irregularly in the

boulder-clay, had their worn and flattened upper sides covered

with a set of parallel striations running from 10° N to 15° e,

that is, nearly along the line of the coast at this point, or

away from the high grounds of Criffel.

The frequent occurrence of these striated pavements along

the sea-margin is perhaps only an accident. We must remem-
]ier that they cannot be seen except along a ho7'izontal section

of the boulder-clay. Sections of this kind are rarely seen in

the interior of the country ; they are more common along the

sea-margin. Hence a horizontal surface of boulder-clay

seldom meets the eye of a geologist, save where it has been laid

bare by the waves. The sections on the railroads from Edin-

burgh to Newhaven and Dalkeith, however, show that the

lines of uniformly dressed boulders are not confined to the sea

level, liut might be oftener seen in the interior, if there were

greater facilities afforded for finding them. At the same
time, it is much to be desired, that an early opportunity may

' See Chambers' Eelii). New Phil. Jour, vol. liv. p. 271.

^ See his Reaearclies in Newer Pliocene Geologij, p. 129.

' Edin. New Phil. Jour, for April 185.5.

• See ante, p. 21.
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occur of exauiiniiig minutely the cliaracter of the till, which,

according to both Mr. IVIaclaren and Mr. ]Milne-Home, has been

found overlying these striated pavements. The attention of

these accurate observers not having been specially directed to

the subject, it is possible that this upper clay may have differed

from the true till. I do not wish to state ]jositively, therefore,

that these pavements actually occur down in the heart of the

boulder clay. The instances which have been observ^ed along

the shore have not had any boulder- clay clearly overlying

theuL It is ]iossible, that the second striation of the boulders

may be due to the second era of the' Drift, viz., that oi" floating

ice, instead of the first pait of the period, w^hich was remark-

able, as we shall see, for its development of land ice.

Fossils of the Bouldcr-clay.—The extreme paucity of organic

remains in this deposit has always been one of its most per

plexing features. The matrix of the boulder- clay is not of a

kind inimical to the preservation either of animal or vegetable

forms, for the few fossils M'hich have been found have occurred

in an excellent state of keeping. Had the bones or shells of

animals, therefore, or the leaves and stems of plants, ever existed

alnmdantlv in tlie boulder-clay, they would assuredly be found

abundantly still. The absence of such forms, by depriving

geologists of the distinctive tests of haljitat which organic re-

mains usually furnish, has unquestionably been one powerful

source of the variety of conjectures which have been hazarded

as to the origin of this deposit.

The earliest recorded discoveiy of organic remains in the

Scottish boulder-clay took place in the lieginning of the year

1HI7. ^ When the till covering the sandstone at tlie (piarry of

' It is likelj-, however, tliat bones of some of the large mammals of tlie Drift had

been found long before the present century, though no record remains of their dis-

covery. I cannot but agree with Hugh Miller in regardinir the following quaint

passage of old Bellenden as probably descriptive of some elepliant remains that had

occurred in digging into the Drift of the northern counties :
—"In Murray land,"

lie says, "is the Kirk of Pette, quhare the banis of Litill Johnc rouiainis, in gret

admiration of pepill. He hes bene fourtene fut of hicht, with square menibris effer-

ing thairto. Vi yeris afore the coming of this werk to licht, we saw his hanche bane,

als mekill as the haill bane of ane man ; for we schot our arme in the mouth thairofT:

be quhilk apperis how Strang and square pepill grew in our region, afore they wer

trteiniriat with lust and intemperance of mouth."—Ik'Henden's linece, Edit. E<U)i.

1821, vol. i. p. xxxiv.
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Greeiiliill, in the parish of Kihiiaurs, Ayrshire, had been partially

removed, there were found, at a depth of 17| feet from the sur-

face, two elephant tusks. One of these was so much decayed

that it could not be remo\ed. The other measured 3 feet 5-|

inches in length, and about 13| inches in circumference, and

weighed 20| pounds. The matrix in which these remains were

found was a clay which, around the bones, changed from its

usual light brown colour into a dark brown, with a most offensive

smell when turned over. The tusks lay in a horizontal position,

with several small bones near them.^

Other elephant remains have subsequently been found in the

same neighbourhood. My friend Dr. Scouler informs me that he

visited the quarry in company with the late Dr. Couper of

( Jlasgow. " The remains of four elephants and a half, in the

shape of nine tusks," had been obtained previous to his visit,

and he himself picked up from the clay-heaps a small fragment

of a molar. This clay, he assures me, was the true boidder-

bearing till.^

The second example on record, however, was that so well

described by JVIr. Bald to the Wernerian Society. It occurred

in the summer of 1820, during the excavation of the line of the

Union Canal between Edinburgh and Falkirk. A large mass

of boulder- clay having been undermined, fell into the cutting,

and amongst the earth was found a tusk which measured 39

' Mr, Bald, from wliose narrative the above particulars are taken, adds, "several

marine shells were found amongst the dark-culourcd earth."

—

Mem. Wer. Soc- iv. 64.

He does not name the species, and the statement as it stands is, T fear, too vague to

be of much geological value. Dr. Scouler, who subsequently visited the Kilmaurs

(|uarry, assures me that he saw no shells. That shells were found, however, there

is no reason to doubt, but as their nature appears to have been decided only by Lord

Eglinton's factor, their habitat must, T fear, remain a disputed point. It will be

seen that, according to the theory of the boulder-clay proposed in the subsequent

pages, the marine character of the shells would be perfectly intelligible.

^ In the Edin. Phil. Journal lor 1826, I find a reference to the discovery of ele-

phant remains in the same neighbourhood in the month of March of that year, and
they are further alluded to in the reports of the Wernerian Society for April 2, as

having been described by Professor Jamieson. I believe that all these discoveries

refer to the same quarry, namely, that of Greenhill, on the banks of the Carmel
Water. Dr. Scouler, at the time of his visit, which was upwards of twenty years

ago, found, as stated above, that nine tusks had been obtained in all— a large

number, considering the great rarity of organic remains in the till. It is singular,

however, that no fragments of the larger bones have been met with.
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inches in length, and weighed 25| lb. avoirdupois. It appeared

that this organism lay about 15 or 20 feet from the surface,

imbedded in the heart of the stiff boidder-clay. Such was its

state of preservation that one of the workmen, conceiving it to

be of some value, sold it to an ivory-turner for £2. It was

fortunately rescued, but not before it had been sawn into three

pieces, one of which was m the process of being converted into

chess-men.^

At Chapelliall, near Airdrie, the bone of an elephant was

found at a height of 350 feet above the sea in laminated sand

underlpng till.^ This, I believe, was an elephant remain

mentioned to me by Mr. Eussell. The spot which he pointed

out as that from which it was taken, was a hollow of the till

filled with sandy deposits. I saw no till overlying the sand, but

the ground has been so altered in the course of the mining

operations, that it is impossible to ascertain its original

condition.

Among the animals inhabiting Scotland during the Drift

period, the reindeer appears to have been one. Two instances

are on record of the occurrence of its antlers in Scottish deposits,^

one in tlie silt forming the bed of the Clyde, the other in some drift

beds in Dumbartonshire. The latter is that which is specially

of interest in the present incj^uiry. The horn occurred in the

basin of the Endrick at a point in the parish of Kilmaronock,

nearly a mile from the river, and about four miles from Loch

Lomond, into which the Endrick falls. The section in which it

lay consisted first of the vegetable mould, then of a stiff clay

twelve feet thick, containing a large quantity of stones. Under-

neath was a bed of blue clay, about seven feet thick, at the lower

part of which, close upon the underlying sandstone, the antler

was found, and near it a number of marine shells. These re-

' Bald, J/<w. ]V('r. Sac. iv. 58. He did not actu.tlly take it out of the clay, but,

after a careful scrutiny of the locality, he came to the, conclubion that it must have

been imbedded in that deposit.

- Crai}?, Proc. Geol. Soc. iii. 415. See another instance, Bryce, Oeol. Arraii, p. ',K

^ Dr. Hibbert, indeed, has endeavoured to show (Editi. Junrnal of Science, vol. v.

p. 50) that wild reindeer were hunted by Norwegian chiefs in Caithness down to the

twelfth century. The occurrence of the antler described by Dr. Scouler in the silt

of the Clyde proves, 1 think, that the animal may have survived in Scotland far

down into the human period.—See Erlin. New Phil. Jour. vol. Iii. p. 135.
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iiKiins weiv olitained in a cutting of the Forth and Clyde Junc-

tion Kailway, and were estimated to be from 100 to 103 feet

above the sea-level.-^ The shells consisted of Cyprina Islandica,

Astarte elliptica, Astarte campressa, Fus^is antiquus, Littorina

littorea, and the shelly base of a species of Balanus. The horn

was examined by Professor Owen, and pronounced by him to be

the antler of a young or female reindeer of the existing species.

Dr. Scouler has recently examined some antlers, which, along

with an elephant tusk, were placed by the late Dr. Couper in

the Hunterian Museiim of Glasgow, the whole having been

found in the till at the quarry near Kilmaurs. He informs me
that they are unquestionably the horns of reindeer. It is

singular that in this little Ayrshire valley, within the compass

of a few yards, there should occur a greater number of mam-
malian remains than have been obtained from the Drift of all

the rest of Scotland, and that among these there should be well-

preserved relics of the only two mammals which have yet been

ascertained beyond a douljt to have inhabited Scotland during

the Drift period.

In the Statistical Account of Scotland and in the Memoirs of

the Wernerian Society there are allusions to the discovery of

the horns of the elk and the rhinoceros in superficial accumu-

lations. But these do not appear to have been ever authenti-

cated. Indeed, I believe the rhinoceros bones proved, in some

cases at least, to be the cores of the horns of a bull, from which

the outer sheath had mouldered away.

These instances of mammalian remains, along with those noted

in the Appendix, are all which I have been able to discover. In

connexion with them reference may again be made to the beds

of peat, and the rootlets and branches of trees, which I have de-

scribed as occasionally observable in the boulder-clay. These re-

mains have not yet been botanically examined. In peaty layers

which I have myself had an opportunity of seeing, the vege-

' See an account of these remains by Dr. J. A. Smiih, Edin. New Jour. New
Series, vol. vi. p. 105. This instance of the discovery of reindeer bones ought, pro-

bably, in strictness to be taken along with the fossils of the marine parts of the

Drift. I have inserted it here since, there being no proof that it does not belong to

the boulder-clay, it comes in more conveniently along with the other mammalian
remains of the Drift, and since Dr. Scouler has recognised the occurrence of reindeer

liiinie, along with the elephant tusks, at Kilmaurs.
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table remains have always been so cunipletely (leei)iii})osed as

to be specifically imdetevminable. In one or two cases I recog-

nised the fibrous rootlets of, apparently, a heath, which, how-

ever, mouldered away in the hand. The branches found in the

pits at Chapelhall have, unfortunately, been either mislaid or

lost, but as the miners have had their attention di-awn to the

subject, it is hoped that, should any further specimens occur,

they will be preserved. In the meantime, we cannot doubt that

these vegetaljle remains present us with traces of a land surface

of the boulder- clay period. The beds of peat probal)ly grew

where they are still found, either along the l>ed of a shallow

lake or the stiller reaches of a stream. There they were buried

under a deep mass of boulder- clay, in the upper part of which

were found the elephant bones of Chapelhall.

It is one of the peculiarities of the boulder-clay that this de-

})(isit, though its scanty fossil contents are chiefly those of the

land, contains also, in some localities, marine organisms. The

beds of fine clay containing Tellinaproxima at Chapelhall form

one example, and others may (jccur in different parts of the

country. Mr. Smith of Jordanhill mentions that he found on

one occasion sea shells imbedded in the till, much broken and

deprived of their coloiir.^ In his list of the luollusca of the

])rift, he names 5o^ch?«s Udderallensis and Cyiorina Islandica,

as having been detected by him in this deposit.'"^ But the most

remarkable illustration of the occurrence of marine organisms

in what appears to be the equivalent of the boulder-clay of other

districts, occurs in Caithness.^ Throughout that county, accord-

ing to Mr. Peach, the till is a hard, stiff stony clay, almost

everywhere capable of being made into bricks, and conmionly

fossiliferous. Some of the shells still retain their epidermis, but

Mr. Peach has never found a pair of united valves. Almost all

the stones, he says, and even tlie fossils, are more or less worn,

polished, and striated.

Over by far tlie greater jtait of Sculhuid the fossils of tlie

boulder-cla}-, though few in number, are terrestrial, and

llicir evidence, so far as it goes, points thus to an ancient

land surface. The occurrence, however, of both teri'esti'ial

and marine forms in nitn in this deposit, when I liad fully

' llrxrinrhrx, y. II'. - Op. vit. 4H, 49. ' Set- List of fossils in ApiK-ndix.
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established the fact, proved for a time an insuperable difficulty.

Yet it seems to me that l)y the hy])othesis suggested in the

next section of this memoir, the problem may be satisfactorily

f^olved.

3. Theory of the Oriijin of the Striatiotts and the Boulder-Clay.

In the foregoing part of this memoir, while describing the

character of the phenomena of the older part of the Drift, I

have endeavoured to avoid, as far as possible, the statement of

any theory as to the mode in which these phenomena have

originated. It appeared most advantageous to arrange the

various facts in their natural order and connexion, that they

might, in a manner, tell their own story. This, I think, they

will be found to do.

At the present day it seems altogether superfluoiis to raise the

ghosts of the old Hoods and debacles, which, after playing so

active a part in the early history of geology, have now for a

good many years been qiuetly consigned to oblivion. Few now
seriously hold the belief, that the phenomena of the Drift are

due to a vast cataclysmal deluge, or to any number of deluges,

how enormous soever in power and long continued in opera-

tion. It is confessed, that the moulding and grooving of the

rocks, and the accunmlation of the boulder-clay, have been pro-

duced by the agency of ice. No other agent known in nature

could give rise to the long, straight stripe, and the moulded out-

lines of the country, or transport across wide valleys and high

hill- ranges the boulders of the till. Two hypotheses have been

proposed in explanation of the manner in which the ice has

acted. One of these was started by Agassiz. He assumed, as

has been shown above, the former existence of vast sheets of

ice, extending over the whole or the greater part of the British

Islands, and contended that, by the constant seaward move-
ment of this icy mantle, the surface of the country was ground

down, polished, and covered with unstratified detritus. The
se(.-ond explanation is that most generally adopted in this

country. It accounts for the rock striations by supposing that

the couiitiv was in ]iart, if not entirely, depressed beneath the
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sea ; that icebergs drifting over tlie submerged laud, and grat-

ing along its surface, produced the dressings already described,

and that, as the bergs melted, the earth and stones with which

they were laden fell to the bottom, and accumulated there to

form what is now known as the boulder- clay.

This iceberg hypothesis, however, as was suggested in the

introductory part of this memoir, must, I believe, be abandoned.

It will not account for the phenomena. AVe cannot conceive

of a set of ice-rafts moving for ages in one persistent direction

within a given area of the sea. A group of huge bergs in higli

latitudes often exhibits, on the contrary, a scene of the wildest

confusion. If we could examine some parts of the sea-bottom

off the Greenland coast, we should find them bruised and scored

in every direction by the grounding of the bewildered ice-floes.^

But there would probably be many places which chanced to

escape, and which showed, therefore, no trace of the passage of

the ice.

The surface of Scotland, however, is found to be almost

everywhere worn into rounded and Howing outlines, and the

rocks, as we have seen, are often covered with striations.

These markings do not occur vaguely and at random. They

radiate from the main mountain masses, and continue down the

long Highland glens, and away over the broad central valley of

the Lowlands, with scarcely any deviation from their normal

directions. Moreover, they mount steep slopes, and can be

traced iij) and over hills from 500 to 800 feet high. Had these

scores and strife been produced by drifting ice, they would be

found to run along the side of the hills ; by no possibility could

they steadily ascend them. In some instances, a deep narrow

gully through a hill is seen to be completely smootheil and

striated along its sides and bottom, and even the roof of an

overhanging cliff exhiljits the same markings, which conform

to all the little dimples and clefts of the rock surface, and tlnis

point to some agent which could press steadily and closely on

the rock, descending into all its hollows, and mounting over its

prominences. Now, it is needless to say, that these conditions

are the \ery o])i)r)site of those required Ijv tlu' motion of an ice

berg.

' See Siillierlaml, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sac. vol. i.\. p :!0G.
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Again, it has been supposed that tlie irregidar, unstratitied

till affords some confirmation to the hypothesis of drift-ice.

This deposit, it is asserted, is exactly such as might be inferred

to be the result of the droppings of melting bergs and rafts of

coast-ice. Some parts of the till may indeed have been formed

in this way, but they are probably only exceptional parts. The

till, as a whole, I am convinced, lends no support to the

opinion, that it is an ordinary marine deposit. The first great

objection to such a supposition, lies in the fact, that the till

l)ears a close and constant relation, both of composition and

colour, to the rocks on which it rests. Had this deposit been

the result of the slow dissolution of sea-borne masses of mud-
laden ice, it is manifest that such a relationship could not have

existed but as an accident. The earth and stones thrown to

the sea -bottom would then have varied according to the direc-

tion from which their transporting iceberg came. The spoils of

different geological formations could not fail to be thus mingled

together without any reference to the nature of the rock upon

which they were discharged. But it is far otherwise with the

Scottish boulder-clay. So intimately are its varieties of tint

and composition connected with changes in the underlying

rocks, as to form a reliable indication of the boundaries of the

lithological groups that lie below.

Again, had the till been a marine deposit, it is scarcely con-

ceivable that it should not have generally shown more or less

distinct traces of stratification. It might not have been, per-

haps, a well-bedded deposit, yet we should suppose, that there

could hardly fail to be some lines marking at least where the

fine impalpable mud settled down over the pebbles and boul-

ders, which fell more rapidly to the bottom. Yet, such lines

of deposition appear to be either extremely rare, or altogether

absent in the till. The stratified layers which do occur, only

serve to mark off more strongly the general unstratified charac-

ter of the clay. Besides, they do not at all suggest the opera-

tion of the currents of the sea. Had the till been of marine

origin, it seems also fair to suppose, that marine organisms

would have been not unfrequently found in it, seeing that it is

in many cases a stiff impervious clay, well fitted for the preser-

vation of at least the more massive sea-shells and corals.
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.Such negative evidence is not, of course, of great value, more

especially Avlien we remember how wide an area is covered by

those portions of the drift which are regarded as truly marine,

and yet contain no fossils. In the latter case, however, the

strata are chiefly of sand and gravel deposits, but ill adapted

for the conservation of organic remains. Yet, in some parts of

the Lowlands, this stratified drift has yielded sea-shells in pro-

fuse abundance : the true till, on the other hand, has scarcely

yielded one ;^ its fossils have been terrestrial, not marine ; the

remains of land-idants and quadrupeds, not of fragile sea

shells.

After having myself held the iceberg hy]^)othesis, I surrender

it as wholly untenable. The agent which ground down,

grooved, polished, and striated the whole surface of Scotland,

has acted, not in the irregular spasmodic fashion of icebergs,

floating along as impelled, now by the currents of the sea, now
by the veering of the winds. It must have radiated from the

central mountain-ranges, moving steadily downwards towards

the sea, disregarding minor inequalities of the ground, and

even mounting the steep slopes of considerable hills. It must

have been a plastic agent that could adapt itself to the crevices

of a cliff or of a ravine, pressing equally on hollow and pro-

minence, everywhere rounding off and smoothing even the

hardest rocks. It must have been an agent that could carry

Avith it at once the finest particles of sand and large blocks of

stone, and that could push these over the surface of the rocks

in such a steady, leisurely way, that the large stone left a long

straight rut like the track of a plough or harrow, and the grain

of sand, a fine straight streak like the cut of a glazer's dia-

mond.

The only agent in nature at present known to us which

could consistently and simultaneously effect all these results, is

land- ice, moving as modern glaciers do, from the higher parts

of the country down towards the sea. By this explanation,

originally proposed by Agassiz, and now in tlie course of being

' As already mentioned, Sir. Sinitli of Jordanliill states that lie has found frag-

ments of some of the stronger shells, such as Cyprina Ishindica, in the boulder-

tlav, but such specimens are of extreme rarity, and. as I shall immediately show,

are to be regarded as exceptional.
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adoptetl by the geologists t)f Britain, the phenomena of tlie

Drift ]jeconie intelligible.^

The flowing outlines and planed surfaees of the crags and

knolls over so large an extent of Scotland, are the exact connter-

] )arts of the Roches moutonn^es of the Alps. The latter are known
to be the results of ice-action ; they have been produced by

glaciers, which, grinding over them for an indefinite period,

have left them m the form of long smoothed ridges, with curving

liollows between. Such a contour could only be produced by

the steady uniform abrasion of a heavy mass of ice moving

slowly, and with a certain degree of plasticity over the ground.

As tlie Scottish rounded rocks correspond in every essential

respect with those of Switzerland, the inference of a like origin

for both cannot be avoided.

jMoreover, the rochcs-moutonn^cs of the Alpine tracts are

covered with parallel striations, which indicate, in a not less

impressive way, the nature of the agent that produced them,

and the direction in which it moved. In like manner, the

moulded rocks of Scotland are covered over with long parallel

ruts and striae, which cannot be distinguished from those in the

regions of recent glaciers. The direction of these markings re-

mains as steady and persistent in this country as it does in any

of the Swiss valleys, and is as manifestly evidence of the pas-

sage of a body of solid ice across the surface of the land.

The fact that the striations and groovings are not confined

to the Highland glens, where actual glaciers may well have

existed, but extend far away over the Lowlands from sea to

sea, seems sufficient proof that, although such markings are un-

doubtedly traces of the course of a moving body of land-ice,

this ice could not have been in the form of a mere ordinary

glacier. For the central valley is of greatly too large an extent

ever to have been filled by any glacier which could descend

' For the views of British geologists wlio adopt the theory of land-ice, the reader

should consult Professor Ramsay's interesting little volume on The Old Glaciers of
Wales, and his papers in the Qunrterbj Journal of the Geological Society ; also

Mr. .Tamieson's able papers, especially that in the nuraher of the same publication

Itir August last. Mr. Chambers differs from the other geologists in conceiving

that the ice did not radiate from the mountains, but passed in one vast stream

across the country from north to south. His papers are also quoted in the

Appendix.
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from tlie Highlands. ^Moreover, the same markings occur high

on the sides and sunnnits of the Highland mountains, which

no glacier, in the usual sense of the term, could ever have

reached. We have seen, indeed, that the striations occur

almost everywhere, on high ground and low, from end to end

of the island. If then it be true, as it plainly is, that these

markings are in any one place evidence of the former existence

of a stream of ice, their universality must also prove that the

ice existed, not as mere local glaciers descending the chief val-

leys, but as one wide sheet covering the whole or nearly the

whole of the country. Such a condition of things seems at first

improbable, if not even impossible. Nevertheless, it has still

its counterpart at the present day within Ijoth the Arctic and

Antarctic circles.

Before attempting to point out how satisfactorily the details

already given in this paper, are explained by the theory of a

moving mass of land-ice, it may be of use to glance for a little

at one of the regions which appear to offer the best illustration

of the actual occurrence at the present day of phenomena simi-

lar to those whose memorials we have been tracing in the

dressed rocks and Ijoulder-clays of this country.

The present aspect of North Greenland probaljly affords us

a close parallel to the state of Scotland dming the earlier stages

of the Drift period. The interior of that tract of country is

covered with one wide sheet of ice, which, constantly augmented

by fresh snowfalls, moves steadily downward from the axis of

the continent to the eastern and western seas. This vast mer dc

glace frequently protrudes into the sea, where tlie line of cliffs

subsides, and a valley opens upon the shore. The edges of such

seaward extensions of the land-ice sometimes reach a distance

of three miles from the land, until, when they are buoyed up

on the salt water, and elevated by the rise of the tides, a hinge-

like motion is produced, and large masses are detached to float

away as icebergs.^ But, even where no valley ojiens seaward,

the ice maybe seen exuding over the edges of the cliffs in huge

hanging glaciers, from which great masses of ice tumble into

the sea below. Looking inland from the peaks of some berg,

or from the lofty coast cliffs, the eye rests upon one wide sea

' See Sutherlaml, Quart. Jour. Oeol Svc. vol. ix. p. 305.
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(if snow, apparently following in its gentle undulations the in-

equalities of the ground which it huries. " The whole country,"

says Kink, " is covered with ice to a certain elevation, moun-

tains and valleys are levelled to a uniform plane ; the river

beds are concealed, as well as every vestige of the original

form of the country." ^ Here and there a dark mass of rock or

precipice may he seen rising as an islet out of the surrounding

ice. But the interior horizon is everywhere bounded by this

frozen ocean. The Esquimaux are confined to but a narrow

maritime strip. " If you point to the east, inland, where the

herds of reindeer run over the barren hills unmolested, for they

have no means of capturing them, they will cry ' Sermik,'

' glacier,' ' the great ice-wall ;' there is no more beyond."^

The thickness which this ice-sheet sometimes shows where

it protrudes upon the coast is enormous. Its average depth,

says Dr. Sutherland, is 1200 or 1500 feet, of which one-eighth,

or 150 feet, rises above water. In some of the v^alleys, however,

the depth is considerably greater, since, at the foot of the

glacier near Claushaven, the Esquimaux require lines of 300

fathoms to reach the sea-bottom.^ Dr. Kane thus describes a

vast glacier rising out of the sea, in a cliff, which extends for

sixty miles betweefl latitudes 79° and 80" n. " This line

of cliff" rose in a solid glassy Avail 300 feet above the water-

level, Avith an unknoAvn unfathomable depth below it. It

seemed, in fact, a great icy table-land abutting with a clean

precipice against the sea. The interior, AAith A\diich it com-

municated, and from which it issued, Avas an unsurveyed mer

dc glace or ice -ocean, to the eye, of boundless dimensions. A
few black knobs rose from the Avhite suoav like islands from

the sea. As the surface of the glacier receded to the south, its

face seemed broken Avith piles of earth and rock-stained rub-

bish. Eepose, however, was not the characteristic of this seem-

ingly solid mass ; every feature indicated activity, energy,

movement. From one of the rugged islets, the nearest to the

glacier Avhich could be approached Avitli anything like safety, I

could see another island larger and closer in shore, already

' Jour. Geog. Soc vol. xxiii. (1853), p. 148.

'^ Kane's Second Expedition, vul. ii. p. 210.

* Quart. Jmir. Geol. Soc. vol. ix. p. 3(11.
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half covered l)y tlie eucroaching face of the glacier, and great

masses of ice still detaching themselves, and splintering as they

fell upon that portion which protruded. Long continuous lines

of fracture, parallel with the face of the glaciei', widened as they

approached the sea, until they formed a gigantic stairway. It

seemed as though the ice had lost its support below, and that

the mass was let down from above in a series of steps. These

split -off lines of ice were evidently in motion, pressed on by

those behind, till at last they floated away in the form of ice-

bergs. Long files of these detached masses could be traced

slowly sailing off into the distance. A more impressive illus-

tration of the forces of nature can hardly be conceived. Here

was a plastic, moving semi-solid mass obliterating life, swallow-

ing rocks and islands, and ploughing its way with irresistible

march through the (frozen) crust of an investing sea."^

The great glacier of Melville Bay has been often described.

It extends unbroken along the coast for forty or fifty miles, and

loses itself inland in the vast ice-fields of the interior. When
working his way across the Bay in 1857, ^rClintock observed

two small islands almost enveloped in the glacier, and far

within it an occasional mountain- peak protruding from l)e-

neath.^

But this icy mantle is not confined to the mainland ; it is

found to characterize some of the islands that fringe the coast.

For instance, the island of Xorthumbeiland at the entrance

into Smith's Strait, between latitude 77" and 78"^ N, has an in-

terior sheet of ice, which, lieing of course completely isolated

and washed by the sea, is necessarily dependent for its increase

upon the snowfall of a very limited surface. " Yet it sustains

in its discharge no less than seven glaciers, perhaps more, one

of which is half a milo in diameter, bv two hundred feet in

' Kane's Second Exjiedition , voL i. pp. 225-228 ; ii. pp. 146 153. 1 have taken

the liberty oF selecting from different passages descriptive of this glacier, such sen-

tences as .seemed best adapted to elucidate the conditions whieh are suggested by

the Scottish boulder clay.

^ Narrative of the Discovery of the Fate of Franklin, lie remarks further :

—

" From observing closely the variations in the glacier suiface, I think we may
safely infer, that where it lies unbroken and smooth, the supporting land is level

;

and wlien much crevassed the land beneath is uneven." " Some attempts to cross

the glacier in South Greenland have failed
"
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depth." The cliffs of this island are hjfty, and from tliei)' .sum-

mits the ice may l)e seen creeping do\vn in great masses. " It

seemed," says Kane, " as if a caldron of ice inside the coast-

ridge was Ijoiling over, and throwing its crnst in huge fragments

from the overhanging lip into the sea eleven hundred feet

below."
^

Even in such a climate, however, the genial influences of

summer are not unfelt. From under the snow in the maritime

valleys, saxifrages, carices, ranunculi, willows, mosses, and

heaths push out their young shoots among the withered leaves

of the previous year." They rapidly acquire maturity, and when
the short Arctic summer is over, are again enveloped in snow.

The rise of temperature which gives life to the sleeping vege-

tation, loosens also the rivers and runnels. Down the face of

the great Humboldt glacier, cascades and water-tunnels tumble

merrily in the sun. The belt of sea-ice which fringes the land

is cut through by numerous torrents, and sometimes even by
large streams. The Minturn river is described as about three

quarters of a mile wide at its mouth, and admitting the tides

for about three miles. It is a roaring and tumultuous body of

water, rolling with the violence of a snow-torrent over a bed of

broken rocks. From the base of a glacier it issues in numerous

streams, which unite into a single trunk about forty miles from

the sea. In the valley traversed by this river, the scanty but

ricldy-tinted Arctic flora blooms among the rocks. In such

sheltered places, too, may be seen the musk-ox and the reindeer,

and often the mouldering cabins of the Esquimaux.

The intensity of the winters is seen not less markedly on the

sea than on the land. The surface of the ocean freezes over

into a solid crust, sometimes smooth as a white plain, sometimes

broken up into masses of frozen ruin, according to the absence or

' Op. cit. vol. i. 463; ii. 259. Speaking of the tracts about latitude 71° and
Boutliwards, Rink remarks that the height of the great ice-field is about 2000
feet, below which the snow annually melts, and that it is from this elevation that

the perennial glaciers drain down into the long narrow fiords.

—

Jour. Geog. Soc.

vol. xxiii. p. 151.

^ No fewer than 264 species of flowering plants are enumerated from Greenland.

These are of course most abundant in the more southerly tracts of the country, but

even north of lat. 73°, seventy-six species, belonging to forty-four genera, and
these to twenty families, are known to e.xist.—See Kane, Lih. cit. vol. ii. p. 447.

F
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prevalence of storms during or subsequent to tlie process of solidi-

fication. This solid crust rises and falls imperceptibly with the

tides. But along the margin of the land the tidal changes pro-

duce some important geological results. When the sea begins to

congeal, the first crust rises with the next tide, and is borne up

upon the land, where it freezes, and where, on the retreat of the

tide, it is left as a table or shelf of ice fringing the coast-line.

This shelf conforms to all the sinuosities of the coast- line, and is

known to the Danes as the "eis-fod," or ice- foot. It annually

disappears as high as Upernavic or even Cape Alexander, bnt

northwards it remains all the year round. It attains a thickness

of from 25 to 30 feet, bnt where it is pnslied up by the grinding

of the floes it is sometimes as mnch as GOj)r 70 feet. In breadth

it reaches 120 or 130 feet, sometimes in two or three terraces

that rise from the frozen snrface of the sea.

This ice-belt is one of the most interesting geological agents

of the Ai-ctic regions. When the water begins to freeze, it en-

closes the pebbles and boulders that lie along the beach. These,

as the ice rises on the shoulders of the tide, are carried np with

it, and others ai-e encased in the next layer that freezes. In

this way the bottom of the ice- foot becomes charged with rocky

detritus. Moreover, when the thaws of summer have fairly set

in, large masses of crag are detached from the cliffs overhead,

and find a resting-place on this shelf of ice.-^ Instead, therefore,

of a level platform of pure glistening ice, rising twenty or thirty

feet above the surface of the frozen floes, the ice-foot becomes, in

many places, an impassable chaos of fragments of ice and rock.

The streams and thaws of summer, together with the tides, unite

in disengaging great masses of it from the coast-line ; large

bergs and floes, too, are sometimes driven against it, and carry

away the growths of many years. Along the shores of Marshall

Bay, Dr. Kane saw the surface of the ice-foot covered with

millions of tons of rubbish, and he was able to trace away out

' "The rocks above us, just released from the frost which had bound tliem so

long and closely, were rolling down the slojies of the debris with the din of a battle-

field, and absolutely clogging the ice-belt at the foot. Here and there, too, a large

sheet of rocks and earth would leave its bed at once, and gathering mass as it

travelled, move downward like a cataract of ruins. The dogs were terrified by

the clamour, and could hardly be driven on till it intermitted."—Kane, vol. ii.

p. 2-25.
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upon the frozen waters of the liay, raft after raft of the ice-belt

of the previous year, that had been cauglit by the winter on

their way south, laden each with a heavy freight of foreign

material. He also remarks that he found many miles out to

sea, symmetrical tables detached from the ice-belt 200 feet long

by 80 broad, seemingly impregnated throughout with detrital

matter, and covered with large angular blocks and boulders,

which were sometimes polished and striated.

The important geological bearing of the operations of this ice-

belt will better be seen, however, when we pass to the con-

sideration of the marine parts of the Drift.

If now we apply the existing conditions of the Arctic regions

to the elucidation of the phenomena of the striated rocks of

Scotland, the subject becomes at once intelligible. The former

extension of a vast icy mantle over the surface of our island

accounts well for the character of the rochcs moutonnies, and for

the divergence of the striations from the main ridges of the

country. We see at the same time how these markings should

not be confined to the valleys, but run along and over the sides

and summits of the hills. We see how masses of ice, many
hundred feet in thickness, must have accumulated in the

Highland glens, overflowing into the adjacent valleys, and

seeking egress towards the sea by crossing over ranges of high

ground, as in Gareloch, Bute, and Cantyre, where, it will be re-

membered, the striations on the rocks run up and over the

ridges, and are as clearly shown on the hill-tops as in the

valleys. From the great chain of heights extending from

Argyleshire to the north-east of Aberdeenshire, there would

be a constant drainage of ice towards the south-east into the

low grounds of Forfar, Perth, Stirling, and Dumbarton. The

stream would abut against and overflow the chain of the Kil-

patrick, Campsie, and Ochil hills, forcing its way at the same

time through all the transverse valleys of these heights, so as

to debouche upon the long central undulating plain of the

Clyde and Forth. From the high grounds of Lanarkshire and

Peebles, extending north-eastward by the Moorfoots and Lam-

mermoors to the North Sea, the ice would, in like manner,

descend upon the plain, and join the Highland stream. The

united mass would thus cover the wide area of the central Low-
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lands. The eastern part would move eastward, down the valley

of the Forth, and this direction corresponds, it will be remem-

bered, with the trend of the striations in that district. The

western portion from about Tmto, westward, probably moved

towards the Atlantic, but for this the evidence has not yet been

collected. The Firth of Clyde and its tributary fiords must

have been filled w^ell-nigh to the brun with ice, which travelled

on the whole, southwards, varying to the east or west of south

according to the form of the ground. This is shown by the

striations in Knapdale, Bute, Gareloch, Holy Loch, the Cumbraes,

and by the remarkable terrace-like moulding of the hill-sides

bordering the sea, as between Dunoon and Inellan. Perhaps

the drainage from the northern slopes of the Ayi-shire hills may
also have streamed into the Firth of Clyde, so as to join the

mass that descended from the Highlands. From the northern

side of the Grampian chain the ice must have moved do^\Ti upon

the ]\Ioray Firth, bemg there joined by the drainage of the

northern and eastern slopes of the mountains of Inverness, and

the united mass would be still furthei* increased by the stream

from the eastern declivities of Ross and Sutherland. Down the

whole of the west coast, from Cape Wrath to the ]\Iull of Cantyre,

one long expanse of ice filled up the fiords, and stretched out into

the Atlantic. From the uplands of Wigton and Galloway, the

icy stream swept do^m into the valley of the Solway, and on-

ward for Ireland. From the hills that border the lonely vaUey of

liddesdale, far away into the blue Cheviots, the same universal

mantle of ice threw^ its folds athwart the hills and dales of the

north of England.

The thickness of this ice-sheet must have been very great in

some places. It would, of course, reach its chief development

in the valleys. There it must often have exceeded 2000 feet

in thickness. Mr. Maclaren mentions in a paper already quoted

that he has traced the general striation of the surface to the

height of more than 2000 feet. The same markings may be

followed from the summit of the ridge between Loch Awe and

Loch Fyne, at a height of 1800 feet, down to beneath the level

of Loch Fyne. This fiord is about 624 feet deep in its deepest

part, and is proljably striated along the bottom from end to end.

Hence it would appear that a .stream of ice filled up this deep
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and wide ^•!dley, and rising to a height of 2400 feet or more

above its bed, so as to overtop the adjacent heights, moved

steadily downwards from the north-east. Mr. Jamieson has

given another striking example of the depth and volume of the

ice in one of the glens round Ben Nevis. Glen Spean he shows

to have been filled with a stream of ice at least 1300 feet in

depth, and two miles broad at the surface.-^

Constantly augmented by fresh falls of snow, this wide cover-

ing of ice would steadily descend from the main w^ater-sheds of

the country, spread out over the lower grounds, and extend for

a greater or less distance to sea, until, broken up by the waves,

by changes of temperature, or by other causes, it was dispersed

over the ocean in the form of wandering icebergs. The whole

country was thus probably sealed in ice, save, perhaps, some

high cliffs and craggy precipices. There is reason to think that

the general height of the land above the sea was greater at that

time than at present. But the present main hill-ranges and

valleys probably existed, and served to guide the moving ice in

its downward progress to the ocean. Steadily descending,

century after century, from mountain-top to sea-shore, this

massive wintry sheet ground down the face of the country to

an extent almost inconceivable. As its ceaseless abrasion went

on, hills must have been sensibly lessened, glens widened and

deepened, lake-basins hollowed out, and new valleys excavated.

To this process many of the more characteristic minor features

of a Scottish landscape must be attributed. The rounded and

flowing outlines of the hillvS, the smoothed contour of the knolls,

and the long banks of boulder- clay, all tell of the passage of

the great ice-flow.

But there are some features of the abrasion which require a

more detailed notice here. In describing the general moulding

and striation of the country, I referred to certain other proofs of

extensive abrasion, which would be more advantageously con-

sidered in the discussion of the nature of the agency from whose

operations they took their rise.^ Though the rounded and
moulded aspect of the island suggests at once an extensive de-

nudation ; and though our ideas of the magnitude of this waste

' Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. xviii. 174.

° See ante, p. 2r>.
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are vastly augineiited M'lieu it is ascertaiued tliat the boulder-

clay is nothing but a mass of ruin, derived from the surround-

ing hills and valleys, yet it may be doubted whether we do not

obtain a still more impressive conception of the enormous ex-

tent to which the country was ground do^vn during the Drift

period, -svhen we consider the stiiicture of many of our valleys

and lake -basins, and discover that these deep depressions have

been either wholly or to a large extent scooped out by the same

agent wliich striated the island and produced the till, viz., a vast

moving body of ice.

To my early friend and colleague. Professor A. C. Eamsay,

belongs the merit of having propounded what will assuredly be

at last accepted as the true theory of the origin of those rock-

basins of the Alps, and of the northern hemisphere generally,

which are occupied by lakes. To his masterly paper on this

subject, published in a late number of the Quartcrhj Journal of

tJie Geological Socictij, I must refer for the full details and argu-

ment.-^ He shows, as it appears to me miausweral)ly, that the

innimierable rock-basins (that is, cup-shaped hollows of greater

or less depth scooped out of rock) found all over those countries

which can be shown by other evidence to have been extensively

glaciated during the Drift period, can only be accounted for by

the operation of ice. To take, as examples, innumerable lakes

scattered over both the Lowlands and Highlands of Scotland, it

can be shown that they are not dammed up by loose materials,

that they do not lie in mere hollows produced by foldings of

the earth's crust, nor in lines of open fissures, nor in areas that

have been locally depressed. Neither can such basins have

been produced by mere running water. A river may out of

solid rock scoop a deep valley, but not a lake-basin. In short,

the only agency known to us by which such basins could be

excavated, is that of moving ice.

AMiere the ice flowed along lines of valley, it would receive

a downward vertical grinding motion wherever it met with such

an obstruction as a narrowing of the valley. The moving mass

would thereby be increased in height, and the augmented verti-

cal pressure, combined with the arrested onward progress, would

give rise to a powerful erosion of the bottom of the valley at

' Quart. Jour. Gcol. Soc. vol. xxiii. p. 185.
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that place. If the process went on for a sufficient length of

time, it is evident that a deep basin cut out of the solid rock

would be the result, and on the retirement of the glacier this

basin would become a lake. A similar excavation might take

place even where the ice met with no strangulation in its

course down the glens. If, at any point, the nature of the rock

was such as to yield to the erosion more rapidly than the sur-

rounding parts, a hollow would be formed, and once formed, it

would go on increasing in depth every year. In the same way,

on wide open tracts, away from hills, the ice might well scoop

out similar troughs, taking advantage as it would do of any in-

equality in the surface or texture of the rocks. Hence, such

rock-basins could have been produced even on the tops of hills.

Of this, several instances were examined by Professor Eamsay
and myself, among the Cleish Hills of Fife. From some of the

hill-tops in Eoss and Sutherland, the wild rugged surface

around is seen to be dotted over with tarns and lakes ; indeed,

they seem there to be scattered broadcast over the country.

AVith this view of their origin, I know hardly any phase of

the geology of Scotland more calculated vividly to impress the

imagination, than the contemplation of the Highland lakes and

glens, and the deep fiords of the western coast. To the eye of

the ordinary observer, these scenes seem monuments of primeval

chaos and convulsion. He sees in these

Crags, knolls, and mounds, confusedly hurled,

The fragments of an earlier world,

and in these deep glens and lochs, traces of yawning rents and

chasms which were biu'st -asunder when the earth was young.

Such pictures are indeed not without their attractions. Yet, I

know not that these wild scenes do not rise at once in dignity

and grandeur when we regard them, not as the chance effects

of some sudden and random cataclysm, but as the accumulated

results of all the destructive influences of nature working to-

gether steadily and mightily through the lapse of untold ages

;

movements of upheaval and depression of the earth's crust,

waves of the sea, rain, springs, frosts, rivers, and, not the least

powerful of all, the massive, resistless glacier.

There are also some remarkable gullies and clefts along the

liillsides both of the Highland and Lowland tracts of Scotland.
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These I have }»aitl\' alluded to as evidence of the presence

of the same great aljrading agent which has ronnded off the

general surface of the country. I intended to have given a

fuller description of them here, but I shall reserve them to

another occasion, more especially as they are at present under

investigation by the Geological Survey in the Silurian uplands

of the south of Scotland.

The mystery that has so long hung over the l)Oulder-clay, if

not wholly, is at least in great part removed, when the exist-

ence of a great sheet of land-ice is once admitted. On the old

iceberg hypothesis we might perhaps conceive of a rudely

arranged accumulation of clay, earth, and boulders, underneath

the sea. But we could never by such an agency explain the

local character of the boulder-clay. If that deposit had been

formed from the chance melting of earth-laden bergs, why
sliould it present so constant and so close a relation to the

nature of the rocks on which it rests ? Ought it not unques-

tionably to have no reference to the nature of its floor, having

derived its materials, if this explanation were true, from above

and not from below ?

But when we admit the boulder-clay to be evidence of the

abrasion MTOught by a vast sheet of land-ice in its passage to

the sea, these and many other difficulties disappear. \\"e see

that such a clay must necessarily take its colour and composi-

tion from those of the rocks underneath, out of which it has

been produced. As the ice moved on, the fragments detached

from the rocks over which it passed, must of necessity have

been worn down more and more the further they were carried

onw^ards with the ice, until they were reduced at last to mere

pebbles, or pounded down into the finest sand and mud. As
these stones were in the process of reduction, fresh fragments

constantly augmented the mass that was being crashed and

ground together by the ceaseless march of the ice. And thus,

the greater number of the stones would almost always consist

of fragments from the rocks of the district, changing character

as the ice passed from one geological formation to another.

Another feature in the boulder clay which becomes now at

once intelligible, is the constant striation of the boulders.

Steadily cnished togetlier amid sand and inud, and ground over
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tlie hard rock below, tliey could not fail to be everywhere

striated and grooved, and also to leave their ruts and scratches

on the surface of the rock over which they were pressed.

AVhile moving onward, they would have a natural tendency to

arrange themselves in the jDosition in which they would undergo

the least friction, that is end on. And so we find them very

commonly striated in the line of their longer axis.

We can understand too, why, when a direction of transport

is indicated by the materials of the boulder-clay, it should be

found to coincide with the trend of the striation on the rocks

of the district, since they both have resulted from the move-

ment of one common agent. The tumultuous pell-mell agglo-

meration of these materials is likewise at once explained. By
such a process of transport they could not have undergone any

arrangement. In these respects, the boulder-clay is fairly com-

paralile Avith the terminal moraine of a glacier.^ In either case,

there is an uustratified accumulation of sand, clay, earth, and

boulders, carried along by ice, and left where the ice melted.

Yet there are some strong differences between them, which

serve stiU further to show, that the old glaciation of the country

could not be the work of any mere ordinary glaciers. In the

lateral or terminal moraine of a recent glacier, the angular and

subangular stones form a large proportion of the whole ; the

number of scratched stones is exceedingly small. In the

boulder-clay, on the other hand, the rounded and subangular

forms are largely in excess, and the percentage of striated

stones is great. The reason of this difference seems to be, that

the moraine of a glacier is to a large extent composed of debris,

which has fallen upon the surface of the ice, and has thus been

carried down without undergoing any trituration, except what
may be caused by the rolling of the stones over each other as

the ice below and around them slowly melts away. These

stones are then shot over the end of the glacier, where they join

^ The kind of glacier detritus, however, which offers the closest analogy to the

boulder-clay, is the bed of mud and stones on which the glacier rests, and which it

is constantly pressing onwards. This was distinguished by Martins {Bevue des

Deux Moncles, 1847) as a distinct ^ovm oi moraine. Hogard in his work on the

Drift of the Vosges, describes it as " la moraine profonde, comprenant la couche de
sable et de cailloux ou galets qui supporte le glacier et le separe du roc sous-jacent,

et se nivellc sous Taction de ce puissant rouleau compresseur" (p. 10).
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those that have been ground down in a passage helow the ice.

But, in the case of the boukler-clay, it is probable that the

whole, or nearly the whole of the stones were transported below

the ice, since there could have been little or no exposure of

bare rock when the gi-eat mantle of ice spread itself over the

country. Hence, in the one case, we find a confused heap of

angular stones, which have been carried along on the surface of

the ice ; in the other an equally bewildering assemblage of

rounded and striated stones, which have been pushed and

ground along under i\\Q ice. Agassiz long ago saw the meaning

of this difference, when British geologists had hardly begun to

realize the existence of a great European glacial epoch. " In

Britain," he says, " the ice, at the time of its greatest extension,

seems to have covered completely great tracts of country, and

consequently rendered the fall of blocks on its surface, if not

impossible, at least extremely rare, so that the great mass of

the blocks was necessarily buried under the ice, and was there-

fore subjected to all the effects of a gradual and long-continued

trituration, just as is observed beneath the glaciers of the pre-

sent day."^

By admitting the former presence of a vast moving sheet of

ice, we obtain in like manner a satisfactory explanation of the

1 Edin. New Phil. Jcur. vol. xxxiii. 232. Mr. Kobert Chambers, who has so ably

maintained the doctrine of a great sheet of ice as necessary for the explanation of

the phenomena of tlie earlier part of the Drift period, infers, that this ice could not

have been everywhere in the same condition as the ice of a recent glacier, " for

there is a difference in the character of its detritus." " The boulder-clay," he says,

"indicates a comparatively fluid state of the ice."

—

Ihid. vol. liv. 279. For this

supposition, however, it docs not appear to me that there is any necessity. The

drainage from springs would of course rise up under the ice, and make its way as it

best could to lower levels. But tlie ice itself was doubtless as good solid ice as that

of any Greenland glacier of the present day. The real cause of the diSerence be-

tween the detritus of a modern Alpine glacier and the boulder-clay is, I imagine,

that which is given in the text. It is interesting to compare [the ^deduc-

tions of Hogard from the erratic phenomena of the Vosges. He, too, infers that the

great sheets of detritus on high grounds in that district were produced wlien the

whole region was under ice. " Dans la partie des Vosges," he says, " ou ces

nappes se rencontrent hors des vallees, ou ne voit aucune trace de moraines laterales

ou frontales : et les depots inferieurs se trouvant seuls, il y a lieu de presumer

qu'au moment oii ils se formaient, le massif des montaignes etait entierement recon-

vert de neves et de f/lace, et que nulle cime ne dominant les glaciers, ceux-ci etaient

alors entierement depouroiis de debris a lears snrfaces superieurcs.'^ — Coup

d\eil sur le terrain crratijucdcs Vosijes, 1851, p. GG.
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broken and crumpled appearance which the rocks often exhibit

under the boulder-clay/ and also of the occasional interjection

of the clay between the joints and bedding-planes of the under-

lying rocks.^ These phenomena point to the slow passage of

an innnensely weighty body across the country, whereby the

strata were sometimes broken or bent back upon each other, or

were pushed along or lifted up in mass, and set down on a

mass of clay and stones, perhaps at some distance from their

original position.

When the details of the stratified beds in the boulder-clay

above described are attentively considered, some interesting

insight is, I think, obtained into the history of the deposit.

The little nests of sand, often contorted, and always of very

limited extent, point probably to the action of little runnels,

either flowing over the clay when the ice had for a season re-

treated, or rather, perhaps, working their way onward beneath

the ice, as glacier streams do at the present day. The contor-

tion of the bedding might arise either from the dex^osition of the

sand over pieces of ice which afterwards melted, or from the

weight and onward pressure of the mass of moving ice over-

head. In the case of an Alpine glacier, the water which rises

to the surface of the earth in springs, or which percolates

through crevasses and joints in the ice, flows on underneath

the glacier, and issues from its extremity a full-formed river

charged with the mud which has been produced by the trituration

of the stones and rocks over which the ice has ground its way.

Dming the formation of the boulder-clay, when the cold was
at its severest, such water drainage as existed must have gone

on under the ice in the same way, save that when the whole

country was ice-covered, the water would find its way to sea

without reaching the open air at all.^

' See ante, p. 33. ^ ggg „„;g_ p_ 47^

^ " Springs, properly speaking, as outlets of subterranean drainage, are almost

unknown in Nortli Greenland. At Godbavn, Disco, there is a permanent spring

with a winter temperature of 33'5^ Fabr., but the so-called springs of tbe Danish
settlements as far north as 73°, are derived from a surface drainage, which is sus-

pended during the colder months of the year."—Kane, Second Expedition, vol. i.

p. 453. The some observer states, however, on the authority of tbe natives, that

a stream issuing from the foot of a glacier into a lake at Etab in latitude 78° 3', con-

tinues to flow on, even under the thick ice which covers the lake during tbe winter.

Op. cit. vol. ii. p. 208.
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But tliougli froiu tlie universal UKjuldiiig- and striation of the

rocks it seems undeniable that the whole of the country must

have been glaciated, it is scarcely likely that one vast and un-

broken sheet of ice and snow would continue, year after year,

completely to conceal the land. Even in North Greenland we

know that this is not the case, for there every summer sees

tracts of ground arrayed in verdure and wild flowers.

In like manner, there is, I think, good evidence to show that

even during the accumulation of the Scottish till, this extreme

rigour was not the constant and universal condition of the

climate. The stratified beds in the till indicate, apparently be-

yond a doubt, the existence of streams and lakes during that

period. They show, further, that these waters were oj)en to the

day, and that, though the drainage of the country may perhaps

have sometimes progressed under the ice, yet that there were

seasons when some of the valleys were at least so far free of

frost and snow, as to allow streams and runnels to work their

way along the freshly exposed surface of the lately-formed

boulder-clay. Moreover, in the deposits left by such streams,

we find branches of trees and layers of peat. Even if it were

contended that the peat did not result from the growth of

vegetation on the spot, but was merely drifted vegetable matter

which might have been carried along under the ice, still it must

be allowed, that there could not l)ut be some parts of the

country where the soil, open to the air and light, supported a

growth of plants. And the existence of branches in these drift-

beds is a sufficient indication that such patches of soil must

have remained free of ice, not for one summer only, but for a

succession of years, so as to admit of the growth of mere seeds

into hardwood shrubs or trees. The peat, however, doubtless

grew on the spots where we now see its remains, that is, along

the water-courses and pools of the valleys. Although, there-

fore, all the higher grounds, and perhaps some of the main val-

leys in the lower tracts of the country down to the sea- level,

may have remained sealed up in the snow and ice throughout

the period represented by the l)Oulder-clay, it is nevertlieless

certain, that there were intervals when certain valleys, up to a

height of at least 800 or 900 feet above the present sea-level,

were so far free from the frozen on\olnnp, fliat streams of water
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gushed along their bottoms, and vegetation bloomed adown their

slopes. It Avas doubtless in such fertile hollows that the hairy

elephant and the reindeer found their food.

Glimpses of these ancient conditions seem to be afforded by

the nature of the localities in which the mammalian remains of

the Drift occur. They appear, in almost every case, to have

been found in valleys not far from the banks of some stream.

Those of Kilmaurs lay close to the Carmel Water ; the tusks

of the Union Canal were taken out of the cliffs of till that over-

hang the Almond ; those of Chapelhall occurred in the upper

part of the till which fills up the same old basin already de-

scribed ; the reindeer antler of Dumbartonshire was found not

far from the course of the Endrick. The frequency of this

association of the bones in valleys can hardly be accidental.

I believe it will be found to receive its explanation in the pro-

bable existence of these valleys during the boulder-clay period,

when they were traversed, during at least the summer months,

by streams issuing from the adjacent ice-fields, and were thinly

covered over with a scanty Arctic flora. In such valleys the

herbivorous mammals would naturally congregate, and the re-

mains of these animals would be much more likely to be pre-

served there than if they were left on the snowy surface of the

surrounding uplands. Dr. Kane mentions the occurrence of the

skeleton of a musk-ox in a frozen pasty silt along the eastern

shores of Smith's Straits. " The table-lands and ravines about

this coast," he says, " abound in such remains. Their numbers,

and the manner in which they are scattered, imply that the

animals made their migrations in droves, as is the case with

the reindeer now. Within the area of a few acres, we found

seven skeletons and numerous skulls ; these all occupied the

snow- streams or gullies that led to a gorge opening on the ice-

belt [along shore], and might thus be gathered in time to one

spot by the simple action of the water-shed." ^ Dr. Scouler's

four elephants and a half, found within the area of a few yards,

in the valley of the Carmel Water, could hardly have been car-

ried to that spot by icebergs or currents of water. It is much
more likely that they formed part of a herd or herds which
browsed on the banks of the ancient Carmel, and that dying

* Second Grinnell Expedifion, vol. i. p. 95.
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there, their bones were buried under the mass of earth and

stones pushed forward by the next advance of the glaciers that

filled the higher part of the valley.^

Tlie occurrence of the stratified deposits in the Scottish till

further indicates that although the inter\'als of quiet and vege-

tation may have lasted for many years, they were in the end

brought to a close by the retui'n of severer "winters, when the ice

once more crept down the valleys which it had abandoned, and

began anew its ancient powers of abrasion and waste. The

water-courses in the till at Chapelhall and elsewhere are

covered over with coarse boulder-clay like that below, showing

that the old conditions again assumed their sway. The striated

pavements in the boulder-clay may also, perhaps, indicate the

renewed advance of the ice-sheet, grinding its way over its

ancient and partially consolidated floor of detritus, just as it

had done over masses of solid rock ; or, as I have already sug-

gested, they may point to the later j)eriod of submergence when
ice-rafts grated over the depressed smface of the land.

But if this vast moving mass of ice, after having for a while

retreated to the higher gi'ounds, once more found its way into

the valleys, why did it not clear out the deposits left there by

the streamlets and lakes ? I would answer that it almost

always did so. If it had not swept them away, they would

probably be found in abundance. Those which exist oiight to

be regarded rather as exceptions, which have been preserved by

a fortunate concun-ence of circumstances. It is not difficidt to

understand how a narrow water-course should be preser\^ed by

being choked up on the advance of the ice, which might then

pass over -without entirely effacing it, more especially as the

water-drainage under the glacier would tend to renew it at the

first opportunity. Such broad deposits as those of the Chapel-

hall basin present a greater, yet not, I think, an insuperable

difficulty. At the outset it must be borne in mind that these

1 This may have happened close to the sea-shore, as in the case of Dr. Kane's

musk-ox, and sea shells might either be thrown up by high tides over the bones

previous to their entombment, or be depoiited above them during the slow sinking

of the land. I mention this as a possibility, in order to show, that should the

shells alleged to have been found with the elephant remains at Kilmaurs, prove to

be actually marine, no difficulty need be felt in harmonizing such a fact with the

hypothesis that the boulder-clay is a deposit from land-ice and not from icebergs.
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deposits are sometimes overlaid by the till with the most perfect

regularity, and that in other places, as already shown, they ex-

hibit traces of ha\dng been subjected to a good deal of pressure.

It does not appear unpossible that the ice, slowly advancing

and pushing before it a vast pile of detritus, might so fill up a

basin like that of Chapelhall as not greatly to disturb the fine

sands and clays deposited at the bottom, but to pass on grind-

ing down the mass of debris which it had previously pushed

over them. And unless the onward march of the ice was con-

tinued so long as fairly to wear down the overlying rubbish,

and reach the stratified deposits of the basin, the latter might

perhaps escape.

But we must rememljcr that the increased severity of climate

indicated by the renewed advance of the ice-sheet must have

told on all the waters of the country. Streams, rivers, and lakes

would be frozen over, and, where of no great depth, the lakes

might be frozen to the bottom, and thus form solid sheets of ice.^

If then we conceive that the basin in which the ChapelhaU

sands and clays were deposited was thickly frozen over, it does

not seem difficult to understand how the advance of the ice-

sheet might push such a quantity of the old boulder-clay into

the basin as even to fill it to the brim, without so much as

loosening a pebble from the beds of sand and clay that lay

secure below the frozen lake. The ice might then override the

whole, and after wearing down perhaps a large part of the stiff

clay and rubbish which it had emptied into the basin, it might

finally retire without ever having found its way down to the

bottom of the lake. In course of time the ice of the lake would
melt, and in so doing, it would let the overlying till fall down
on the lacustrine beds. The junction might in many places be

effected gently, the one deposit being lowered by impercej)tible

degrees upon the other. But this would not always be the

case. Owing to unequal melting of the ice, or to vertical pres-

sure, or to both combined, some portions of the tiU would be
forced upon the beds below, squeezing and contorting them,

^ Dr. Sutlierlaiid, in liis account of Captain Penny's voyage to Wellington Chan-
nel in search of the Franklin Expedition, mentions a number of lakes near the beach,

which were frozen to the bottom, though the depth of some of them was more than
two feet.
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and even penetrating among them like dykes and veins of an

igneous rock. Such, it will be remembered, are exactly the

appearances now visil)le along the junction of these stratified

beds with the overlying till in the pits of Chapelhall.

If these inferences are just, we have advanced some way in

an elucidation of the history of the early part of the Drift

period in Scotland. It appears that the island was covered, as

large tracts of Greenland are, with a wide sheet of snow and

ice, which, constantly augmented by fresh snowfalls, pushed its

way outward from the main mountain chains towards the sea
;

that there were periods of varying climate ; that sometimes

many of the valleys glowed with the vegetation of an Arctic

summer, rills of water trickled down their sides or dashed over

their rocky ledges, and herds of huge mammals pastured in

their solitudes ; that again the cold increased, and the ice, once

more pushing down the valleys, buried their beauty under one

wide pall of cheerless desolation.

Some reasons may now be given which render it probable

that, while these changes were going on, the country was sinking

beneath the sea. Even those who hold the till to T>e a marine

deposit admit the necessity of such a submergence.

At the outset, it must be confessed, that we have as yet no

data for computing what may have been the general level of

the island, either at the beginning of the glacial period, or at

the time of the greatest extension of the ice, or whether the

early part of the period did not witness an actual rise of the

land. From several considerations it has been deemed pro-

Ijable, that during some part of the glacial period, most likely

at the time when the cold was severest, this country stood con-

siderably higher above the sea than it does now. The whole of

the present surface of the land, even away out under low-water

mark, has been dressed and moulded by the ice-sheet. If, there-

fore, the land was no higher at that time than it is now, the

ice must have everywhere gone out to sea in one vast glacier.

Though it cannot be affii-med that such a condition of things is

impossible, it is difficult to conceive of its existence between

latitudes so low as the 54th and 59th parallels. Even in Green-

land at present, the ice does not everywhere reach the sea.

Moreover, if the land was no higher tlian at present, it can he
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shown that the ice must have (lesceiuled into the sea, sometimes

to a depth of more than 600 feet, and travelled tliere for many
miles. Loch Fyne, for instance, has been already pointed out

as a conspicuous example of this old glacial erosion. From the

head of the loch to the hills between Loch Gilp and Tarbert is

a distance of thirty miles. Tlie depth of the loch, as shown
by the Admiralty soundings, is sometimes as much as G 24 feet.

Now the ice must have travelled the whole length of this deep

valley (indeed, it probably to a large extent scooped it out),

until, when it reached the bend of the loch at Knapdale, it went

light over the Knapdale hills into the Sound of Jura.^ But the

islets between Islay and Jura and the mainland, show the

characteristic moulding ; the ice would therefore seem to have

held on its way across the Sound, and joined the masses that

descended from the Jura and Islay mountains. The waters of

the ocean for many square leagues would in this manner be

excluded from their ancient domain. But this is only one in-

stance. The same facts are presented more or less completely

by all the fiords of the western coast. Even the valley now
occupied by the Firth of Clyde must have been filled with ice,

as is well shown by the striations in Bute and the Little Cum-
brae.

Along the Greenland coast sheets of ice a thousand feet in

thickness are pushed out for several miles seaward. It is not

impossible, therefore, that the ice of our Scottish fiords actually

usurped the place of the sea. But it seems more credible to

suppose, that what are now sea-lochs were then land valleys

filled to the brim with rivers of ice, in other words, that the

land was considerably higher than at present. The increased

elevation would enlarge the snow- fields, and thus augment the

mass of ice that was ever grinding its way over the country

onward and downward to the sea.

But whatever may have been the extreme height of the land

during the epoch represented by the boulder-clay, I think it

can be shown with no smaU degree of probability, that while

that deposit was in the course of formation, the coujitry was
slowly sinking. In the first place, the series of drift-beds which

immediately succeeds the boulder clay is of marine origin, and
' See ante, p. 21, and Mr. .Janiieson's Paper there citetl.
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has been traced up to a heiglit uf many hundred feet aljove tlie

present sea-level Either therefore the hind must have been

sinking during the boulder-clay period, or in the interval be-

tween the fonuation of that deposit and the deposition of the

highest of these marine beds. That the depression went on

while the boulder-clay was forming, seems to me probable

—

1st, From the occiiiTence of marine shells in the boulder-

clay at a higher level than beds of peat in the same deposit.

The Chapelhall drift- beds, already so fully described, make this

point sufficiently clear. The shells which occurred in a bed of

brick-clay lay perhaps 200 or 250 feet above the strata of clay

and sand with peat and branches of wood. All these deposits

were in the true till. The conclusion therefore is, I think, iiTe-

sistible, that there must have been here a sinking of the land to

the extent of more than two hundred feet between the deposition

of the peat-beds and that of the clay containing marine shells.

This depression went on at the same time that the till of the

district was forming, for the evidence of its occurrence is p)re-

served in that till We thus see that what was the bed of a

lake or river at one part of the boulder-clay period, became at

a later date in the same period the bed of the sea. And this is

probably only an earnest of the kind of evidence which still lies

stored up m the boulder-clay to reward the researches of the

future.

•2d, The continuity of the boulder-clay over so large an ex-

tent of surface seems adverse to the supposition that this

deposit underwent so long a process of denudation as would

be involved if it was first exposed to the waves during a slow

submergence below the sea-level, and then wasted afresh during

a process of re-elevation. That it did undergo not a little de-

gradation from the action of the sea is indubitable, but if it

had been twice exposed to the waves, I cannot but think that

the degradation would have been greater.

3d, As a corollary to the preceding inference, it may be sug-

gested, that the comparative scantiness of the marine di-ift

(which wiU be considered in detail in the succeeding section of

this paper), appears to militate against the idea that it is the

combined results of wave and current action during first a sub-

mergence and then a re-elevation of the land, M'hen wide tracts
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(»f soft clay uud earth were exposed tu the full sweep of tlu;

sea. The meagreness of this drift is indeed sutficiently puzzling

even on the supposition that the beds of marine clay and sand

were formed out of the till, when the land, after having been

ilepressed, was again ascending. But it seems wholly inex-

plicable on the other h}'potliesis, which would make the marine

drift the memorial at once of the depression and upheaval of

the land.

If it he admitted that while the boulder -clay was in the course

of being slowly ground up by the vast mass of seaward-moving

ice, the whole country was undergoing a movement of subsid-

ence, most, if not all, of these difficulties are removed. The ice

pushing its way out to sea would be broken up and dispersed

as icebergs ; but a fresh stream would continue to pour down

from the interior. The slow sinking of the land would greatly

modify the outline of the coasts, and would, of course, constantly

decrease the area of the ice-fields. But the boulder- clay, pro-

tected by the sea-ward extension of the great glacier, would, as

a rule, be carried down beneath the sea without ever coming in

contact with the waves. Large portions of the upper part of

the deposit might thus be actually formed by land-ice, yet below

the level of the sea. Other parts might arise from the drop-

pings of bergs detached from the main sheet of ice. The till

of Caithness w^as probably formed in one or both of these w^ays.

Its shells are nearly all rubbed, many striated and Ijroken.

Fig. 3.—Diagram to show the passage of a sheet of land-ine to sea, the production of icebergs,

and the accumulation of detritus both on the land and on the sea-bottom.

"We thus see how organisms both of the land and the sea may
be found in the till, and yet their occurrence there be satis-

factorily solved. The beds of peat and river silt in the boulder-
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clay mark the old land surface, aiul the layers of marine shells

which have been or may yet be found iu the same deposit, show-

some of the successive stages in the process of submergence by

which that laud-surface became by degrees the bed of the sea.

We can understand, too, how the boulder-clay, if preserved in

this way during its descent, should remain so perfect over such

wide tracts of the country. And Ave are enabled in some de-

gree to explain why the proper marine drift is not more exten-

sively developed, for it probably received but little augmenta-

tion during the sinking of the land. Its origin rather dates

from the time wdien the land, freed in pait from its mantle of

ice, began again to rise from beneath the sea. To the evidence

from wdiich the history of this second portion of the Drift

period is to be compiled, we must now turn.

II. Ee-elevatiox of the Countky : Origin of the Stratified

Drift.

The boulder-clay is covered with occasional deposits of sand,

gravel, and stratified clay, in which marine organisms are in

some places found.-^ As these strata ascend to a considerable

height above the sea, it is evident that the laud must have been,

at least to that extent, submerged below the sea-level. I have

already adduced evidence, which seems to render it probable

that this depression took place during the accumulation of the

boulder- clay. I am not aware that the marine deposits them-

selves afford any indication of having originated during the

sinking of the land, nor indeed is such an indication to be ex-

pected. According to the theory which maintains, that while

the country was going down beneath the sea, it was covered

' I have been greatly at a loss for an intelligible, comprehensive term to express

the sands, gravels, and clays which overlie the till. " Stratified Drift," though in

most cases applicable, will not always do, for there are instances where this Drift

is not stratified. " Marine Drift" is likewise objectionable, for the boulderclay is

in part marine, and moreover, it is by no means certain, that some of the sand and

gravel heaps which are classed together in this Drift, have not been produced by

freshets on the land. If the word " Drift" had not already been unfortunately

used as a genciral term for the whole of the glacial deposits, it would have served

well to denote the upper water-formed beds, " till "or " Ixjulderclay "being reserved

for the lower or ice-formed mass.
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over with a wide sheet ol" ice, the amount of uiariue denudation

would largely depend upon the extent to which the coasts were

tree of ice, so as to be exposed to the action of the waves. If

the cold was so severe as to envelop the island in ice, it must

have told not less pow^erfully upon the sea. Not only would

a crust of ice form upon the surface of the salt water, but there

would also, in all likelihood, be a thick "ice-foot" along the

margin of the land. The waves of the summer storms would

thus find comparatively little scope for their ordinary work of

demolition, for, save along exposed headlands, they would pro-

l)ably break upon ledges of ice, sometimes upon the protruded

mass of a sea-going glacier, sometimes upon the thawing ter-

races of last year's ice-belt. The chief amount of destruction

would be done hj the frosts loosening masses of rock, and piling

them upon the frozen shelf below. When this rubbish- charged

belt was broken up, and carried out to sea, it w^ould drop its

Iturden to the bottom. But this would not be ordinary marine

denudation, and the deposits so formed would bear but little re-

semblance to the great majority of those which constitute what

is known as the stratified or marine Drift. It seems to me, that

on the wdiole, the amount of sand, gravel, and stratified clay

accumulated by breaker- action during the submergence of

the land would not be very great. The boulder-clay was being

carried down, platform after platform, beneath the sea-level,

and the deposits which might be thrown upon the submerged

land would probably consist in large measure of the confused

contents of the ice-belt or of drifting bergs, with sometimes

sediment of a more ordinary kind derived by the sea, either

from the shore rocks, or from exposed parts of the till.

It is on these grounds that I would assign the vast masses of

stratified Drift, now to be described, rather to the time of the

rising than of the sinking of the land. Whether or not their

materials arose in part during the submergence, they would be

re-arranged during the re -elevation, and hence, as we see them

now, they tell only of an upward movement. When the country

went down, it was shielded by a formidable barrier of ice from

the constant assaults of the ocean ; when it came up again, its

protecting bulwark was gone, and its loose covering of rubbish

and boulders fell an easy prey to the waves.
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The siibiaergeuce of a lar^e tract jjt' laniP would tend to_

aiueliomte the climate. Whether this was the main ajicncy

concerued, or whether it only coincided with some vast cosrnical

change afiecting the whole planet, and of which as yet we know

not] ling, is comparatively unimportant in the present inquiry.

Jn whatever way the change was brought about, there can be

little doubt, that when the land beaan once more to rise, the

temperature had likewise risen. The ice, in place of thickly

covering the whole country, was confined to the upland corries

and glens, down which, in the form of local glaciers, it may
here and there have reached the. sea. And the waves, instead

of beating wildly against a cliff of ice, which drove them back

from their natural limits, rolled in upon the hunnnocks of earth

l^/ytjiaft«-(?>r j^j^^i stones which the ice had left behind it, sweeping away nnid,

sand, and gravel, and spreading them out in Avide sheets over

the sea- bed. Yet the winters seem to have been still severe

enough for the formation of coast -ice ; icebergs, too, probably

floated off into the main, while on the land, glaciers filled up

many of the deeper and higher valleys ; and as the ice and snow

which covered the country melted away, sometimes perhaps

suddenly, violent floods may have been caused, wherel)y the

detritus was swept out of the glens, and spread out in irregular

heaps over the lower grounds. It is the results (jf all those

agencies acting, when the land, though subject perhaps to

oscillations of level, was still on the whole ascending, that

we have now to consider in the accumulations of Stratified

Drift.

Stratified Drift: Difficvltij of arrawjing its members chrono-

logically.—No one who has not made the attempt in the field

can be fully aware how extremely difficult it is to ascertain

the true order of succession among the members of this j)art of

the Drift series. The general sequence of events may perhaps

be understood, but when we come to compare sand-bed witli

sand-bed, and clay with clay, from diflerent parts of the country,

we have really no reliable guide to their relative geological an-

tiquity, or even to the circumstances of their origin. In the

case of post-tertiaiy shore accumulations, it may be assumed as a

' The depression seems to have been jft^neral over the noith of Eiiro])o, thoiidi

jHobably varying greatly in extent in different regions.

1
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nilu tluit the higlier a deposit lies aJjuve the present sea- level,

the more ancient must be its origin, since in the ascent of a

rising- land the coast-line of any particular period is constantly

receding farther and farther from the sea-margin. Hence, in

other words, the older the shore-line the higher will it be found

to stand above the sea. Such truly littoral deposits as follow

one contour-line round the country may, perhaps, be regarded

as in a geological sense contemporaneous, though in the absence

of shells it is often impossible to decide whether a series of

strata is of littoral origin or not. But it by no means follows

either that all superficial marine deposits which lie on the same

level are coeval, or that some which are found on a lower plat-

form may not be of the same age with others which occupy a

higher site. We know that at present the sand and shingle

thrown up daily along the beach are strictly contemporaneous

with beds of fine mud and silt that are gathering in stiller water

out at sea. Hence a gravel bank on some lonely hill-top far

away among the moors and mosses of the inland districts, may

have been formed at the same time as beds of fine clay along

the sea margin, whereon are built the villages and sea-ports of

a busy human population.

The task of collating and arranging the stratified Drift be-

comes still more dispiriting when we reflect that the ascent of

the land would constantly bring up to the tidal zone accumu-

lations that had previously been formed at some distance below

the sea-level. Hence there could scarcely fail to be a mingling

of deposits w^hich had originated at various depths from the

shore-line down to deep water. Further, the action of the

waves upon a bank of boulder-clay might reveal some of those

little patches of shell-bearing clay which I have described as

occasionally occurring in that deposit. Such fine clay-beds, if

they escaped destruction, might be covered, over with shore

detritus in such a way that it would be hai^ly possible even to

suspect that the shell-bed belonged to the bovtt^r-clay and not

to the true stratified Drift ; to the sinking ratb^Titban to the

rising of the land. Nor is this all. Though during the growth

of the stratified Drift, the country was probably on the whole

ascending, there seems no unlikelihood in the supposition that

this upward progress was interrupted by long pauses, and even
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by occasional inovements of a retrograde character. Such in

terchanges would, of course, give the waves still further oppor-

tunities for remodelling the previously-formed parts of tlie Drift,

and thus commingling the products of different agents and dif-

ferent periods.

But it is highly probable that the sea has not been the only

agent concerned in the production of the loose detritus which

covers the face of the country. Part of the sand and gravel

mounds may actually indicate the former passage of violent

land-floods caused by a rajnd melting of the general envelope

of ice and snow.

I do not wholly despair that the sands, gravels, and clays

of each district will yet be brought into close chronological

comparison with those of the rest of the country. But

from this consummation Scottish geology is still very far re-

moved. In the meantime more cannot be attempted in the

present summary than a general sketch of the nature and

position of the stratified Drift. I shall endeavour, however, to

preserve so far an approach to the true order of succession, by

describing first the deposits which occur in the higher districts,

and which, since they have been longest above water, may be

most ancient in origin. One or two preliminary remarks may
be offered on the relations of the boulder clay and the strati-

fied Drift.

Its rr.Iations to the Boulder -chuj.—Where the boulder-clay has

been wholly washed off a hill-side, we may often trace its former

existence there by the occasional striated stones which occur

among the loose soil and angular rubbish resulting from the

decomposition of the underlying rock. I have observed this

fact again and again in the uplands of Peebles and Selkirk.

We may thus trace an insensible gradation from good stiff

boulder-clay to a loose surface-wash of detritus. Doubtless

much of this denudation may be due to the effect of rains, run-

nels, and larger streams of fresh water. But such agents are

far from sufficient to account for the whole of the denudation of

the boulder-clay, and the heaps of water-rolled ga\avel and sand

with which it is covered.

So far as my obsei-vation guides me, there is a considerably

larger area of the country (at least of that part between the
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(Jvanipians and the Solway), where the bouhler-clay c(jiiies up

hare to the surface soil, than where it is overlaid with stratified

beds. Sometimes it is covered with a re- assorted part of its own

mass, and in such cases the two deposits may be seen to shade

into each other. But there is usually a sharp line of demarca-

tion between the till and any other bed which overlies it. Often,

indeed, the surface of the till is hummocky and irregular, and

the sand, gravel, and clay lying on it have been deposited in and

over the hollows.

If, passing from such lesser features, we view the relations of

these two portions of the Drift over the breadth of the island,

we perceive, on reflection, that there is in reality an unconformity

between them. The till, as we have seen, clothes the surface of

the laud from a height of 1700 feet or more down to below the

sea-level. It forms a great mantle, sadly worn and ragged in-

deed, but which, in the parts that remain, accommodates itself to

the major imdulations and the general declivity of the ground.

Now the marine Drift has been deposited more or less hori-

zontally on successive platforms cut out of the till. Instead,

therefore, of sloping down to the sea with the descent of

the ground, the sands, gravels, and clays lie nearly level upon

each other, rising stratum over stratum from underneath the

present sea-margin away up to the hill-tops. The beds may

thus, for the moment, be regarded as forming horizontal bands,

which conform, in a general way, to the configuration of the

country. It is evident that along the outer edge of these bands

the ends of the strata are truncated by the slope of the ground,

and that their inner or landward edge abuts either upon rock or

against the mantle of boulder- clay. One of the best examples

of this relation which I have seen is on the north shore of the

Kyles of Bute, where the stratiiied clays and sands end off

against a slope of boulder-clay. But the same feature may be

traced all over the country, even where there are no sections to

show diagrammatically the relative position of the various de-

posits. Here accordingly there is again good evidence that this

stratified Drift can have had no immediate connexion with

the till.

Mainh/ dcrircfl fimn iraste of Boaklcr-claij.— That these

.'^tnitifit'd (l(-pnsits of rlav, sand, and gravel have been in great
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measure derivetl from the waste of the old till or tk'ljris of the

land-ice, is apparent if we compare their pebbles and boulders

with those of the latter. The same conclusion is borne out by

the fra,i,anentary character of the till, and by the common re-

placement of this dej^osit Ijy stratified beds in places where

there can be little doubt the till once existed. But the strati-

fied Drift was also in part produced by the action of the waves

upon exposed rocky shores, by the sedimentary discharge of

rivers or of land floods, and by tlie detritus carried out to sea by

masses of ice. Perhaps, too, there may have been some other

agency or combination of agents not yet satisfactorily under-

stood.

Its sjyoradic Character.—One of the most obvious features

of this part of the Drift series, is the local and sporadic char-

acter of the beds. It is only in the lower parts of the country,

as along the margin of the Firth of Clyde, and in the east of

Aberdeenshire, that we meet with persistent beds of clay. In

the interior we encounter accumulations, chiefly of gravel and

sand, with patches of stratified clay, sometimes gathered together

in great masses, and then absent for long intervals. Unlike the

old till, therefore, the stratified Drift is far from being distri-

buted with any degree of uniformity over the country. Patches

of it in the form of sand mounds, banks of gravel, and sheets

of fine clay, resting sometimes on till, sometimes on solid rock,

may be seen dotting the country for miles without uniting into

one continuous deposit. These are not mere outliers isolated

by denudation, for in not a few cases, the stratification of the

mounds conforms to their external surface in such a way as to

show, that they can have suffered but little from the wasting

influences of nature, and that they remain now very much in

tlie same state in which they were left by the sea.

The stratified Drift sinks beneath the sea-level, and ascends

for at least 1500 feet above it.^ It maintains no very definite

' In the Ben Muickilhui range, Mr. Jamieson {Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1859, Sect.

p. 114), has traced heda of drift having all the aspect of a marine deposit np to

elevations exceeding 2000 feel. This driff, as was noticed by Sir Charles Lyell in

Forfarsliire [Proc. Geul. Soc. vol. iii.), is more gravelly in texture than that of

lower districts ; it also contains fewer, sometimes none, of the striated stones. In

the uplands of the southern c;oniities T have never seen stratified drift more than

1500 feet ahove the sea, and at this liei-ht but rarelv.
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relation to the form of the ground on whicli it rests. Like the

boulder- clay, it is on the whole most abundant in the main

valleys, but occurs also on the sides and summits of the hills.

It spreads out over a wide area in the basin of the Firth of

Clyde. There, however, and in some other maritime tracts, it

presents features which are not seen, or at least only partially,

in the interior. The fine clays of the Clyde probably belong

to the latest stages of the Drift period ; the sand and gravel

mounds of the interior seem to be of older date. In accordance

with the plan above proposed, I shall first describe the general

character of the stratified Drift of the interior of the country,

and then those of the lower districts. This arrangement, how-
ever, though it has a show of chronological order, must be con-

fessed to be more one of convenience than of any well-founded

systematic division.

1. Stratified Drift of the, Interior.

Let the geologist conceive an undulating countiy with its

valleys and hill slopes thickly covei'ed with boulder-clay, or

gravelly detritus, from which the bare rock either protrudes in

knolls along the sides and summits of the hills, or rises above

the plains into steep crags and isolated eminences. Let him
imagine these valleys to be still further choked up here and
there with mounds of shingle and sand, and the hill-sides to be

dotted over at wide intervals w^ith long banks and patches of

the same material. Let him picture these banks and mounds
running over wide moors, with now and then basins of fine

clay, derived from the waste of the underlying till, and he will

have some idea of the general disposition of the Drift through-

out large tracts of Scotland.

As an illustration of the development of the marine Drift

along the wider valleys, I may instance the great central val-

ley of the country between the Clyde and the Firth of Forth.

On the north side of the latter estuary it occurs as a chain of

sand and gravel hills, extending from Largo Law up the valley

of the Leven to the lake of that name, whence it stretches

westward into the Vale of Devon. On the south side it occurs
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throughout the I.othians in endless hillocks of gravel ;uul sand

and local patches of brick-clay. The deposits of sand and

gravel are enormously abundant between Linlithgow and Fal-

kirk. They likewise run westward in patches beyond Mid-

calder, and reappear on the west side of the water-shed of the

country in a series of long sinuous ridges, which extends for

miles across the Carnwath moors, and thence descends into the

vale of the Clyde.

In many of the Highland valleys and glens, mounds and

ridges of well-rolled gravel and sand likewise occur, often far

removed above the present channels of the streams. Accumu-

lations of this kind Avere observed by myself up the valley of

the Dee to Balmoral, and they have been traced by Mr. Jamie-

son in detail all along the same valley, as well as along the

Don, the Ytlian, the Deveron, the Findhorn, the Spey, the

Tummel, and the Tay. He finds, that in some cases the gravel

shows an arrangement of its pebbles that appears to indicate

the former existence of a current sweeping down the glens, a

circumstance which is further indicated by the arrangement of

tlie detritus in long ridges behind the lower ends of knobs of

rock which look up the glens.

In more confined valleys the same prevalence of this sandy

and gravelly drift is obsei'vable. Thus the depressions in

which flow the Tweed and its tributaries, as the Biggar, Tarth,

Lyne, and Eddleston Waters, arc full of masses of water-worn

detritus rising far o\it of reach of the present streams. The

valley of the Clyde also, from where it leaves the Silurian up-

lands, is for several miles dotted over, sometimes almost barred

across, with mounds and ridges of sand and gravel.

But the stratified Drift is by no means confined to valleys.

It may be found in patches on the sides, and even on the sum-

mits of hills. Thus along the eastern flanks of the Lambertou

HiUs, l)etween Berwick-upon Tweed and Burnmouth, irregular

mounds and coalescing ridges of gravel reach a height of 350

feet above the sea. Such ridges are abundant along the sides

of the Lammermuirs and Pentlands, where there is no higher

ground between them and the opposite sea. Some interesting

examples likewise occur round the flanks of Tinto, especiall,y
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on the north side. Again, in Aberdeenshire, Mr. Juniieson has

ilescribed a mass of water-worn shingle covering the top of a

ridge of hills which extend from Bnchan Ness for seven or eight

miles inland, till they attain a height of 4G4 feet above the

sea.^ The same observer has traced stratified silt, believed by

him to be marine, np to a height of 1550 feet ou the flanks of

Meal-Uaine in Perthshire.^ A patch of gravel likewise occurs

at a height of 1500 feet on Craigengar, one of the Pentland

Hills. Stratified gravel and sand have been found by Mr.

Jamieson, even as high as nearly 2000 feet in the Braemar

mountains. But it seems doubtful if these are marine. No
marine organisms have been found in any part of the Scot-

tish Drift higher than ^10 feet above the sea. The extreme

height to which true marine Drift ascends has still to be

fixed.

Even on the water-shed of the country, masses of stratified

Drift may be found. Thus, between the Clyde and the Tweed

at Biggar, there is a valley (650 feet over the sea) scarcely ele-

vated above the level of the former river, and dotted over with

heaps of sand and gravel, which rise high on the sides of the

surrounding hiUs. The same feature is seen at Garvald and

Dolphinton, where the ground which divides the IMedwin (a

tributary of the Clyde) from the Tarth (an affluent of the

Tweed), at the height of between 700 and 800 feet above the

sea-level, abounds in hills of fine white stratified sand. Up to

nearly the crest of the ridge, between the sources of the Yarrow

and the Moffat Water, rounded shingle may be traced to a

height of 1000 feet above the sea.

Its Composition.—This division of the Drift is far less uni-

form in character than the boulder- clay, and presents no such

intimate relation to the nature of the rocks on which it lies.

It consists entirely of water-worn sediment, varying in texture

from the coarsest shingle to the finest clay. It is usually strati-

fied, but is singularly destitute of fossils. Tlie coarser parts are

sometimes devoid of any structure, and are piled together in ridges,

mounds, and hillocks, like banks of gravel cast up by storms.

But it is probably seldom that traces of stratification will not

' Quart. .Tour. Oeol. Soc. vol. xiv. - Op. cit. vol. xvi. p. 362.
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1)1' Ibund in some pavts of these ridges. The coavse gravel is

often intersti'atified with Ijands of sand, and tlie various beds

go on interlacing with each other in endless lenticular layers.

The sand is frequently full of diagonal lamination, and here

and there contains a huge boulder where there is not perhaps

another stone so large as a hazel-nut. Masses of pure white

sand form groups of hillocks and ridges, as at Markiuch in

Fife, Mendick Hill in Peeblesshire, and Carstairs in Lanark-

shire. With these deposits are occasionally associated thin

beds and laminoe of clay, of a dull red, olive, or drab colour.

Stratified clay, in thicker deposits, likewise occurs in hollows

of the till, and is the common source which supplies our in-

land brick-works. It is usually devoid of stones ; but in some

places it contains them in such abundance as to a})proach in

general aspect to the old till.

The nature of these strata can l)c advantageously studied in

the Vale of the Clyde, and on the nioory district between the

town of Lanark and the border of Mid-Lothian. The river

Clyde has cut through some deep masses of it in the neigh-

bourhood of Carstairs, and exposed their structure in a line of

cliff which is changing with every winter. The finely-strati-

fied false-bedded appearance of the sands, the lamination of

the clays, and the frequency with which these deposits are in-

tercalated with each other, have been well brought to view by

the operations of the river. A more careful search will show

that some of the clay bands contain numerous stones, some-

times angular, and with one or more sides covered with stria-

tions. At Carstairs, the fine sand-beds of the railway cutting

contain tAvo or three large blocks of stone ; and some of equal

size, which have probably come out of the sand, may be seen

on the margin of the Clyde, at the bend nearest Carnwath. In

such cases, it is plain that the current, wdiich gave rise to the

fine lamination and counter-bedding of the sands, must have

been wholly inadequate to the transportation of such large

masses of rock. On the other hand, a body of water, which

could hurry along these boulders, would assuredly have swept

away the sand. The ))ouldei's must have been brought by some

other agency— either that of coast-ice or of bergs. The exist-
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dice of ice at the period of tlie ilepositiou of tliese strata is still

further shown by the scratched stones in the beds of clay, and

by a remarhable contortion of the strata, to be immediately

described.

The stratified Drift, in place of being spread over the surface

of the country in a more or less persistent sheet, is gathered

up into patches, sometimes of very limited extent, and some-

times covering an area of many square miles. Where it con-

sists chiefly of sand or gravel, as it does over the greater part

of the central valley, from the Firth of Clyde to the mouths of

the Forth and Tay, it shows a remarkable arrangement into

long confluent ridges, or into detached conical tumuli and

hillocks. The resemblance of such cones of drifted sand and

gravel to artificial mounds is so strong, that they are very

generally regarded as true sepulchral lieaps. But the strati-

fied, and often diagonally laminated character of the sand, is

sufiicient proof that man has not had a share in their construc-

tion. That the moimds, however, have been used as places of

biuial does not admit of doubt. They are known in the High-

lands as tomhans, the dwellings of a fairy race.-^ The long

ridges are called in Scotland Kamcs, and are well exhibited

in many parts of the Lowlands, as near Dunse in Berwick-

' Mr. Chambers in his Ancient Sea Margins satisfactorily shows that the

mounds of Duriipace—so fruitful a source of conjecture to the antiquary—are of

natural origin. It may serve to indicate, however, how strange and artificial is

the aspect of such mounds of stratified Drift, that we find them everywhere re-

garded as the worii of some earlier race of men or spirits. I could enumerate seve-

ral instances where the existence of hills and ridges of sand in the south of Scot-

land has been for many generations popularly ascribed to the agency of Michael

Scott, and his band of tributary imps. On the flanks of the Eildon Hills, for

example, there is a series of sand ridges, such as are described in the text under

the name of Karnes. They are thus explained. A certain restless spirit had given

the wizard no little trouble. He had to be kept in constant employment, and

performed in this way the most marvellous feats, such as cleaving the Eildons in

a single night. At last, Michael commissioned him to make ropes out of sand
;

but this task proved more than he could accomplish. He succeeded, indeed, in

arranging the sand in long lines like the strands of a rope, but these fell in showers

the moment he attempted to raise and twist them round each other. And to this

day we see the lines of sand running down the hill-side, some of them broken and

effaced where the hapless spirit had fruitlessly tried to entwine them.* Scott

alludes to this tradition in Note Z to the Lay of the Last Minstrel.
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shire, at Loaiiliead in ^I id- Lothian, in the Clyde Valley at

Thankerton, and in Fife down the Vale of Leven. They occur

also in Aberdeenshire. But the most wonderful display of

them which I have yet seen lies in the moory tract of Lanark-

shire, between Cleghorn and Aucliengray.

Karnes.—These curious ridges appear to be identical with

the osar of Sweden and the eskei^s of Ireland.^ Considerable

misapprehension has existed as to their structure, ' and hence

some wholly untenable explanations have been offered as to

their origin. They have been compared, for example, to

moraines, and have been regarded as the traces of vanished

glaciers. But this hypothesis is at once disproved by the

situations which they frequently occupy in the middle of wide

moors out of the reach of any glacier, by the water-rolled

nature of their contents, and above all, by the fact that they

are almost always stratified.

A kame may be described as a ridge of gravel or sand

running in a more or less sinuous line, from a few yards to

several miles in length, averaging perhaps from thirty or forty

to fifty or sixty feet in height, and rising abruptly from the

ground into a narrow crest. Such a ridge is often seen alone

with no other mounds or ridges of detritus near it, keeping its

coui'se across a heathy flat like an artificial dam or rampart,

and conspicuous from a distance not only by its form and size,

but by the greenness of its slopes contrasting with the brown

of the surrounding moor. I have never been able to trace any

definite and persistent relation of these ridges to the form of

the ground on which they occur.^ Sometimes, as on the noith

flank of Tinto, the ridge begins on a hill-slope, and extends

away into the plain. Sometimes it runs parallel to the hill-

side, as below the west front of the beautiful cone of Quoth-

quhan, near Thankeiton. Again, it may be seen rising up in

a flat moor apart from any rising ground, as is admirably

' See Sir Cliarles Lyell, Paper on the Scaiulinavian Osar, Phil. Trons. 1835,

p. 15, anil Mr. Jukes on tlie Iiisli Eskers, in the second edition of his Manual.
- Mr. llilne-Hoine remarks that in the east of Scotland the kames liave a gene-

ral east and west direction, Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1861, p. 115. But I could cite not

a few examples where the direction is more north and soutli.
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shown on the Camwatli inoors, and on those to the south of

1 )irrington Law in Berwickshire. I have frequently observed,

liowever, that these ridges run across valleys, and have been

cut through by the streams. Examples may be seen in the

Clyde Valley at Thankerton, and at the junction of the Douglas

"Water, in the course of the Mouse Water (a tributary of the

Clyde) near Eavenstruther, in the grounds of Dunse Castle,

on the moors between Dunse and Westruther, and in many
otiier localities. Yet other instances might be cited where the

kames run along the line of the valley, especially if it be a

wide and tolerably flat one. This may be verified in the course

of the Medwin above Ogscastle, and on a much greater scale in

the wide valley traversed by the Caledonian Eailway between

Auchengray and Carstairs. When we consider the nature of

their contents, it seems hardly possible that these ridges have

no dependence upon the form of the ground. I believe there

must be some general relation which has hitherto escaped ob-

servation, but which, wdien discovered, will be found to con-

nect them satisfactorily together.

But the kames are not always solitary mounds. In some

districts they ramify into different branches, often coming to -

gether again so as to form basins, which, having for the most

part no outlet at the surface, are either the site of peaty marshes,

or of small lakes. This form of ground is illustrated in a re-

markable manner round Carstairs. A well-formed kame begins

in the moors beyond Carnwath, and, after running for upwards

of two miles in a sinuous course, with here and there a short

spur running out on either side, and with one or two lateral

basins, merges into a group of confluent ridges, which continue

in the same direction for more than three miles farther. Those

Fig. 4.—Sectional outline of sand and gravel mounds at Carstairs, Lanarkshire. (The dark

layers in the hollows are deposits of peat.)

ridges are connected together by transverse bars at irregular in-

tervals. Hence there results a net-work of anastomosing sand

H
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bars and inuuuds, enclosing an endless suecessiun uf liasins, I'runi

two or three feet, up to two or three hundred yards iu diameter,

and their Lottoms sometimes sLxty or eighty feet below the crest

of the surrounding ridge. These hoUoAvs are, in three or four

instances, occupied by water ; more commonly a flat, peaty

bottom marks where an ancient lochan has been. They lie at

many different levels in the range of sand mounds ; indeed, in

this respect they ajjpear to be each independent of the others.

It is a singular scene which lies spread out before the observer

when he places himself on one of the higher eminences among

this rolling group of hills. Here and there his eye rests on the

dark peaty hollows, from which the green grass-covered mounds

rise up sharply, and sweep away to the north-east in undulating

succession. Beneath him, perhaps, lies the solitary little tarn

called the AVhite Loch, its sides as steep and circular as one of

the crater-lakes of the Eifel. Far away to the north and west

stretches a wide flat moor, from which the sand-hills start up

like lines of rampart. He feels that somehow it is but the

model in miniature of a great mountain scene on which he is

looking. The lines of valley, the lakes, the deep enclosed corries,

the lonely moorlands, and the rolling bills are all there, b'^t they

are dwarfed into a pigmy size.

A kame consists almost entirely of sand or gravel, varying in

texture from the finest grain up to a coarse aggregate of l^oulders.

These materials, except in rare cases, are stratified. They often

alternate with each other in rapid succession ; thin layers or

laminpe of sand are intercalated in the gravel beds, and

occasional seams of gravel vary the stratification of the well

bedded masses of sand. The sands, moreover, are as a rule full

of diagonal lamination or current bedding. It seems plain,

therefore, that currents of water must have played some part in

the accumulation of these sedimentary deposits. This is still

further shown by the occasional introduction of thin lenticular

seams of laminated clay.

In Lanarkshire, I have found two well-marked classes of

kames— Ls-^, Those which consist wholly, or nearly so, of coarse

shingle ; and 2d, Those that are made up of fine sand and gravel.

TJie shingle kames are usually sharper and higher in outline
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than the others. Their e()ni[)oneiit gravel is either stratitied

very rudely, or nut at all. The stones are usually well rounded,

and vary in size up to blocks four or five feet in length, which,

in one or two instances, I found polished and striated. The

stria3, however, were less sharply retained than upon stones in

the boulder- clay. A good illustration of this form of kame is

shown in the neighbourhood of Carstairs, where the Mouse

Water has cut through a long sharp ridge of gravel, and laid

liare a section of it on both sides of a broad water -course.

Tlie eastern bank is a high steep cliff formed by the cutting

tlirough of the kame. A mass of very coarse unstratified

well-rounded gravel is there laid open, rising up into the conical

mound which makes the kame, and overlaid on its south side

by a series of finely- laminated clays and sandy Iteds. These

latter strata point to a time of quiet deposition, for the clay

si)lits up into thin layers like the leaves of a book. They rest

against the slope of the shingle bank, which thus seems to have

undergone little alteration since the time of their deposition.

The mode of acciimulation of the gravel, however, is a question

of no little difficulty. That ice has been in some way or other

concerned in the process, I do not doubt. The mere striation of

the stones seems to place this beyond dispute. The size of

some of the blocks, too, favours the idea that they were helped

along by the carrying power of ice. Moreover, on the west side

of the river, the same ridge of coarse gravel shows here and

there in its mass thin layers of sand, and at least one lenticular

seam of fine olive-coloured clay. Had the heaping together of

such blocks been done by the transporting agency of a power-

ful current, or by a set of strong tides, we might expect that

there would have been some definite arrangement of the whole

mass in lines of bedding. It is not easy to see how, by such

agencies alone, the gravel should have been huddled tumultu-

ously together, with here and there nests and layers of stratified

sand and clay. When the true solution of the origin of these

perplexing ridges is discovered, we shall probably find it a

complex one, involving the operation not only of the tides

and currents of the sea, biit of drifting ice
;
perhaps, too, in

some cases, of the floods caused by melting snows, and pos-
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siljly (jf some otlier agHut whose coiieuiTence we du nut at

present suspect.

The second form of kame consists of mounds of sand, or of

sand and gravel in well- stratified beds. These strata present a

convex or dome-shaped arrangement ; they are heaped over a

central nucleus of the same materials, and it is tlie upper

Fio. 5.—Section of a Kaiiie laid open on the line of the Lanark and Douglas Railway.

surface of the outer bed which defines the outline of the Kame.

^\lle^e this outer bed consists of a layer of gravel, the ridge is

usually sharper and better preserved than where loose sand has

formed the siuface. Thin beds of clay, sometimes finely lami-

nated, are occasionally to be observed even among the densest

masses of sand and gravel. Xeither in these clays nor sands

has any trace of an organism yet been found. Some interesting

sections have recently been exposed through this series of Drift-

beds, by a cutting of the branch railway from Cleghorn to

Douglas. But I reserve a full description of them for a future

number of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey.

The perfect stratification and diagonal arrangement of the

sand in this form of kame, the minuteness of lamination in the

occasional clay-seams, and the grouping of the whole series of

layers, one over the other, into a conical mound, seem to disprove

any hjq^othesis which would explain these ridges as the result of

a violent i-ush of water.^ These structural characters rather in-

dicate a slow and long-continued process, in which currents from

different quarters, and laden with various kinds of detritus, took

a large share. Two currents coming from opposite directions,

and each charged with sediment, would deposit a part of their

burden along tlie line of their junction. But it is often difficult

to understand from the existing form of the ground where the

' See, for example, Mr. Milne Home, Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1861, p. 151.
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kaiues occur, liuw two such currcuts could have been i)roduced,

iind how, above all, they should have dropped their loads in

such places as we now find the kanies to occupy.

The kames, whether of unstratified shingle, or of well-bedded

gravel and sand, merge imperceptibly into a wide expanse of un

dulating ground, the uneven surface of which results from the

unequal deposition of the same materials of which the more

marked ridges or kames are formed. It is, in short, a tract of

gravelly and sandy detritus, which is in some parts heaped up
into long well-defined mounds.

Brick -clays.—These occur usually in hollows of the boulder-

clay, and coincide in colour with the local changes which that

deposit undergoes. They are usually well stratified, the layers

being sometimes as fine as the leaves of a book. Though com
uionly to a large extent free from stones, they here and there

contain them in such quantities as to approach in general

aspect to the old boulder-elay. These stones, moreover, are

occasionally striated, and it is sometimes possible to follow

them to their original sources.

In the interior of the country I have never been able trt

trace these clays, except over very limited areas. Along some

of the lower or maritime districts, however, as will be pointed

out in the succeeding pages, they appear to have been deposited

in nuich more continuous slieets. In these localities, too, they

have yielded molluscan remains in abundance, but in the in-

land districts, so far as I am aware, they have not yet afforded

an organism of any kind.^

The brick-clays may be found interstratified with the Kanie

group of beds ; the whole forms therefore one series of deposits.

' Mr. Milne-Home, in his paper on the Parallel Roads of Lochaber {Trans. Boy.

Soc. Edin. vol. xvi.), mentions the occurrence of a bed of peat one foot thick, with

imbedded roots of trees resting on a fine silt, and covered by ten feet of sand. This

deposit was seen in a railway cutting between Edinburgh and Newhaven, and lay

between seventy and eighty feet above the sea. It is uncertain whether or not it

should be classed with the drift now under review. Possibly when the land stood

seventy or eighty feet lower than now, the peat was forming close to the shore, and

was buried beneath a mass of sand driven up either by the waves or by the winds.

Mr. Milne-Home mentions that the pe-vt contained roots apparently of the hazel,

with stems of leeds and other marsh plants, and seeds like those of a species of whin.
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In souie localities wliere this union of sands and fine clays is

sxliibited, there occur some of these curious contortions of the

bedding which are characteristic of the Drift of the Norfolk

coast.

Contorted Bedding.— Sir Charles Lyell was the first to observe

the occurrence of contorted beds in the stratified Drift. Between

the South Esk and the Prosen, some stratified gravels and

sands were found by him to be so disturbed, that a perpen

dicular shaft might intersect the same beds three times. The

red boulder-clay Ijelow had not suffered, and some of the con-

torted beds were overtoj)ped by others perfectly horizontal,

showing that the disturliance took place during the deposition

of this series of strata.^ The best illustration with which I am
acquainted, is one which may be seen on the north bank of the

South INIedwin Water, a short distance above the confluence of

that stream with the Clyde. Its features will be understood

from the accompanying figure. The bed of stony clay on the

Fk;. (1. -Section of contorted beds of .sand and clay. Medwin Water,

right-hand side of the section, presents several points of interest.

Its enclosed stones are subangular and rounded ; they vary in

size up to a foot or eighteen inches in length, and abound in

striated surfaces. The great majority of them consists of vari-

ous felstones, with some pieces of Silurian grit—rocks which are

found in places immediately to the south, on the high grounds

that rise from the soutli side of the valley of tlie JNIedwin. The

locality of the fclstone is luniiislakalile. These scratched

Prnr. <;,,il. .So,:, vol.
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stones must then have been tmiisiJorted I'ntm the liills alxjNe

Biggar across the Medvvin valley. I am by no means sure,

however, that this layer of stony clay is not a cake of the true

till, which, frozen iuto a mass of ice on the Biggar hills, was

Ijorne across the sea-strait that once covered the low grounds

iif the jNIedwiu, until it was dropped on the spot where we now
tind it. But in whatever way they were carried, the course of

the stones was certainly northward, and the place of their de-

parture can still be approximately fixed. Nor is this all.

Here and there over the surface, and sometimes in the interior

of the mounds of drift, of which the preceding woodcut gives

a section, large blocks of a red pebbly sandstone or fine con-

glomerate may be seen. These are so altogether out of pro -

portion to the little pebbles which the sand-beds contain, that

they plainly do not owe their transport to the ordinary drifting

operations of marine ciirrents. They too must have been ice-

b( )rne. Nor do we require to look far for their source. Not much
more tlian a mile to the north-east, there is a long bare hill, to

which allusion has been made on a previous page, composed of

the same Old Eed pebbly sa,ndstone and conglomerate, which

protrudes at many places in loose blocks of all sizes. I do

not doubt, that when the land stood about 800 feet lower than

it does at present, coast-ice formed in sheets along the sides of

this hill, and that masses of it, into which blocks of the rock

had been frozen were broken off, and carried their burden over

the sand-mounds to the south-west.

The striated boulders of the stony clay and the large blocks

on the surface, bear each their testimony to the former presence

of ice- rafts which drifted across from the high grounds on the

south and north sides of the strait. The crumpled appearance

of the strata depicted in the figure corroborates this testimony.

The fine beds of clay, fairly bent back upon each other, may
be traced curving round into a sharp loop, and then into another

equally abrupt, after which they go waving along until they

are lost under a mass of turf and debris. A line perpendicular

to their plane of bedding, would thus, in the course of two or

tlu-ee feet, intersect them thrice at nearly a right angle. Such

cnntortiou must be due to powerful pressure. It may have been

produced l)y a mass or masses of ire standing here and pushed
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omvard fur some way over the yielding sand, partly l)y their

own impetus, partly by the action of winds or currents. The

compression to which such a weight of ice would give rise,

would probably be quite sufficient to corrugate beds of clay and

sand, of which the cohesion could not be great.^

Erratic Blocks.—Scattered over the surface of the country,

sometimes on the bare rock, sometimes on the boulder- clay,

and sometimes either on or in the stratified Drift, are numerous

blocks of stone which do not belong to the rocks immediately

around them, but which have been carried from greater or less

distances.^ It is a common en-or to associate tliese blocks with

the boulder- clay, and consec[uently to speak of that deposit as

an erratic one. But I have already shown that the stones of

the boulder-clay, in the vast majority of cases, have not been

derived from any other rocks than those of the surrounding

district. The blocks now to be described are to be considered

as contemporaneous in their transport with the deposition of

the stratified Drift. They belong to a time when the present

land was in great measure beneath the sea, when glaciers still

lodged in the recesses of the moimtains and descended to the

sea-level, and when bergs and coast-ice, drifting over the sub-

merged hills and valleys, carried away the blocks of one dis-

trict and dropped them upon another, perhaps fifty or sixty

miles distant. Hence, though such boulders are most obtni-

* See Lyell, Proc. Geol. Soc. vol. iii. p. 171.

- There are some districts where the number and size of tlie eiTatics have given

rise to the wildest legends of warlocks and elfins. Such a locality occurs between

(Jarnwiith and the river Clyde. Here, before farming operations were carried to

the extent to which they have now arrived, large boulders, now mostly removed,

were scattered so abundantly over the mossy tract between tlie river and the

Yelping Craig, about two miles to the east, that one place was known familiarly

as " Hell-stanes Gate" [road], and another " Hell-stanes Loan." The traditional

story ran that the stones had been brought by supernatural agency from the Yelping

Craigs. Michael Scott and the devil, it appears, had entered into a compact with

a band of witches to dam the Clyde. It was one of the conditions of the agreement

that the name of the Supreme Being should never on any account be mentioned.

All went well for a while, some of the stronger spirits having brought their bur-

den of boulders to within a few yards from the river, when one of the younger

members of the company, staggering under the weight of a huge block of green-

stone, exclaimed, " Lord, but I'm tired." Instantly every boulder tumbled to

the ground, nor could witch, warlock, or devil move a single stone one yard further.

And there the blocks lay for many a long century, until the rapacious farmers

quarried them awny for dykes and road-niefal.
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sively seeu when lying ou the surface of the groimd, especially

along a bare heathy hill-side, they may also be found occasion-

ally imbedded among the stratified sands and clays which were

formed during the same period of submergence. Examples of

tliis kind have just been given, and others will be cited from

the stratified Drift of the maritime districts. It would indeed

be easy to multiply such proofs that the true erratic blocks

wliicli are strewn over the country must not be classed with

the boulder-clay, but with the deposition of the stratified Drift.

The transporting agents have not been glaciers, but masses of

ice borne across the sea.

These erratics are not thrown down wholly at random across

the face of the island. It is easy to trace, that m at least some dis-

tricts they have radiated from the main mountain masses towards

the plains. Thus, to the south-east of the chain of the Gram-
pians, blocks of mica-schist,clay- slate, gneiss, and granite, maybe
followed sometimes for fully fifty miles. If we glance at a map
of Scotland we see that the south-eastern margin of these moun-
tains descends into a wide valley, on the further side of which

runs the line of the Sidlaw, Ochil, and Lennox hills. Now this

chain of heights has intercepted a large number of the rock-

laden masses of ice which were carried out from the Grampian
shores. The blocks are found in great abundance along the

north-west fronts of the hills, that being, of course, the side

which faced the direction whence the bergs came. Sir Charles

Lyell has described some striking examples from the Sidlaw

range. Thus, on Pitscauly Hill, at a height of about 6 GO feet

above the sea, he found a block of mica-slate tliirteen feet long,

seven broad, and seven in height, above the ground. One of the

nearest points at which the rock occurs in sihc is fifteen miles

distant, and between the localities intervenes the great valley

of Strathmore, and the hills of Finhaven.^

But some of the bergs appear to have found their way, either

across this range of hills, when it may have been in great part

or wholly submerged, or through gaps such as that at Stirling

in which flows the Forth. Blocks of some of the metamorphic
rocks of the Highlands have been obsei-ved on the flanks of the

Pentland Hills. One described by ]\Ir. ]\Iaclaren, stands about

1 Proc. G'eol. Soc. vol, iii. i>. 34 4.
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1020 leet al>ove the sea, and inay be coinputed to Aveigli about

eight or ten tons. In the same neighl)ourhood I have noticed

some smaller blocks of white quartz-rock. According to Pro-

fessor Nicol, similar ei'ratics have even been seen on some of

the Silurian uplands of Peeblesshire. These boulders cannot

have travelled less than fifty or sixty miles. They must have

been carried from the Highland mountains, either through or

over the range of the Lennox and Ochil hills, and across the

deep valley of the Forth.

Mr. Hopkins has observed a similar dispersion of erratics

from the high grounds round Ben Cruachan.-^ He found blocks

of granite in the beach at Oban, and in considerable mass to

the northern extremity of the island of Kerrera. A large num-
ber of similar boulders occur on the shores of Loch Lomond,

Loch Long, and Loch Fyne. These, he suj^posed, might have

come from a granitic tract in the immediate vicinity of Loch

Sloy, at an elevation of from 1500 to 2000 feet. They are dis-

persed along the sides of the valleys to the height of 300 or

400 feet. One large boulder of granite may be seen much
farther to the soutli, on the shore of Pute, near tlie Point of

Ardmaleesh. I am not aware of any granite from which this

block could have come nearer than that of Ben Cruachan,

which is thirty- five or forty miles off in a straight line, with

several intervening deep valleys, such as that of Loch Fyne,

and some ranges of high ground including the mountainous

tracts of Cowal.

The erratics of Bute have all come from a northerly source.

On the slate hills of that island blocks of mica-schist, quartzose

grit, and gnarled gneiss are not unfrequent,—all these rocks

occurring in great mountain-masses a few miles to the north.

The direction of transport, however, is still more convincingly

shown upon the southern half of the island, which consists of

red sandstone, with some outliers of igneous rock. Over this

tract blocks from the metamorphic regions to the north are

profusely scattered, but a fragment of sandstone is never, T

believe, fou)id to tlie north in the slaty and schistose districts.

The l)eautiful valley of the Oirvan at Dailly is strewn willi

1 Uepoi-ls (if Uril. A-i-wc^ for LS.Oo, an^l A'.////. Xar Phil. .Innr. vol. xlix. .S.il

,

V..1. liii. :3(J2.
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blocks ol' gniuite. These may have come across from Arraii,

though it is perhaps more probable that they were brought

down from the granite tracts of Galloway, which stretch away

scnithward from lonely Loch Doon. The granite of Criffel is

found a long way to the south among the boulder Drift of the

northern and western counties of England.

I need not multiply instances of a phenomenon so familiar.

They may be found in almost every part of the country. There

are one or two additional points of interest, however, connected

with the dispersion of erratics, to which a brief reference may
Ije made.

In the first place, it is occasionally possible to trace these

blocks for some distance in lines, as if they had been dropped

at intervals by a mass of ice which was moving steadily in one

direction. Sir Charles Lyell has referred to a continuous

stream of boulders and pebbles, traceable from near Dunkeld

by Cupar and Forfar, to the sea at Lunan Bay— a distance of

nearly forty miles.^ On the Pentland Hills, Professor Nicol

thought he could trace the erratics in " broad bands, running

nearly in straight lines, from nnw to SSE, without any refer-

ence to the present declivity of the ground."^ A beautiful

example of the same kind may be seen on the crest of Cairn

giyfe Hill to the nortli of Tinto. This ground is probably not

less than 1000 i'eet above the sea. The liill runs as a long

ridge in a NE and sw direction, and shows, in many places, its

pink felsj)ar-porphyry protruding from under a scanty covering

of turf. Over this bare surface run two lines of blocks of hard

white sandstone. These stones vary in size, from a mass con-

taining fifteen, to one comprising forty cubic feet. Hence they

may be assumed to average about two or three tons in weight.

There is no rock like this for many miles round. It is evi-

d(?ntly a carboniferous sandstone, yet the blocks are at a much
higher level tlian any of the carboniferous rocks of the sur-

rounding districts. When I found these erratics, I felt con-

siderably at a loss to account for their position and to guess at

their source. Before I quitted the hill top, however, a distant

' I'nic. dtul. Soc. iii. p. ;)42. 'J'his instance, however, may perbsips more tilly

lit' classed with .sinne of the piiencnnena oltlie kanies.

* Qtiiirt. .hnir. (h-oJ. Scr. vol. v. p. 2'2.
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i;leani of sunlight fell over the uplands of Ayrshire, and brought

out in relief, against the western sky, the summit of Cairn

Table, which rises nearly 2000 feet above the sea. I was

familiar with the peculiar w^hite quartzose sandstone forming

the upper part of that hill, and on looking again at the texture

of the erratics, I was struck with their resemblance to the

Ayrshire stone. The distance of the two localities is about 17

miles, in a north-east and south-west line. A few days later,

on again crossing this line, a few miles to the south-west of

Cairugryfe Hill, I found another irregular stream of similar

blocks. It seems to me highly probable, therefore, that these

fragments of hard white sandstone have been ice-drifted from

the high grounds round the sources of the Ayi-, and carried in

a north-easterly direction so as to be dropped in long lines over

the moors and hills of Carmichael.

Another question of not a little interest is the height to which

erratics ascend above the present sea-leveL Mr. Jamieson men-

tions that in Braemar he has seen transported boulders on hill-

tops more than 3000 feet in height, and in Perthshire up to

elevations exceeding 2000 feet. He regarded these at the time

as having probably been carried by drifting ice. If this be their

triie explanation, it follows, of course, that the land during its

submergence must have been 3000 feet lower than it is now.

But it is, perhaps, possible that these blocks may have been

transported from one hill to another by land- ice during the

general glaciation of the country. Although foreign fragments

occur up to a height of 3000 feet, none are found on the tops of

the granite mountains of the Ben Muic Dhui group, which

attain elevations approaching 4000 feet.^ This, of course, does

not prove that these high grounds were not submerged, but it

harmonizes well with the supposition that they were wrapped

in a mantle of ice which spread over the hills of lesser height,

and bore onwards the blocks which fell upon its surface from

such precipices as that of Lochnagar. Again, near the top of

Tinto, which is more than 2300 feet high, I have found pieces

of carboniferous sandstone and greenstone; biit these, I do not

doubt, are relics of the boulder- clay. They are all small, and

are mixed with abundant fragments of the red felstone of the

' .Tainifson, Quart. Jour. (<'ei'I. Soc. xvi. .i(i7.
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hill ami the thill ledtlish oi- greiMiisli grits and coiiglomerates

t)t' the ilistrict.

There is no question connected with the deposition of tlie

marine Drift which more requires a careful investigation than

the extent to which tlie hind was submerged during that part of

the glacial period. That all the ground below 2000 feet was

under water I think highly probable. With regard to higher

elevations, though I am very far from denying their submer-

gence, I do not think any satisfactory proof of the fact has been

yet put on record. Mr. Jamieson will, I trust, before long be

able to put this matter definitely at rest.

Lastly, erratics are sometimes found at a considerably greater

altitude than the rock from which they have been derived. It

is possible, indeed, that some of the recorded instances may be

referrible rather to the time of the general glaciation than to that

(jf floating bergs. Thus boulders in the till, or lying on the sur-

face but evidently washed out of that deposit, I have often

found at higher elevations than their parent rock. The motion

of a great sheet of land ice from the higher parts of the country

to the sea would be sufficient to carry such boulders down into

valleys and up again to the tops of such liills as were enveloped

beneath the icy flow. But in the case of large angular erratics,

more especially such as lie upon stratified. Drift high above

their original source, the most probable explanation is that

which supposes that they were drifted about from coast to coast

during a depression of the land, or that they were pushed up

above high-w^ater mark by the grinding of the floes, that they

thus remained at the sea-level while their parent mass was car-

ried down below it, and that they were finally stranded, and

thus when the land rose again they lay far above their original

site. Such a h}qDothesis would involve oscillations of level dur-

ing the general movement of upheaval which characterized the

epoch of the marine Drift. This, therefore, is a subject which

well deserves the renewed attention of geologists.^

Orifjin of the Sandy and Gravelly Drift.—Before quitting the

suljject of the Drift of the interior of the country, some remarks

may Ije offered upon the circumstances under which it was

formed. I have already stated the probability that its accumu-

' See Danvin, Quart. .Tour. Geol Sue. iv. 315, ami tlie autliorities cited byliira.
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liitiou wt'iit nil 1 hiving tlie re eh^'utioii ut' the land, and that

coast-ice must often have had a share iu transporting at least

the lieavier parts of its contents. I believe the greater part of

this Drift, though it is unfossiliferous, to be of marine origin.

Its occurrence ou water sheds, or on the sides of mouutaius and

hills far out of reach of any stream, seems sufficient evidence

that in such cases fluviatile action must have been impossible.

And in these situations the mounds of sand and gravel are

exactly comparable with others which occur in lower parts of

the country. It is diflBcult, therefore, to avoid regarding the

whole as due to the operation of some one general agency.

This agency was, in aU likelihood, the -waters of the ocean.

It may, perhaps, be possible eventually to show that there are

certain levels at which the amount of stratified Drift is much
greater than at others. If a persistent band of sand and shingle

could be traced at one general height round tlio island, it wimld

afford good evidence of a long pause in the upheaval of the land.

.Something of this kind seems to be indicated by the masses of

sand and gravel -which wind round the base of the hills on the

confines of the counties of Peebles and Lanark from Dolphinton

southwards to the -water-shed between the Clyde and the Tweed.

The sand-hills between Mendick Hill and Dolphinton reach a

height of about 900 feet ; those lining the hollow between the

Clyde at Symington and the Tweed at Eachan ascend the sloi)es

to a height of 820 feet. The wide range of sand and gravel

ridges on the Carn-v\^atli moors are between 700 and 800 feet

above the sea. But this district is at pre.sent under investi-

gation hj the Geological Survey, and this point will be examined

in the course of the ensuing summer. Such traces of actual

sedimeutar}^ deposits along well-defined contour lines would be

more satisfactory evidence of pauses during the rise of the land

than evanescent terraces of erosion, which, being only we-U

marked close to the sea-margin, become fainter as they ascend

above that level. Such terraces depend, for their prominence,

partly upon the nature of the material opposed to the action of

the waves, partly also upon the length of time during which

they have been subjected to that action. The non-existence of

the terraces, therefore, would l)y no means invalidate the con-

clusion as to a genei'al suljniergonce of tlic land. It miuht
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merely indicate thai the upheaval had lieeii eoiniiaiatively

ia]iid, or had not been marked by long pauses at successive

ele\ations. Again, the greater distinctness of one terrace as

compared ^\it]l others, cannot of itself be regarded as proving a

longer sojourn of the sea-margin at that particular level. The

prominence might be due as much to the recentness of the up-

rise, or to the nature of the material, whether Drift or rock,

acted upon by the breakers, or to the absence of runnels and

streams by which the terrace might have been more or less

effacetl. IVIr. Chambers has ingeniously traced a number of lines

along the surface of the island which he regards as marking suc-

cessive pauses during the re-emergence of the land.-^ The evi-

dence for the identity of these lines with ancient beaches would

be more satisfactory if they were more freipiently foimd to re-

tain traces of littoral deposits.

The deposition of the marine Drift would be greatly affected

by the manner in which the land rose. If this elevation pro-

ceeded by slow stages, separated by long pauses, there would be

produced the lines of old beach just referred to. If there were

no pauses, these lines would be absent, and the Drift would be

scattered over the surface as it was left by the retreating tides.

If, on the other hand, the rise proceeded by jerks or sudden up-

lifts, the backward recoil of water would undoubtedly produce

jiowerful effects in sweeping away loose detritus, and heaping it

up in sheltered places, or along the line of impact of two oppos-

ing currents. It is by such an explanation that Mr. Milne-

Home and Mr. Janiieson w^ould account for some of the long

gravel ridges in different parts of the country. In some of the

Aberdeenshire valleys, described by the latter observer, the gravel

is arranged in such a way as to indicate the outward passage of a

strong rush of water. It is often swex3t out of the narrower

parts of glens, and in other places is arranged in ridges behind

knobs of rock which look up the valleys. Mr. Janiieson sug-

gests that during a rapid rise of the land or a series of elevatory

shocks, the sea-waters rolled back, scouring out the glens, and

heaping up sand and gravel in the lee of the opposing rocks.^

' Ancietit Sea Margins, 1848.

- Qaiirt Juiir. Geol. Soc. xvi. Milne-Home, Brit. Assoc. liep. 18G1. Sect.,

1>. 11.5.
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This explanation may aceonnt in part for the arrangement of

the loose detritus in the Highland glens. It seems to me, how-

ever, that we must also take into account tlie possible freshets

and floods which would arise whenever the covering of snow and

ice in the higher parts of the country was rapidly thawed.

Such vast bodies of water suddenly disengaged down the narrow

valleys would produce many of the eftects just described. Per

haps the time key to the origin of much of the Highland detritus

lies in the adoption of both these hypotheses. In the next

section of this memoir, I shall point out that the volume of

water filling the Scottish rivers was, in all likelihood, very much
greater during the later stages of the Drift period than it is now.

2. Stratified Drift of Maritime Didricts.

Clai/-heds of the Clyde.—These deposits have been classic

ground to the geologist ever since ]\Ir. Smitli of Jordardiill

announced the remarkable character of their f(.)ssil contents.

They occur along the basin of the Clyde, on the low grounds

that flank the liver from the neighbourhood of Glasgow down

to Greenock, beyond which they may be detected in most of

the sheltered bays of the Firth. They fringe parts of the

margin of Loch Lomond, and lie on some of the little islets of

the lake. One of Hugh IVIiller's last geological excursions was

devoted to tracing them between Loch Lomond and Stirling,

and he succeeded in finding them at Bucklyvie. Along the

shores of the Holy Loch, on the opposite coast at Gourock, and

southward at Faiiiie, all through tlie Kyles of Bute, and in

eveiy inlet of that island, in Loch Fyne at Lochgilphead, they

may readily be found. The same deposits occur also on the

west side of the Argyleshire peninsula at Oban, and north-

wards still, on the margin of Loch Eil, at Fort-William. In-

deed, there is reason to believe that they extend under the bed

of the Atlantic along the whole of our western coasts.

They are in most cases of a very fine texture, like consoli-

dated impalpable mud. Beds of this description may be seen

fifteen or twenty feet in thickness, without a single stone or

shell. Above them lie other clays also fine in texture but con-

taining shells and stones, with here and there a l)0ulder, some-
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times covered with striatioiis, or luottletl with serpuUe and

barnacles, while in other localities the shells or the stones, or

botli, increase in number till they compose a considerable part

of the bed. But even where they are most abundant the clay

remains, as a whole, of the same fine texture, so that when
the stones and shells are picked out it can be used for brick-

making. These shells, as will be seen in the sequel, point to

a much severer climate than that which now characterizes the

area of Britain.

Along the higher reaches of the Firth of Clyde above Green

ock, the stratified clay-beds occupy the low grounds bordering

the river, and they never, so far as I am aware, reach a greater

altitude than fifty feet above high-water mark. They are

extensively used for the purposes of brick-making, and may be

studied with facility in the clay-pits at Paisley and Houston.

In making a recent excavation for a gasometer at Paisley, the

following beds were passed through in descending order.

For their description I am indebted to the Piev. W. Fraser,

Paisley.

1. Dark e£,rtby soil, passing down into gravel and saml, interspersed

with stones, and containing two boulders, one of which was of

great size, 3 feet 6 i".

2. Sandy clay without large stones, and containing no shells, . 4 ,, 6 ,,

3. Thick bedof finecliiy, int(M-spersed with 'Tellina proxima, Vyprina

Islandica, Modiola modiolus, Pecteii Idandkus, Troplion clath-

ratum, etc., and containing a good many angular stones, none

of which were observed to be striated, 13 ,, ,,

4. Laminated clay not pierced through, but so far as examined it

contained no shells.

Mr. Fraser informs me that here and there, at various depths,

in bed No. 3, he found bands of shells, particularly the Mytilus

eduHs, crowded thickly together and perfectly preserved. The

stones were often as angular at the edges as if recently broken,

but never show^ed striations. They consisted of carboniferous

limestone (containing Rliynconella plcurodon), quartzose sand-

stone, micaceous and red sandstone, ironstone, basalt, and quartz-

ose schist. It is worthy of remark that nearly the whole of

these stones may have come either from the south or the east

;

the geological formations of which they are fragments do not

lie to the north or w^est. On many of them, as well as on the

largo horse-mussels, halani were noticed. My informant re-

I
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marks that he also observed dark lines of earthy or rather

earhonaceous matter stretching out from some of the stones, and

apparently indicating the presence of sea-weeds attached to

them.

From the same neighljoiirhood the Eev. ^Ir. Crosskey has

kindly measured forme the suV)joined section of the same clay-

beds :

—

1. Alluvial soil, 4 feet in.

2. Littoral sand and gravel, with Cardium edulf and pieces of wood

bored by Teredo, etc ,, 9 „

3. Clay without shells . . G „ „

4. Fine brick clay, with shells (a bed of Ciiprina Islandica), not

pierced through.

Below both these sections, at a short distance, lies the stiff

boulder- clay of the district. ^Mien I visited the clay-pits of

this neighbourhood in September last, 1 found iii one of them

that the stones of the shell-clay were sometimes well roxmded

and smoothed like beach stones, and in one instance beauti-

fully striated. Mr. Crosskey has since obtained several well-

scratched boulders from the same clay, but they are certainly

not common.

In the line of the Greenock and Glasgow Eailway, a section

was cut through a hill between Greenock and Port-Glasgow,

in which Mr. Smith of Jordanhill found the following beds in

descending order :

—

1. Vegetable soil.

•8. Coarse gravel, two feet.

3. Sand, ten feet. In neither of these strata did any organic remains occur.

4. A series of thin beds of sand, gravel, and clay, full of sea-shells. In this

group he found thirty-three species.

5. Boulder-clay, of unknown depth.

These shelly beds lay about fifty feet alxjve the level of

the sea. Of the shells nearly a half were species not known
to be living in the adjoining seas, but confined to much
higher latitudes.^

Below Greenock the shell-clay is found Ijetween tide-marks

at Gourock Bay. From this point down the Firth, its usual

situation is on the beach, and only where the ground is low

' Besearclies, p. 32. I do not think it necessary to give lists of the shells in the

text, as I have added to this paper a full catalogue of all the species which have

been detected in the Scottish glacial beds up to the present time.
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tDWiivds tlie shore does tlnj clay extend inland. Along the

greater part of the coast-line of the Firth of Clyde the laml

rises somewhat abruptly from the level terrace of the tweuty-

five foot raised beach, and the cliff which is thus formed has

effectually prevented the clay from rising into the interior. In

some localities, as at Balnakeallie Bay in the Kyles of Bute,

the clay runs up from the beach for a short way into a creek

of the shore. Here the singular contrast may be seen of a

limpid streamlet running over the clayey bed of an old ocean,

and washing out the shells that still lie in the positions in

which they lived and died. In other places, where the ancient

cliff-line sinks down into a low level flat, the clay is some-

times found in sinking wells or foundations, at a distance of a

mile or more from the sea. It is, I believe, in this situation

that it occurs in the neighbourhood of Stevenston in Ayrshire,

\Ahere the ground is pierced for a coal-pit shaft.

In most of the less-exposed bays and inlets of the Firth, the

shell-clay is probably to be met with. In one or two places,

as at Ettrick Bay on the west side of Bute, I have seen it

apparently in its last stage of decay. It had evidently, at one

time, covered the whole beach, but it was washed off every-

where except imder the lee of the scattered stones and boulders

which liad screened it from the waves. Along those parts of

the shore where such boulders are absent, its destruction has

probably been accelerated. At extreme low-M^ater, it may be

seen in many places on the Bute coast descending beneath the

sea, though all trace of its existence has disappeared from the

higher zones of the beach. In such localities the characteristic

shells of the glacial period may be seen crowding the surface of

the clay, and intermingled with the exuviae of the living deni-

zens of the Firth. The shells are often lying in the position

in which they lived. This is especially to be noticed in 3Iya

UddecaUensis, which, at extreme low ebbs, may be seen in

scores standing upright in the clay as if it were actually the

contemporary of the Mya truncata, which is still living in the

same place, and bores into the same clay among its ancient

congeners.

The occurrence of this shell-clay along the margin and the

bottom of the sea, gives rise to two risks of error in observa-
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tifni. Ill the first place, the geologist who examines it on the

shore requires to use the most scnipuloiis caution lest he in-

clude as fossil species shells which have heen recently intro-

duced into the clay by the action of the tides. I cannot but

think that the list of glacial shells from the Clyde has been in

this way unconsciously increased. And 1 euuld not luive b(>-

lieved that the chance of error was so great, had I not had the

good fortune to be guided over the deposits by my friend, the

Eev. A. Macbride, of Ardmory, who has spent many years in

quietly but sedulously exploring the glacial clays of his own

neighbourhood. The other source of mistake is open to the

naturalist, but is by no means so likely to mislead. In dredg-

ing over a part of the sea-bed, wdiere glacial deposits con-

taining shells occur, there is sometimes a tendency to forget

their existence. Fresh-looking valves of Tellin f irro.nma and

Pecten Island icus, for example, are thus dre(lged up along with

living shells from the same sea bed, and unless the existence of

the shell-bearing clays is kept in view, there is some danger of

classing together, as contemporaneous, the organisms of two

very distinct and widely separated periods in the geological

history of the country.

The best section of the stratilied clays which 1 \m\v seen in

the Clyde basin occurs at the Kilchattan tile- works in Bute,

only a few feet al)Ove high-water mark. There the following

beds are seen in descending order :

—

1. Vegetable suil.

2. Sand and gravel, well-stratitied, false-liedded, passing duwn

into a sandy clay with gravel, . . . .10 or 12 feet.

3. Red clay witliout stones or sliells, becoming dull olive green

in lower part, . . . . . 1 to 2 feet.

4. Bed of fine dark clay, full of TelUna proxima, etc., many of

tlie sliells retaining both valves, . . . .2 feet.

.o. Finely laminated brown and reddish brick clay, without stones

or shells, . . . . . . . lo to 18 feet.

fi. Hard tough red boulderclay with striated stones : its ujipir

surface hunimncky and irregular.

The Ijoulder-clav is of a red colour, and has a iunipv uneven.1
surface on which i\w finely-laminated brick-clay rests. This |

brick-clay is entirely free from stones, and may be si)lit up i

into tliin laM'rs indi(ati\-e of a ti'anciuil lieiiositiou. The shell
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rlay is not hiniiiuitcd, but is exceedingly tine in texture. The

sliells abound, especially the TcUina .proxima, of which the

valves are frequently united, and still show their dark epi-

dermis.

This order characterizes the glacial beds throughout the whole

(if the Bute coast and the opposite shores of Cowal. The red

liiick-clay sometimes dwindles down to only a few inches in

thickness, but it is abnost always found between the shell-clay

and the hard till. It retains throughout the same colour, the

same impalpable unctuous texture, and fine lamination. Its

freedom from stones is reniarkable. Nowhere have I seen a

single pebble in it. Mr. Macbride, who has been looking at it

lor years, has been equally unsuccessful, and the workmen at

the Kilcliattan tile-works assured me they had never seen a

single stone in this lower or brick-clay. The absence of shells

is not less singular ; after not a little inquiry I have been un-

able to ascertain the discovery in it of a single organism. ]\Tore-

o\'er, it appears to be very persistent in at least all the more

sheltered parts of the Clyde basin. A fine laminated clay

intervenes between the shell-beds and the underlying Ijoulder-

clay at Paisley. Eound the whole of the coasts of Bute and

on the Cowal shores, the invariable layer of fine, stoneless, and

unfossiliferous clay is intercalated between the shell-bearing

bed and the coarse, stiff, stony boulder-clay. The persistency

of character of this clay-bed, and its extension throughout the

basin of the Clyde, probably point to a uniformity of physical

conditions in that area. The deposit must have been laid down
\\\i\\ extreme slowness and tranquillity, as is shown by its fine

inpalpable texture and minute lamination. It probably ac-

cumulated in a considerable de])th of water, for it contains no

interbedded layer of sand or gravel, such as might indicate a

]»roximity to the shore. Yet it is found along high-water mark
in localities where the ground rises with tolerable rapidity

from the sea to a height of 800 feet and more. Even if it had

been formed under a depth of 800 feet of water, its margin

(now seen a little above high- water mark) could not have been

more in some places than a few furlongs from the nearest

sliore. If this clay has resulted from the deposition of glacial

niml, cither l)orne from the land by coast ice or washed off the
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seaward ends i)t' glaciers Ijy the action of waves and currents,

it is difticult to understand why it contains no stones ; for

stone-laden fragments of ice could hardly fail to be drifted

from the shore. Fine mud carried out to sea by rivers would

be free from stones, or the waves acting on banks of boulder-

clay might transport a large amount of fine sediment to deeper

water. I am not sure, however, that these two agencies are

sufficient to account foi- the existence of this fine clay. One

thing at least seems certain, during the accumulation of this

fine laminated clay, there could hardly have been much stone-

laden ice drifting about on the Firth of Clyde. Perhaps the

truth may be that this great land-locked arm of the sea was

frozen over during the greater part of the period represented by

the laminated clay, and that the south-westerly gales, though

they may have broken np the ice in the main channel of the

Firth, were unal)le to dislodge that which crusted over the

more sheltered inlets, such as the Kyles of Bute, where, pro-

tected from wave action and from diifting ice, fine glacial nmd
was deposited over the sea- bed by submarine currents. But

the question still remains, why is this laminated clay destitute

of fossils ? It was eminently fitted for their preservation had

they ever been embedded in it. We cannot doubt, therefore,

that they never could have been there, otherwise their remains

would have been preserved as perfectly as those in the shelly

clay which lies immediately above.

The clay in which the shells occur indicates a change in tlu;

physical conditions of the Firth during the accumulation of

these strata. It usually contains stones ; sometimes it is full

of them. This is well seen in Karnes Bay where the stones,

though usually small, are thickly interspersed through a fine

dark-coloured sandy silt. Some of the larger stones, perhaps

six or eight inches in length, have the greater part of their sur-

face covered with the Balanus ITddevallensis, which attains in

the clay of this bay a greater size than in any other part of the

Clyde. It does not appear that any instances have occurred of

Balani crusting the under surface of the stones. I searched

long and carefully fen* a striated surface among these stones,

but without success. They are Ijoth rounded and angular, re-

sembling in this respect the ordinary rubl)i,sh of the beach,
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where ledges of (,'lay-slate are exposed to the waves and the

weatlier. Yet it is remarkable, that notwithstanding this

[)lentiful intermixture of stones, the clay is not commonly

coarse and sandy. It never acquires the stiffness and the

gritty earthy aspect of the boulder-clay. On the contrary,

though sometimes mingled with sand and gravel, it retains

on the whole the character of a fine silt. Nevertheless, the

contrast between this clay and the laminated deposits on

which it lies, is clear and abrupt. The shell-clay, as a rule, is

not laminated ; indeed it shows very scant traces of stratifi-

cation. We pass at once from a fine fissile unfossiliferous clay

(usually of a reddish tint along the Bute shores) up into a

dark grey silt full of stones and shells.

There must thus have been a considerable revolution in the

character of the agents which were carrying sediment across

the bed of the Firth of Clyde during the accumulation of these

strata. The gentle currents which carried the laminated clay

were replaced by a more complex system of transportation.

For it is evident that the currents, which were engaged in

laying down the fine silt of the shell-bed, were wholly un-

able to move even the smallest pebble or stone which that

stratum is now found to contain. Had the stones been borne

to their present position by wave action, by ground swells, or

by powerful submarine currents, it is inconceivable that they

sliould be found lying in and wTapped round with fine silt. On
the contrary, they w^ould have been huddled together, and the

silt would of necessity have been swept away. Besides, the

condition in which the shells occur, at once disproves all violent

action. They are in the most perfect preservation ; their valves,

seldom far apart, are frequently united, and often retain their

epidermis even at the bottom of the bed, with numbers of

stones around and above them. It seems undeniable, there-

fore, that some other agency luust have been at work, quietly

dropping stones, like those of the beach, upon the finer sedi-

ment that was gathering in still water. We shall, probably,

not gTcatly err in ascribing no small share of this transporta-

tion to the action of coast -ice. Along the shores of Bute, as

for instance in Kames Bay, the stones in the clay-bed are

exactly sucli as a cake of ice forming on shore at the present
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day would lift up and cany seawards. ^Moreover, tlie coast-

line, wliicli is rooky, consists of soft clay-slate with veins of

quartz, and gives rise to tlie formation of shingle and mud, but

of hardly any sand. If a piece of coast-ice, therefore, were

now to form on the shores of Bute, it would bear away angular

fragments of slate and rounded pebliles of grit and quartz, but

would rarely have its bottom coated with sand. Hence, almost

the only foreign ingredients which would be mingled with the

silt of the deeper water, would be the various pebbles and

boulders of the beach— a circumstance which harmonizes well

with the fine texture of the clay-bed, notwithstanding the

number of its imbedded stones.

But besides the action of coast-ice, we must also take into

account the effect of the waves, beating upon exposed banks of

boulder-clay, and causing the finer sediment to be transported

seawards. There may, likewise, have been a considerable

quantity of line sediment carried away from glaciers either by

rivers, or, if the glacier reached the sea-margin, by the waves.

In this way we may conceive that the Firth was discoloured

throughout a large part of its area, by the glacial mud brought

d(jwn from the surrounding glens. Such a condition of things

is well explained by many parts of the Arctic regions at tlu'

present day. Thus, the great glacier on the south east coast oi"

Spitzbergen runs for about thirty miles along the sea-margin in

aline of precipice, rising from 20 to 100 feet out of the sea.

" Much of the ice which floats away from these cliffs is heavily

charged with clay and stones, and the sea for miles around is

sometimes discoloured from the quantity of mud which is washed

oirthis floating land- ice by the waves." ^

If these suggestions appear reasonable, we may regard the

stratified clays of the Clyde basin as having been formed dur-

ing a gradually decreasing cold. At the beginning, the more

land-locked inlets may have been permanently frozen over, and

then the fine laminated clay gathered slowly under the ice oNer

the surface of the sul)merged boulder till. As the temperature

increased, this frozen envelope would be more and more broken

up in summer ; much coa.st-ice would thus be driven al)Out the

bays and kyles, and to this period we may ascribe the produc-

' l.aiiK.nf. Qncir. Joiir. fifiol. S„r. vol. xvi. p. A2\).
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tiou (tf llift sliell-clavs. WliiUi tlicse cliiuiges were in progress,

the general level of the land ajipears to have been rising. The

same upward movement continued for an infinitely protracted

])eriod, during which the climate ameliorated, and the more

boreal and Arctic forms retired from our seas to more congenial

habitats in the far north.

It is deserving of inquiry, whether or not the fine laminated

clay underlies the shell-bed in the more exposed parts of the

western coasts, and if it exists there, whether it contains trans-

ported stones. The only locality of this kind which I have had

an opportunity of examining, is on the flat mossy land between

Crinan and Lochgilphead. Through the valley now traversed

by the Crinan Canal, the full swell of the Sound of Jura and

the open Atlantic beyond must have rolled into Loch Fyne.

The glacial shell-bearing clay occurs in this hollow, and was

recently well exposed in a deep drain near Lochgilphead,

elevated only a few feet above high-water mark. The laminated

clay is there absent, as the subjoined section will show : -

1. Vegetable soil.

2. Ferruginous gravel two to three feet.

3. Pale lead-coloured sand two to three feet.

4. Pale grey clay is an irregular stratum filling up hollows in the

surface of the underlying deposit. It is full of the usual

northern shells. (See Appendix.) The 3fi/o trwicaia is

especially abundant, rows of them standing together with

their siphonal ends upwards, and boring into the surface of

the boiilder-clay below. So perfectly are they preserved,

that the siphon itself still remains in the clay.

5. Pale grey boulder-clay, full of scratched fragments of vaiious

giits and schists.

It may be observed also, that when the stratified clays abut

against the sloping banks of l)oulder-clay which rise upward

from beneath the sea, there is of course an actual juxtajiosition

uf the shell bearing beds and the boulder-clay.

To some of the geological questions suggested by the fossil

contents of these clays, I shall return on a subsequent page.

S/ic/i-hcffrinr/ Clrri/s of Aherdeeii^hirc, etc.—The lower districts

of Aberdeensliire,' bordering the sea, present a well-developed

' See Jamieson. Qiiar. Jour. Genl. Soc. vol. xiv. p. 509, from whose description

the following a<Tonnt of the Aberdeenshire <-lays is conjpilcd.
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series of sands, gra\els, silts, and clays, belonging to tlie niaiiue

or stratified Drift. This series attains a great thickness, some-

times exceeding one hundred feet. It ascends from beneath the

present sea-level up to a height of at least 450 feet, but is chiefly

developed in Avide basin- shaped tracts on the lower grounds.

Shells of an Arctic type have been found in it up to a height of

250 feet, thus linking it in true geological connexion with the

clays of the Clyde.

In general aspect, it does not difl'er greatly from the character

which the stratified Drift presents on the western coasts. It

consists of alternations of fine clay and silt, with beds of sand

and gravel. These are well shown in a section given by Mr.

Jamieson, from the tile-work at Invernettie, to the north of

Buchan Ness.

1. Blackisb loamy earth, ..... 1 foot.

2. Reddish brown clay, apparently devoid of stratification or

lamination, and containing stones of various kinds, and

of all sizes up to 4J feet in diameter, often striated and

grooved on the suriace, . . . . . 30 to 40 feet.

3. Clay of a brick-red colour and finer nature, and apparently

free from boulders, . . . . . 1 ,, 2 ,,

4. Very fine, laminated, daik-brnwnish clay, quite free from

stones, . . . . . . . 2 ,, 4 ,,

5. Fine brownish grey sand, devoid of all stones or pebbles

of any kind ; the bottom of it has not been reached, but

it has been penetrated to a depth of . . . 20 ,,

The stony clay No. 2, presents several points of interest. Its

boulders are of a heterogeneous kind, granites, schists, green-

stones, sandstones, flints, etc. But they do not bear so large a

proportion to the clay as to prevent the latter being used for

brick-making after the stones are taken out. The largest block

noticed by Mr. Jamieson, measured 4 J feet long, 2| feet broad,

and IJ thick. It was rough and angular on all sides but one,

wdiicli was smoothed and striated in the direction of the longest

diameter of the block. Many of the stones, however, are striated

on all their sides. In the same stony clay this observer found

traces of broken shells, occurring in films of coarse reddish sand

in various parts of the deposit, and a ljr(jken fragment of a shell

was picked out of the fine clay No. 4.

At another tile-work, three miles west from Peterhead, a tiin'
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laiiiiuated clay i« overlaid by a similar uustratified stony clay,

ill which blocks of three tons in weight are occasionally found.

Houlders from two to three feet in diameter are frequently met

with, and in a few instances the stones may be observed to be

striated. This clay also contains shells, and when the stones

are taken out is used for making bricks.

It will be apparent, from the description already given, that

this clay differs essentially from the true boulder-clay or till.

It is a fine brick-clay in which the stones are accidents, and its

shells prove it to be a marine deposit. In short, it appears to

have been deposited as fine silt at the bottom of a sea over

which rafts of ice dropped the stones which they bore away

from the adjacent land. The occasional striation of the boulders

may have been produced either by coast-ice grating along the

beach, or by glacier action, if the drifting ice came from tlie

seaward extension of a glacier.

Along different parts of the eastern coast of Aberdeenshire,

vast heaps of gravel and sand are found, apparently overlying

the clays. They occur in mounds and long straggling ridges

exactly like the kames already described. A good illustration

is described by Mr. Jamieson, from the parishes of Slains and

Cruden.^ There, a range of gravel ridges, locally known as the

Kippet Hills, runs with hardly any interruption in a zig-zag,

tortuous, indefinite line for more than two miles. These ridges

generally rise to the height of thirty or forty feet above their

base ; their sides are steep ; their crest so narrow that two carts

could barely pass each other on them ; and their breadth is such

that a stone could be easily thrown quite over them. They
consist of sand, gravel, and water-worn pebbles, sometimes very

coarse, and without any arrangement, sometimes finer, and pass-

ing into undulating sandy layers. Broken shells, such as the

massive hinge of the C^jprvna Islandica, occur both in the coarse

and fine varieties.

In some localities the gravel ridges are dotted over with large

erratics. This is conspicuously the case at the Menie Coast-

Guard station, where boulders of trap, granite, and gneiss, some

' He is incliiicil to regard tlicse moiiiuls as older than the gravel which overlies

tlu! str;itified bed.s at Aberdeen and elsewhere, and as perhaps conteniporaneous

with the stratified silts and clays which were laid down in deeper water.
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i)f tlieiu six ieet lon_u', may be seen resting uu llie siiles and

summits of the mounds. In tlie same neighbourhood, the

observer from whose description I quote, met witli one gigantic

bouhler of granite measuring fifty-four feet in circumference,

and rising about seven feet above ground. Another liad a cir-

cumference of seventy-eight feet, and a lieight of six feet.

These blocks are either rounded or rugged, with few sharp

angh^s. Xo striations appear to liave been observed upon

them. But some miles farther to the north, at Cruden, a simi-

lar series of large blocks is scattered over the ground. These

have been observed to be, in some cases, worn and striated on

one side, which, it a])])ears, is always the lower surface or bed

of the stone.

The mounds of gravel are not only dotted over with large

erratics (which are said also to occur occasionally in tbe in-

terior of the ridges), but their surface is often obscurc-d by a

coating of red clay. This deposit is never of great thickness,

and is generally absent from the highei' mounds, or forms but

a thin layer over them. In at least one example, near Menie,

it has been observed encircling the base of a large block which

lay immediately upon the gravel. In this case the sequence of

events is very interesting. First, a series of mounds of shingle

was thrown up probal)ly along a coast-line, but during a time

when the climate was so severe tliat masses of ice, charged with

boulders, drifted over the sea. The stones thus transported,

often of great size, were stranded upon the banks of shingle
;

and then it would seem that the sea-bottom was depressed to a

lower level beyond the influence of the shingle-beating tides
;

that there it received a coating of red clay, which filled up in-

equalities of the old sand-banks and gravel mounds ; and that

finally the whole was re-elevaled, and left beyond the r(\ach of

the sea.

The same series of stratified beds of sand and clay is found

skirting the shore round into the Moray Firth. They have

been long known at Ganirie, where Mr. Prestwich described

them^ as attaining in places a thickness of 250 feet, and rising

350 feet above the sea. Mr. Eobert Chambers has likewise

visited them, and pul)lished a section wherein numerous alterna-

1 P,uc. Oeni. Sor. ii. :>m;.
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tioiis ol'saiul and clay, vimtimnnif Asfn rtc arctica, Natica d((asa,

TelliiKi proxwia, etc., rest ii})oii a fundamental deposit of boulder-

clay.^ Some of the excursions that marked the closing years

of the life of Hugh jNIiller Avere directed to this and some other

k)calities for glacial shells ; and in his collection he had a con-

siderable nnmber of \vell-])reservcd Arctic shells from the

(Jamrie beds.

These deposits run far up the valley of the Deveron and its

tributaries. They occur, for instance, at Huntly, where Mr.

Jamicson found them at a height of S60 feet above the sea-

level. l"p the course of the Spey they extend in terraces,

which, at Kotlies, rise nearly 400 feet above high-water mark

in the Moray Firtli.

Although the occurrence of the nuirine Drift has not, so far

as I am aware, been recorded from the upper reaches of the

^foray Firth, nor from tlie eastern coasts of Koss and Suther-

land, there can be little doubt that it exists there. On the

Caithness coast in the neighbourhood of Wick, occurs that

curious unstratified fossiliferous clay which has been already

described as probably coeval with the boulder-clay of other

1 tarts of Scotland. In the character of its fossils it resembles

the ordinary stratified Drift. IVEr. Peach has found it to contain

forty species of various marine organisms. Those belonging

to the mollusca are thirty-two in numlier, of which twenty-

nine are species now living in the British seas, two Scandi-

navian, and one Arctic."^ The height at wdiich these remains are

found in Caithness varies from 60 to 200 feet above the sea.

On the eastern coast from Aberdeen southward, shell-bear-

ing clays of the Drift have hitherto been scarcely ever seen.

Professor Fleming found some Arctic shells in a clay at Tyrie,

near Kinghorn in Fife,^ aad true Arctic forms have recently

been obtained Ijy the Kev. Thomas Brown, from near Elie. At

Dunbar, also, a number of beautifully preserved Ophiuridce

have lately been disinterred at the brick-w^orks, but without

any shells. This paucity of shell-beds in the Drift on the

' Proc- Roy Sue. Ediii. vol. iii. p. 3.)"2.

- Brit. Assoc. Reports, for 1862.

' LItholof/ij of Edhibiirf/k, j). 77. Hu fuund Jycdd Irinicatti, ;i sliell tiul now
living in our seas, but still extant in those of the Arctic regions.
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east coast may, however, be, to a large extent, due to iusuHi-

cient observation.

Down tlie western coast of Scotland, altliough some of the

fossil glacial shells are occasionally dredged iu deep water, the

shell-bearing clays of the Drift series appear to be but scantily

developed until we reach the quiet sea- lochs of the Clyde. The

Eev. Mr. Alacbride informs me that this summer he found

Tellina proxima, and other characteristic shells, in a clay on the

coast at Oban. Mr. Jeffreys has also this year described a de-

posit containing similar shells near Fort- "William. According

to his observations, an elevated sea-bed, whose organic con-

tents indicate a moderate depth of water, is there surmounted

by a beach deposit containing littoral species. Nearly all the

shells found here live in the adjacent seas, but a few of them

now exist only in more northern latitudes.^ Mr. T. F. Jamie-

son informs me that he has obtained Xafica claum and

Pccfcn Islandicas from the raised beach, which corresponds to

the forty-foot terrace of the west of Scotland. If these species

were not washed out of the older sea-bottom on which the

raised beach deposits rest, their occurrence would indicate that

the forty-foot terrace belongs to a part of the Drift period.

In the neighbourhood of localities Avhere no shell-clays

have been noticed, the operations of the dredge sometimes

show that these deposits prolmbly exist. Hence, it seems

evident that the existing bed of the Atlantic, from the

Shetlands south by Skye and the Hebrides to the Clyde, is

still covered M'ith the silt and shells of the glacial period.

Single valves of shells, not known as living denizens of our

seas, have been dredged up, sometimes in so fresh a state as

almost to lead to the belief that the species can hardly be

wholly extinct. Yet other valves, evidently of fossil speci-

mens, are met with, and naturalists are therefore in the habit of

regarding the shells as having come out of a deposit of the

Drift series which forms the bed of the sea.

In this way we are led to perceive that it is only a part of

the deposits of the glacial period which now appears on the

laud. What was the sea bottom then, remains to a large ex-

tent the sea bottom still. The changes in organic life which

' Brit. Assoc. BeporU, 18C2.
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have taken place in the interval have gone on over the same

uvea, species after species gradually dying out, and others taking

their place round our coasts. Nay, the process of change must

l)e going on slowly and imperceptibly still.

It is the province of the naturalist rather than the geologist

to investigate the organic remains of these deposits, and to

.•^peculate from their peculiarities and mode of occurrence what

may have been the nature of the climate, the depth of the sea,

and the probable character of other physical conditions imder

which the organisms lived and died. Mr. Smith, of Jordan-

hill, has led the way into this fascinating field of research.

But much remains to be explored. The minute history of the

life of the period has still to be written, and doubtless many a

deeply interesting page has yet to be added to the story of the

glacial Drift.

Into the zoological problems suggested by the fauna of the

marine Drift, however, I do not enter. Some of them have

been discussed by Edward Forbes in his memorable paper on
" The geological relations of the existing Fanna and Flora of

the British Isles." And the subject is at present engaging the

attention of others, who will, I trust, ere long, publish the results

of their researches. In the meantime, the reader who is not

familiar with the generalizations of Edward Forbes, must

master them if he would acqiiire a philosophic view of the

relation of the plants and animals of the Drift period to those

inhal)iting our islands at the present day.

In now drawing attention, however, to some general conclu-

sions which the stratified Drift of Scotland appears to warrant,

I may refer in a few words to the bearing of those fossils upon

some of the geological questions which have engaged our at-

tention in this ]\Iemoir.

Inferences dcducihle from the character of the stratified Drift.

In the foregoing pages reference has occasionally been made
to the probable circumstances under which different parts of

the marine sands and silts of the Drift series were accumulated.

It may be useful to present here a general summary of the in-

ferences which these deposits naturally suggest.
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1. Ill the Hiist phicf, when tliu stmtitied Drill was in the

process of forination, the British Islands previously submerged

probably 2000 feet l)elow their present level, were rising above

tlie sea. This upward movement was perhaps more continuous

in its earlier stages, while towards its close, though the rate of

rise may have been the same or even more rapid, it was inter-

rupted by long pauses when the land remained stationary,

and when in consequence lines of sea-cliff were eaten away,

and terraces of littoral deposits were thrown down. After

making every reasonable allowance for the wasting influences

of nature, working through an indefinitely protracted period,

we can hardly suppose tliat if the ascent during all save its

closing scenes was extremely slow, and was marked by long

pauses when the sea stood for centuries at certain levels, there

would not have been more unequivocal traces of old cliff" lines

and raised beaches in the niteriorand upper parts of the country.

It is undeniable that the nearer the lines of raised beach ap-

])roach to the present sea-margin, they must remain fresher

and more distinct, and that the higher the}^ rise above that

level, and the longer therefore they have been exposed to the

rains and frosts, the less distinct will be their traces. It may
be doubted, however, whether this is enough to account for the

general absence of indubitable lieach- lines over the greater

part of the interior of the island. It is perhaps as likely that'

the rise of tlie land, even though progressing by intervals,

with occasional interruptions of a retrograde kind, was yet on

the whole so rapid as not to permit of the erosion of sea-clifts

and the accumulation of well-marked littoral terraces.

But whether we hold that the movement was infinitely slow

and continuous, or advanced in successive stages with long

pauses between, or was accomplished by a series of (pick up-

heavals or jerks, we must admit that while it was in progress,

the mounds of sand and gravel, the huge erratic blocks, and the

sheets of clay and silt which form the stratified Drift were

accumulated. In the higher parts of the island, as we have

seen, the evidence of the submergence is chiefly furnished by

mounds of Mater-rolled gravel and sand, and by the dispersion

of erratic blocks. These materials may in some instances have

been deposited liy rivers lloodcil by i;i]ii(l Ihawings of the ice
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iiiul .SHOW di' the uplands. Vet in (itlicr casrs, even tliou^h

lliev are associated willi no marine oroanism.s, they are seen to

lie in places far out of reueli of any stream, and on wliieh only

the waters of the ocean could have rolled. Beds of clay of

marine origin are chiefly found at lower levels, especially close

to tlie shore, whence they descend beneath the sea. It is in

these clays, and more rarely in the mounds of sand and gravel

which overlie them, that the organic remains of the stratified

Drift occur. The sandy and gravelly nature of most of the

Drift in the interior of the country, with the abundance of

stratified clays in the tracts bordering the sea, is capable of

several explanations. We may conceive the upheaval of the

land to have been for the most part so gradual, that each suc-

cessive deep-water deposit, as it came up to the level of the

In-eakers, would be washed away, and littoral sand and shingle

would be left in its place, wdiile during the later stages of

the elevation there were long periods of rest, between wdiich

the rate of rise was sufficiently rapid to allow large areas of

the submarine silts to be upheaved beyond the reach of the

waves. Or with perhaps less probability we may suppose that

the clays were never formed save where we see them now, that

is, in the extreme depths of the glacial sea, and that it was only

towards the close of the long elevatory process that they W(n-e

brought up to the light of day.

2. When these deposits were in the course of formation, the

climate was so severe that both coast-ice and icebergs existed

in abundance. This is shown by the scratched stones, by the

large angular erratic blocks, and by the crumpled and contorted

appearance of the sands and clays. Such proofs of a low tem-

perature are not confined to any one part of the series of strata
;

they continue in some form or other from the highest point to

which these beds have been traced, down to below the present

sea-level. Glaciers too, as will l)e shown in the next section of

this paper, existed in most of the higher districts of the country,

and even pushed out their icy masses to sea. Hence the cohl

must have continued during the period of upheaval, gradually

lessening as Ihe land rose^ The temperature of our area is still

tur from having regained the warmth which characterized it in

the ages innnediately preceding the commencement of that long

K

M^\e^,^ /-^^ .--.:: ..^-^

9U-
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process uf retVigemtiou whirli cuhuinated in the glaci;il period.

Hence it may still be growing insensibly more genial.

3. The nature and grouping of the l)eds composing the

stratified Drift, afford on the ^\'llole evidence of regidarity and

tranquillity of deposition ; they lend no support to theories of

vast "waves of translation." It is possible that some of the

])henomena of tlie kames aljnve described, may be to some

extent explained by the supposition of (pii(]< uplieavals, or

rather jerks of the land, whereby the sea was dri^ en liack with

violence. But these are (^\rc]itinnnl instances. The perfect

stratification, current-bedding, and fine lamination almost every-

where visible, point to modes of accumulation such as are still

going on in the seas around us.

If we pass to the consideratinn of the organic contents of

these strata, we meet with similar evidence of (piiet and peace-

able agencies. The shells, in the great majority of cases,

especially on the Mest coast, are not drifted specimens. This is

shown by their perfect preservation, even the tender TeUina

proxivia retaining both its valves with tlu^ir epidermis. The

Myitis, found boring in the clay with its si])huncular end upper-

most, just as it died. The fragile BoUiuh^ may be seen thickly

crusting the upper sujface of a stone ; had it lieen knocked

about even for a short distance, it would have been detached

from the. stone, and have fallen to pieces. The same cirrhipede

may be found in groups on the valve of a Pecten Island ietos, nay,

I have seen it even on a specimen of that shell which had the

two valves together, showing that the mollusc had li\ed and

grown to a considerable size, with a heavy barnacle firmly

attached to it. Indeed, the evidence which the shells afford of

the tranquil character of the sea in which they lived, is of the

fullest and most interesting kind.

It is true, that in certain localities the shells are fre(pu^ntly

Iji'oken. In some of the clays along the Aberdeenshire coast,

for instance, only fragmentary shells occur, and at Wick the

same fact has long Ijeen noticed. From this circumstance,

Edward Forl)es infei'red that icebergs or great waves of transla-

tion coming from the north, broke upon the northei-n shores of

the British Islands, and gave rise to disturbed and unstratified

deitosits containing rndy broken shells, A\hilc in the ijuietcr
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firths and creeks of the Clyde basin, protected l)v the Argyle-

shire mountains, the usual marine deposits went on without

interruption, and the organisms of the sea-bed were buried in

the places where they died.^ This explanation may account in

})art for any difference which exists between the state of the

shells in the sheltered parts of the Clyde and those in the more

exposed coasts of Aberdeen and Caithness. But there is good

evidence of a quiet sea-bottom during the glacial times, even

on the shores of the north-eastern counties. The fine lamina-

tion of the clays there has assuredly not been produced or in-

terrupted by " waves of translation." These deposits must

have accumulated tranquilly on the sea-floor, over which ice-

bergs and rafts of coast- ice, driven about by winds and waves,

(h-opped their burdens of mud and boulders. It does not seem

necessary to suppose the sea in any degree more buffeted by

storms or stirred by earthquake waves than it is to-day, in

order to account satisfactorily for the phenomena of the marine

Drift, even on the northern coast of Scotland.

4. If during the period represented by the stratified Drift,

the climate was of such severity as to cause the freezing of

the surface of the sea, and to give rise to masses of drifting

ice, it is natural to expect that some trace of this rigorous

temperature shoiild be seen in the remains of the organisms

by which at that time the sea was tenanted. And this is found

to be the case. I have already remarked that Mr. Smith, of

JordanhiU, was the first to point out to geologists this inter-

esting proof of a former severe climate in the British area.

Since his observations were made, investigations have been

carried on in many parts of these islands, as well as on the

continent and in the far north. The result has been amply to

confirm and extend ]Mr. Smith's conclusions.

It is now known that the fauna of the marine Drift is emi-

nently of a northern character, indicating a temperature some-

what like that of the waters which wash the coasts of Green-

land or of Labrador. Though the great majority of the shells

fomid in these beds of clay and silt are also living in our seas,

a small number are as yet unknown in the living British fauna.

These were at first pronounced to be extinct species, but they

' Jfciii. Gcol. Survei/, vol. i. p. 3s L
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liave almost all been since, foniid alive in innie iiortlieiii lati-

tudes. Such are Mya Uddcvallensis, Tellina proxima, Sc(xicava

sulcata, Pectcn Islandicus, Troj)hon smlariforme, Natica clrntsa,

etc. Other shells, though common in the Drift, now linger only

in the deeper abysses of our seas, where, driven from all the

higher zones of the sea in which they once abounded, tliey a])

pear to be slowly dying out. Yet they still live in abundance in

tlie boreal and Arctic seas. Examples are furnished by Panojxrn

Noi-vcgica, PunctureUa Xoachina, Nucula tennis, Trophon da

thratura, Natica inisilla, Trichotroins horcalis, etc. Moreover,

those northern forms, which are still found in the profounder

depths of the seas round the northern parts of the British

Islands, are small and rare when compared with tho.se of the

same species which occur in the clay- beds. This is well

shown by Pano2:)a;a Korvcgica, which, though a veiy varialjle

shell in the clay-beds of the Clyde basin, often occurs greatly

thicker and stronger than any living example yet found in

British waters. The fossils in this respect approach much
closer to recent specimens from the Arctic seas than to those

that have been dredged round our coasts. Sars has remarked

the same difference between the fossils of the Drift in the

south of Norway, and living specimens of the same species in

the adjacent seas. He instances Natica clansa which, in.stead

of occumng as a fossil in the rare and dwarfed state in Mhicli

as a recent fonu it comes south to Bergen, is as large as the

living individuals from Finmark and Greenland.^

A hardly less striking proof of the ancient rigour of the

climate in this country is furnished by a comparison of those

species which are still common round the coasts of Britain,

and fos.sil specimens of the same species from the clay-beds.

The latter are often greatly thicker and more massive than

their living representatives, and this increase of thickness

and sizei.s sometimes (as in Saxicava sulcata audMija trvncata)
|

carried to such an extreme, that at first sight we can hardly
j

recognise the fossils as identical with the same familiar species
j

of our present seas. Othei- instances are furnished by Odrea '

edulis, Pectcn maximus, Cyp)rina Islandica, Modiola modiolus, etc.

' Jagttaf/eher oi-ey den Glaciale Formalion; Univergitctsprorjram (Cliristiaiii:i):

ISGO, p. 57.
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n. The Crag deposits of the south-east of Enylaiul uiie(|ui

vocally prove that the severe temperature of the glacial period

<lid not come on suddenly, but that on the contrary, during a

long course of ages, the climate gradually changed from one of

a warmer character than we at present enjoy, to the intense

CI )ld of which the evidence is furnished by the phenomena of

the glacial Drift. It is reasonable, therefore, to infer that as

th{> cold increased by slow degrees, so by slow degrees it

diminished. That this inference is probably correct is shown

by the character of the stratified Drift of Scotland, as con

trasted with that of the old boulder-clay. AVlien the land rose

again after the submergence, it was no longer wholly ice-

covered
;
yet in its higher valleys it had numerous glaciers

w liich protruded into the sea, while sheets of ice still formed

along the coast-line. But thongh it may eventually be pos-

siUle to show that the higher zones of the marine Drift indi-

cate a severer temperature than the lower ones, and that the

space between them contains evidence of a gradual ameliora

tion of climate, such proofs have not yet been adduced.

When we examine a series of shell-bearing clays in any of

the maritime districts, one of the first suggestions which pre-

sent themselves is to determine the relation of these deposits

to such recent marine strata as may be seen to overlie them.

In such a succession of fossiliferous beds, can we trace any

gradual change in the character or numerical porportions of

the organic remains, indicating a corresponding change in

temperature, depth, or other physical conditions of the ancient

ocean in which the animals lived ? So far as I am aware, no

such gradation has been observed. Along the mai-gin of the

great basin of the Clyde, the old bed of the glacial sea, charged

with its characteristic shells, still serves in part at least as

the floor of the present sea, and where it slopes inland from

the sliore, it is found to be abruptly covered by the sands and

gravels of tlie newest raised beaches, wherein all the shells are

of species still inhabiting the Firth. In this district, therefore,

there is no connecting link between the deposits of the glacial

and those of the recent period.

The sharpness of this Hue of demarcation aflbrds, liowever,

1111 ground for the supposition that it indicates a corresponding
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siiddenness of trausitiou from the fuima or from the tempera-

ture of the ancient epoch to those of the modern one. It has

been supposed, for instance, that the bed of the glacial sea

must have been suddenly elevated into land, that the cha-

racteristic boreal and Arctic shells were thus exterminated

from our area, and that the ground afterwards subsided to re-

ceive the deposits of the present ocean. This reasoning pro-

ceeds on the assumption that the geological records which we

possess are a complete compendium of the physical revolutions

of the globe. Yet a more thoughtful siin-ey of the glacial de-

posits in their relation to the lines of raised beach, to the

trend of marine currents and wave action, and also to the dis

tribution of the present organisms ef our seas, will probably

con\ance the observer that the evidence is all in favour of a

gradual transition from the climate and fauna of the glacial

period to those of the present day. Tlie hiatus between the

deposits of the two eras will afford him only another proof of

the fragmentary character of the annals from whicli geological

histoiy must be compiled ; nor will he fail to perceive that if

in a gTOup of strata deposited upon each otlier in regular and

apparently unljroken sequence, and so recent as almost to

belong in a manner to his own times, so immense a gap can

exist, he may well concede the possibility of an infinite num-
ber of breaks in the succession even of what may appear to be

the most closely consecutive geological formations. The un-

recorded ages of the geological past, from Cambrian times up

until now, may thus vastly outnumber those of which a meagre

and imperfect chronicle is ]:)reserved in tlio stratified crust of

the earth.

The mere absence of intermediate strata between the glacial

clays and the sands and gravels of the recent raised beaches is

no proof that such strata never existed. On the contrary, if

we reflect on the nature and origin of the raised beaches, we

sliali perceive that the chances of the preservation of any parts

of such connecting strata must have been infinitely small. The

twenty-five-foot ten-ace, resting as it does against a line of

ancient sea-cliff", indicates that the land in its upward progress

stodd at this level for an incalculable number of ages. During

this vast interval, the sea was beating upon the upraised parts
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of its lonurv l)t'(l. ill wiiic'li llic ivctivds o[ its inhabitants and

their changes wei-e preserved. It does nut require a moment's

reflection to see that the soft clays and silts could not fail to

he washed away. Hence, not only such deposits as were formed

after the close of the glacial period, and may have contained the

organic evidence of the gradual amelioration of climate, but

even large portions of the underlying glacial clays may have

l)een entirely effaced. And in harmony with this probability,

we find that the raised beach sometimes rests upon beds of clay

overlying the glacial shell-bed ; sometimes on that shell-bed,

sometimes on the underlying, finely- laminated clay, sometimes

on the old till, while in other and more exposed localities, the

whole of the Drift- beds have been swept away, and the raised

l)each rests on the solid rock. The same process of varying

demolition can be admirably traced at present in progress along

different portions of the Firth of Clyde. Thus, in Etterick Bay,

on the west side of Bute, the westerly waves have entirely

washed off tlie upper clay from the beach; the shell- clay is

only visible here and there, under gravel and boulders ;
the

laminated clay and tlie underlying till are likewise under-

going the same process ; while in some places the whole of

these clays have been removed, and the hard slates protrude

upon the beach among the sand and gravel now thrown up by

the tides. If a certain part of this coast-line were to be ele-

vated, an observer might say that the period of the boulder-clay

was followed immediately by that of the raised beach. If

another portion were upheaved, he would find that between

the boulder-clay and the raised beach there was an interme-

diate period, represented l)y the laminated clay. The exami-

nation of a third spot would show him that he required to

intercalate another long interval, indicated by the shell-beds
;

while a fourth survey might reveal the existence of the clays

overlying the shell-beds. After such repeated lessons he could

not fail to learn that there might still be other missing portions

of the series which he could not supply—portions perhaps as

numerous and important as those which he had succeeded in

iliscovering. In like manner, though no connecting links may
be traced between the deposits of the glacial sea and the post-

glacial raised beaches, we shall probably greatly cri' if we dis-
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})Ute tlieiv i'unuer existence, and seek V)y any sudden uplieuval

to accunut for the sharp line of deniaieation Ijetween the strata

of the two periods.

If we could examine the present bed of the Firtli of Clyde,

we sluiuld probably find there the missing part of the record.

The glacial clays would be found covered by others of recent

date, and the gradual changes from a more northern fauna to

the present temperate one, would in all likelihood be indicated

by a suite of well-preserved shells.

That the amelioration of climate and the change of marine

life proceeded by a very slow gradation, is indicated by the pre-

sent distribution of the mollusca of the British seas. It is now

upwards of sixteen years since Edward Forbes described the

existence of isolated groups of noithern shells in some of the

deeper abysses off the west coast of Scotland.^ Such " boreal

outliers " usually lie in a submarine hole or valley from 80 to

beyond 100. fathoms in depth. "Their inhabitants," he says,

" are decidedly of more northern character than the members

of the Celtic fauna, and the species are such as are assembled

together far to the north on the coast of Norway." An illustra-

tion of these features is aflbrded by the deeps of Loch Fyne,

which were dredged by Forbes, with Mr. MacAndrew, in 1845.

" TJie dredge," says the former naturalist, " brought up eight

species of testaceous mollusca, one crustacean, and two echino

derms. Of these mollusca, five species w^ere alive. One, a

niinut(,' species of Rmoa, was new ; the remaining four were

Nucida nucha (a northern \nv\Qty),Xu(ula tenuis, Lcda viinuta,

and Lima suhauriculata. Of these, the number of examples of

Nucula tenuis and Leda rnimda exceeded greatly those of their

companions ; they are both essentially northern and Arctic

forms, ranging from Creenland to the Scottish seas, and not

known south of Ih-itain. The NvcvJa nucha and the Lhnn
range from Greenland to the jNlediterranean ; but the variety

of the former taken is confined to northern seas, and the latter

is very rare, and only found at great depths in seas south of

Ijritain. The dead m.olluscs taken were Ahra Boysii, a species

of similar range \\itli Xi'cv/a nvcJra ; Curdivm Ldrnii, a Scan-

iliHa\ iiiii sp('ci(\s, and Pdhn Dan tens, a Norwegian species,

' Mem. (,'col. Sin-rci/, \fiU\ vol. i. n. 387.
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iniUKl only, in {lie Ih'itish seas, in the loelis of the Clyde, uiid

there rarely alive, though dead valves arc abiuidaut, as if the

species thus isolated were now dying out. The ecliinoderms were

(yphiocoma filiformis and Brijssus lyrifcr ; the former a ISTor-

wegian species, the latter ranging to the Arctic seas, but south-

wards not known beyond the Clyde region. The crustacean

was new, both as to genus and species. " It will be observed,"

he adds, " that the assemllage of animals thus taken at this

great depth was essentially Arctic."^

The explanation proposed by the same naturalist to account

for this isolation of northern forms in the deeper abysses of our

seas was one of his most beautiful generalizations. He supposed

the bed of the glacial sea to have been partially upheaved. This

upheaval, by altering the level of all the still submerged portions,

would produce marked effects upon the fauna of the different

submarine zones. A number of the forms whose organization

might be too delicate to endure the change of conditions, would

be destroyed over the area of elevation, while another group,

consisting of such species as had greater capacities for vertical

range would survive. By this process, and while, owing to

other and more general causes, the climate of this part of the

globe became more genial, the more thoroughly boreal and

Arctic forms which had lived in the upper zones of our seas

during the Drift period, would be locally extirpated, and would

be driven farther and farther north into more congenial tem-

peratures. In the profounder deeps round our coasts, however,

where the conditions of temperature would stiU remain suitable,

northern forms would continue for a time to maintain theii'

ground. The extreme scarcity of some of these northern mol-

lusca in a living state in such abysses as those of Loch Fyue,

and the comparative abundance of dead valves, seem to show,

as Forbes suggested, that such species are slowly dying out.

They have been able to maintain an unequal contest against

the altered conditions of their j)laces of abode, and we now see

them in the last stages of their history as living British species.

These, and similar considerations arising out of a comparison

i»f the distribution of the fauna now inhabiting the British seas,

with the fauna which lived in them during the glacial epoch,

' Op. rif. p. 3sa.
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aflbid ;i stiDiii^ presuiii})ti()ii, that the organic changes which

have intervened between the two ])eriods, have not been the

result of any sudden catastrophe, but tliat on the contrary they

have arisen gradually out of a complication of physical causes,

and that they are even now in progress still. The history of

our own country is thus a not uninstructive commentary on the

larger history of the globe. We see, that here the existing

period does not stand severed by any arbitrary line from those

which preceded it, but that with these it is bound up by innumer

able interlacing ties. "We see too that it is a period of never-

ending progression, carrying on, slowly and imperceptildy per-

haps, yet not less certainly, those vast cycles of change which

have been handed down from the past, and shall be transmitted

as an ever-iuci-easing legacv to the future.

in. -LOCAI, (h.ACIERS.—F[\AL DlSAPPEA RAXCF. OF THE ICE.

The continuance of a severe climate, when tliis country was

undergoing its last great elevation, is well sho^n by the strati

fied Drift, of which the details have just been eonsiden^l. The

same fact is still further proved ]>y the remains of true glacier

moraines. To the evidence wliicli tlic hittci' present we sliall

now turn.

If the whole of Scotland was submerged at tlie time of the

greatest depression, it might be possible, even in tlie most

elevated districts, to (hnw a line between the results of the

old general glaciation which ])receded the submergence, and

that later localized glaciation wliich is now to be desciil)ed.

P)Ut in the absence of any certain ])r()of tliat tlie wliole country

was under water, we are left to infer that, in the upland tracts,

at a higher level than say 2000 feet above the sea, the great

ice sheet, which covered all the mountains and descended upon

the lower grounds in the early part of the Drift Period, never

disappeared until it was gradually dissipated by the ameliora-

tion of the climate. Hence the rock- dressings produced in

these high- lying districts by the old ice-flow proltably merge,

without any intervening traces of sea-action, into those effected

])j the later glaciei-s. T)ut in lower parts of the conntiy there



is clear evidence that the surlaces which liad been striated by

the great ice- sheet, went down lieueath the sea- level, were

there covered over with marine de[)Osits, came up once more

to the open air, and were gronnd down afresh by glaciers

M'hich, in place of spreading over the whole country, were con

fined to some of the corries and glens.

Great caution must thus be used in endeavouring to dis-

criminate between the marks of ice-action anterior and those

posterior to the stratified Drift. Eock-dressings in the valleys

of mountain tracts can seldom be in themselves a sufficient

guide ; for the smoothing and striation produced witliin a con-

fined area by the ice of the one period, would exactly resemble

those produced by the ice of the period which succeeded, just

as those of both these epochs are identical with the ice-work

of the present day. Greater reliance may be placed upon the

occurrence of perched blocks, while the existence of true ter-

minal moraines completes the evidence. Blocks of rock poised

on the edges of clifls, or on the sides of steep declivities, can-

not have been subjected to any tidal action since their deposi-

tion there. If, therefore, such l:)locks occur in districts which

can be shown to have been depressed beneath the sea during

the glacial period, the inference is natural that their transport

must have been effected by glaciers after the submergence.

The same conclusion is borne out in a still more impressive

manner by the existence of true glacier-moraines. The strati-

fied Drift has been, as it were, ploughed out of the glens, and

these later glacier deposits have been left in its place. Sup

pose, for example, that we find a moraine running across a

Highland valley at a height of 300 feet above the sea ;
that we

can trace true stratified Drift on the seaward flanks of the

adjacent mountains, up to elevations of say 1000 or 1500 feet,

but that in the bottom of the valley no vestige of this drift re

mains. From such facts, we conclude that after the land rose,

a glacier descended this valley, s^vept" out the marine deposits,

and threw down its terminal moraine at a height of 300

feet above tlie sea. We thus obtain evidence of two glacia -

tions : one general over the country prior to the submergence ;

the other local and subsequent to that submergence.

And this (evidence is aliundaiit in many parts of Si-otland.
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For the sake of a move coiueiiieiit aiTangeuieiit, its eonsidera

tion lias been deferred until after a description of the marine

Drift. It is Y)lain, however, that if the land never sank ^^•holly

beneath the sea, the islets which remained above water wonld

be covered with snow and ice ; and that even if the submer-

gence could be shown to have been complete, glaciers would

form anew as soon as a sufficient area of gathering-ground had

risen above the sea. Hence, contemporaneous with the loose

floating ice, of which the marine Drift contains a record,

there must have existed glaciers on the land. Moraines and

perched blocks, at elevations of more than 2000 feet above the

sea, may thus have been, to a large extent, if not wholly, con-

temporaneous with the formation of the marine Drift. Their

testimony t() the chilly climate of the glacial period is of a

kind which may be conveniently studied by itself, and it ac-

quires an additional interest, inasmuch as it reveals to us how,

step by step, the ice slowly retreated, until, shrinking up

into the innermost recesses of the mountains, it finally dis-

ajipeared.

Proofs of the old glaciation are general over the whole island
;

traces of local ice-fields and true glaciers, on the other hand,

are confined to such hilly tracts as could give rise to indejien

dent reservoirs of snow ; they are, of course, never seen in the

plains and wide valleys of the low-lying districts. Hence they

occur sx^oradically in the mountainous parts of the countiy.

True glacial moraines usually occur clustered together in the

different valleys that radiate from a main mass of high ground.

They are found at all heights, from 2000 feet or more down to

within 30 or 40 feet of the present sea -level. Those nearest

the sea must, on the ^aIioIc, be oldest, though of course some

glaciers would descend to a lower level than others, according

to the size of the ice-l)asins which they drained and the nature

of the surface over which they moved.

The chain of mountains extending from Ben IS^evis to the

north-east of Aberdeenshire, shows traces of several groups of

glaciers. Others have radiated from the high grounds of Ross

and Sutherland, and from the Cuchullin hills of Skye. In tlic

south of Scntland, a smaller liut well-marked series divergiMl

IViiiii the iiitlauds Itctwccn tlie licails of tlu- Tweed, Amiau,



Moffat, and jVIegget waters. And utliev groups of glaciers de-

scended froni other high-lying districts of the island.

Observations have not yet been sufficiently extended and

detailed to enable us to arrange the moraines in the different

glens of Scotland into a general and connected system of

glaciers. But the day is probably not far distant when the old

ice-fields and ice-rivers of the Grampians and of the southern

and northern counties will be mapped and described with al-

most as much certainty as are those now existing among the

Alps. In the map which accompanies this memoir a few are

inserted, more as an indication of how much in this depart-

ment yet remains to be done, than as in any way aiming at

completeness. Until a generalized view of the whole can be

given, I think it best to limit myself to the description of two

examples : one from the north-west Highlands, exhibiting in

l)erfection the appearances oirochcs inoutonnees and hlocspcrcMs

;

the other, from the uplands of the south of Scotland, showing

an admirable display of lateral and terminal moraines.^

1. Perliaps the best district in which to study the effects

of the latest giaciation in abrading the rocks, and poising

masses of stone on the verge of steep declivities, is the

range of the Cuchullin hills in Skye.^ This isolated cluster of

dark, barren mountains rises in spiry peaks to a height of 3220

feet above the sea. In their recesses the numerous corries

and glens present striking evidence of the former presence of

glaciers. No better or more accessible example occurs than

the well-known valley of Coruisk. From the margin of this

small sullen tarn the mountains ascend in steep slopes and

rocky precipices, seldom free from mist and rain. Its surplus

waters find their way out in a brawling stream which, after

' It must be admitted tb.at many oftbe examples of glacier moraines in Scotland,

cited by Agassiz and Bucklaiid, are really fluviatile or marine deposits. The first

liill and accurate description of a true Scuttisli moraine was by Sir Charles I.yell

{Geol. Proc, iii. 331) from the bigli grounds of Forfarshire. Piincipal Forbes, Mr.

Chambers, ilr. Maclaren, and other observers, have traced them in other districts.

But many remain still undescribed. Thus, in the autumn of 1860, I saw from the

summit of one of the Beann Taobliath Hills, a vast but unrecorded accnmidation of

glacier mounds blocking up a glen between Loch Torridon and Loch Maree. For
descriptions of glacial moraines, see the papers mentioned in the Appendix.

- Principal Forbes was the first to describe the glacial phenomena of this region.

See Edin. Xew Phil. Jour., vol. xl. p. 7G.
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a course of about a mile, enters the sea at the liead of Loch

Scavaig. On visiting Coruisk from the seaward side, one is

struck at once with tlie smoothed flowing outline of all the

bare ridges and hummocks of rock Avhicli abound in the bottom

of the valley. The same swelling contour characterizes both

the sides of the hills for a consideral)le way above the stream.

The whole aspect of the rocks here differs so entirely from the

character of the same rocks in the higher and opener parts of

the mountains as readily to show that some agent has been at

work smoothing over the sides and bottom of the valley, while

the crags far above have been left rough and rugged with the

scars of many thousand winters. The geological eye at once

detects the track of a vanished glacier.

Xor does it require more than a casual scrutiny to note that

the hillocks of rock are often elongated in a direction cori-e-

sponding to that of the Aalley, that they are smoothed and

rounded into a uniformity of surface truly astonishing, and

that in many instances they present rough, rocky faces at their

seawai'd ends, while towards the mountains they always slope

gently away. These eminences, as well as the sides of the

valley for some way up, ai-e not only smoothed, but the surface

of the rock is covered with parallel grooves or ruts and fine

striae, like those already described as so often underlying the

boulder-clay. These markings may be traced along both hori-

zontal and perpendicular faces of rock, and may even be seen

mounting the sloping ridges. Everwhere in this wild scene,

on the edges of clifls and precipices, on the steep, bare sides of

the hills, and on the top of the eminences in the valley, blocks

of rock of all sizes up to masses of fifty tons in weight, may
be seen perched with such apparent insecurity that a strong

gale might almost hurl them to the bottom. ^Mien I visited

Coruisk in 1857, with my lamented friend the late Captain

Wood, RK, a party of sailors from the gun-boat ascended

unperceived to one of the rocky scarps on the west side of the

lake. A noise like distant thunder, followed by a plunge of

water, wakened the thousand echoes of this dark valley, and on

looking round, vre saw a second huge mass of stone flashing

down the steep, grinding the rock into clouds of dust, and

finally dashing into the lake. Several hloc'i prrcMs of consider-
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aide size, which, hud they been l\ing on level gruuud, could

not have been moved by the men, were thus, without much

diltieulty, hurled down the declivity. Several circumstances

conspire to render the phenomenon of perched blocks peculiarly

conspicuous in this valley. The hypersthene rock of which

the mountains are composed, yields but slowly to the action of

the weather. Bare of soil and barren of vegetation, the sides

of these hills rise up in masses of naked rock, on which the

impress of the glacier that once moved down the glen, lies as

fresh as if the ice had only lately melted away. The boulders

that strew the bottom of the valley, and stand poised along its

tianks just where the glacier left them, are likewise fresh and

bare. One can almost fancy that the disappearance of the

glacier has been so sudden and so recent, that neither lichen

nor moss, harebell nor heather, have yet had time to take root

and lighten up the gloom of the glen with some faint gleam of

life and beauty. Threading his way, indeed, among the fallen

l)locks and rounded knolls that border the river-course, he can

half persuade himself that the next turn of the glen must re-

veal the glistening front of the glacier. But the source of the

river is gained, and tluu'e, instead of the ice, lies the dark

lonely loch, filling to the l)rim the basin which the ice ground

out of the hypersthene, and surrounded by bare precipices and

steep slopes that stretch away up into the heart of the moun-

tains where the icy stream took its rise.

The glacial phenomena so well shown at Coruisk, have been

ol^served by Principal Forbes to be reproduced in the wild

corries on almost all sides of the CuchuUins. The great cen-

tral group of mountains has in fact formed the source whence

separate glaciers diverged towards the lower grounds. Thus

at the foot of Corry Reaocli on the east side of Scuir-na

Gillean, and along the mouth of the wild Corry- na-Criech on

the north-west side of the hills, the valleys are blocked up by

a wilderness of angular blocks from the high grounds, and

their rocks are smoothed and striated like those of Coruisk.

" But the most perfect union of all the appearances which re-

call the presence and action of a glacier, is in a deep corry

immediately to the north-west of Garsven, where the whole

opfMiiiiL;- of the corrv, which must have f(n-med the channel of
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the glacier when it was })vesent, i.s groiiml and sliaven over in

such a WHY as to leave not a single protuberance in the direc-

tion in which the ice -flood must have passed over it, whilst a

band of transported blocks form, wdth surprising regularity, a

kind of elongated semi-oval [a true terminal moraine] round

the mouth of the cony, quite undistinguishable from those

which a glacier would deposit under similar circumstances."^

2. Traces of local glaciers are not confined to the moun-

tains of the Highlands. In the uplands of the southern

counties, though the rocks have not often retained the polished

and striated surface and the perched blocks just descrilied,

yet well-marked moraines occur, indicating the former exist-

ence of small groups of glaciers. In Galloway, as for instance

round INIerrick, they probal)ly exist, l)ut I have myself seen

them only in the chain of hills M'hich run along tlie confines of

the counties of Lanark, Peebles, Selkirk, and Dumfries. This,

with the exception of a part of Kirkcudbright, is the highest

ground between the Grampians and the Cumberland hills,

some of the ridges being more than 2700 feet above the sea.

Here the Clyde, Tweed, Annan, Yarrow, and a host of tributary

waters take their rise, flowing, some westwards to the Firth of

Clyde, some eastw^ards to the German Ocean, and others south-

wards to the Solway. The hills for the most part have a flow-

ing rounded outline, and are connected by flat-topped or saddle-

shaped ridges usually covered with moss-hags. In some

localities, as at the head of Annandale, in Talla Water, round

Loch Skene, and in several of the glens that open into the

Vale of the Moffat Water, the smooth contour of the hill- sides

is varied by the occurrence of abruyjt craggy scars and preci-

pices, which present scenes suggestive rather of parts of the

northern Highlands than of the soft pastoral air of the southern

uplands.

In this elevated and lonely region relics of vanished glaciers

are singularly clear. They may be seen in the upper parts of

most of the wider valleys, as those of the Tweed, and Amian,

and the Moffat, Megget, and Talla Waters. From the water-

shed between the Tweed and Annan, eastward to the IMegget,

the chain of high grounds, including Hart Fell and its offshoots,

' Forbes, Edin. New I'/ill. Jour., vol. xl. p. 76.
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seems to have been one great suow-tield, sending down glaciers

into tlic principal valleys. To the north, in the vale of the

Tweed, where it is joined by the Eruid and Menzion Waters,

nionnds and hnmmocks of detritus and well-rounded knobs of

rock are conspicuous. South of the Tweed water-shed, towards

the mouth of the deep, caldron-like defile at the head of An-

nandale, known as " The Devil's Beef-Tub," similar mounds of

rubbish are still more marked. But it is at the east end of the

chain that the ice has left the most abundant and still uneffaced

evidence of its presence. In the group of glens round Loch

Skene, the phenomena of small and well-defined glaciers may
l)e studied in abundant detail.^ From these high grounds at

least four systems of moraines, indicating the divergence of four

separate glaciers, may be traced radiating to the north-east and

south. One group extends down the Talla Water, beginning at

a height of about 2000 feet above the sea. Tor 300 feet below

the summit-level, the valley shows numerous bosses of rock,

nuich weathered and decayed, but still retaining the character-

istic rounded outline. It is then filled Math mounds of rubbish,

extending from the bottom up the sides for a distance of about

200 feet. These mounds present no very determinate arrange-

ment, though, on the whole, they can be traced in rudely con-

vex lines pointing down the glen. Enormous angular masses

of rock lie strewn about on the tops and sides of the mounds,

sometimes poised on the very verge, as if on the eve of rolling

to the bottom. Between the mounds and ridges numerous

hollows occur, more or less encumbered with peat and marshy

vegetation. Some of these are complete basins, and are fiUed

with water ; while in winter, after heavy rains, a large immber

are converted into little tarns, so that when seen from above,

the ground seems a network of pools. Such is the aspect of the

valley of the Talla for nearly two miles, until at the Talla Moss,

which is but little elevated above the stream, the valley divides,

one branch going to the left down the Talla Linns, the other

turning sharply to the right, and forming the head of the valley

* Mr. Eobert Chambers has a. brief allusion to some of the moraines of this loca-

lity [Ediii. New Phil. Jour. New Series, ii. p. 184). This, so far as I have been

able to ascertain, is the only reference to them on record. The remarks in the text

are thus probably the first description which has been published.
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moraines, bend round to the east, and descend the Megget,

while mounds of similar materials extend northwards towards

the Linns. It appears, therefore, that a glacier filled the upper

part of the valley of the Talla to a height of ahout 200 feet

above the present bed of the stream, and that, on reaching the

fork of the glen at Talla Moss, it broke against the opposing

hOl, and divided into two, one branch holding on down the

course of the Talla, while the other turned eastwards into the

valle}' of the jMegget.

But the most striking traces of glacier action in these uplands

lie to the south of the Talla. The water-shed at the head of

that stream is formed by a ridge extending from Loch Craig to

White Coomb in a semicircle, which, by sending out a huge

spur from its centre, encloses the two deep corries of Loch

7 Z^^f^'
rr I '--iri'-'iViritfi-^" jiiii

-Sfrtii>nal view of Lm

Skene and the Midlaw Burn. The recess in which the latter

water takes its rise is walled in on all sides, save its opening

to the south-east, by steep and even precipitous hills, rising on

the west side into the "Wliite Coomb (2695 feet), and on the

east into the Mid Craig (2207 feet), which separates this corry

from the opener valley of Loch Skene. The bottom of the

corry for about a quarter of a mile is a flat plain (about 1900 feet

above the sea), from which the hiUs rise with singular abrupt-

ness. This plain has all the appearance of having been at one

time occupied by a lake. Its lower end is barred across by a great

convex rampart of earth and stones about forty feet high, point-

ing down the valley, and sloping away up on the north- east

side into a well-defined ridge of the same materials, which runs

along the hill that bounds the valley to the north-east. This

transverse mound is a true terminal moraine ; and the ridge on

tlie hill-side above is, in like manner, a lateral moraine. The latter
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foniis ;i siiii^uliir t'eaturt' wln'ii ,seeu IVoiii the lifad uf tlie glen.

It looks as if a deep trench had been cut along the declivity, and

the earth had heen thrown over on the lower side, so as to form

a prominent rampart. The hollow between this ridge and the

hill on which it lies becomes evanescent at the upper end of

the valley; but farther down it increases to 35 feet in deptli,

until the ridge is lost in the confused pile of mounds Avhicli

descends towards the mouth of Loch Skene.

The tenninal moraine has been sharply cut through by the

streamlet. ^Ir. Chambers compares the ridge to an artificial

dam with a sluice for the escape of the water. Indeed it can

hardly be doubted that this great embankment did actually, at

no very distant date, dam up the waters of a lake which re-

placed the old glacier. Beyond it several other less perfectly

preserved mounds occur, pointing in like manner down the

valley, and sloping upwards towards the lateral moraine. We
then pass into an endless series of confluent mounds and ridges

which completely choke up the valley, and descend to join an-

other set of moraines that issues from the valley of Loch Skene.

Through this mass of debris the Midlaw Burn has cut its way
in a deep, sinuous ravine, which sometimes exposes a depth of

fully 100 feet of loose unstratified earth and rubbish. Huge
angular blocks of Silurian grit from the adjacent hills, some of

them weighing 100 tons or more, are perched along the summits

and outer slopes of these mounds. But in no case could I

detect a single undoubted instance of striation among the stones

of the moraines, nor, except in two or three places, on the rock

below the moraine matter.

Loch Skene has been described by Mr. Chambers as a tarn

dammed by a moraine. It might even be said to be enclosed

by several moraines. On its northern and western sides the

hills rise into steep cliffs, the Loch Craig being 2600 feet high,

or 920 feet above the lake, which thus lies at a level of 1680

over the sea. To the east the loch is confined by a low bank,

deeply covered with moss-hags. No rock can be seen in

place ; indeed, wherever the black peat has been washed off,

it is moraine matter which is exposed. Moreover, one long

bank of gravel and earth, with some large blocks on its top,

rises out of the bogs. This I'idge, known locally as " The
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Causey," extends from the moutli of tlie lake along the peat-

covered bank, nearly parallel to the edge of the water, for about

1000 feet, when it bends down the valley of the "Winterhope

Burn, and is soon lost beneath the peat. It is undoubtedly a

moraine, thrown down, apparently, by a glacier which, descend-

ing from the head of the loch, broke upon the bank on AA^hich

the " Causey " now stands, and sent one branch down the

AVinterhope Burn, where its mounds of rubbish are still abun-

dant, the other down the Tail Burn, towards the cascades of

the Grey Mare's Tail.

AMiere this Tail Burn issues from Loch Skene the concentric

arrangement of the moraines, and the constant turning of their

convex faces down the valley, are remarkably well shown. At

the foot of the loch we see the fragments of one or two moraines,

half submerged, and gradually being washed down by the water.

Then comes a high bank of the same sandy clay and rubbish,

with large angular blocks of stone scattered over its surface.

'

From this point mound after mound may be seen crossing the

line of the stream. I counted upwards of a dozen, until they

began to lose their distinctness, and merge into confused piles

of deti'itus. Here and there between the moraines, there are

peaty and marshy hollows, which in winter are converted into

tarns. On the east side of the stream, close to the foot of the

lake, but about fifty feet above its level, there is a little tarn

called " Hogg's Well," completely shut in by coalescing mounds.

It lies, in short, in a cup-shaped depression in the moraines.

On the ridge which encircles it, to the south, rests a block of

grit, containing about 350 cubic feet.

Traces of ancient lakes dammed iq) hjj glaciers.—Loch Skene

is an example of a sheet of water confined by the mounds of

detritus shed from the end of a glacier. But it is conceivable

that in some cases the glacier itself may have acted as the lake

barrier. In the glens of Lochaber, and perhaps in some other

Highland valleys, there occur terraces, like lines of ancient

beaches, which, with a wonderful uniformity of level, run far

up into the recesses of the mountains. These have been long

known as " Parallel Roads." Many theories have been started

to account for such ]ilatforms of detritus, the more commonly

received explanation br-ing that they represent lines of sea-
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beach during successive stages of the elevation of the hind.

But if this were true, they ought to occur in other glens in

different parts of the Highlands, where the nature of the ground

afforded at least equal facilities for their formation. They

seem too fresh in their general appearance to be so old as such

a marine origin would make them. I have already referred to

the fact that the higher a line of raised beach lies above the

sea, the more faint and evanescent must be its features. The

forty-foot raised beach, for instance, though well preserved in

some favourable localities, has disappeared, and is now dis-

appearing, for leagues together, along the west coast of Scot-

land. The Glen Eoy terraces, however, are actually more

perfect than even the latest of the marine raised beaches. Yet

the lowest is 850 feet above the sea-level, the second 1062 feet,

and the third 1144 feet, and they retain their horizontality and

persistence for many miles along the sides' of the glens.

Agassiz suggested, in one of the papers already quoted,^ that

these shelves were actually lake margins, and that the glens in

which they occur had formerly been converted into lakes by

having their mouths blocked up by the descent of glaciers from

the adjacent mountains. This is probably the true explanation

of these remarkable terraces. Mr. Jamieson, however, is at pre-

sent making a renewed examination of them, and the results of

his researches will, doubtless, before long be communicated to

the Geological Society. If it shall be proved beyond a doubt

that the Glen Eoy shelves are truly the margins of an old

glacier-lake, lowered to successive levels by the shrinking of

the icy barrier, it will afford an additional and striking proof

of the extent of the ancient Scottish glaciers. For such a lake

must belong to the period which succeeded the marine sub-

mergence, that is, to the time when the ice existed sporadically

among the mountain -ranges, and formed groups of glaciers

^vhich descended into the glens.

Tlie proofs of glacier action to the north and north-east of

lieu Nevis are of the most conspicuous kind. " I shall never

forget," says Agassiz, " the impression I experienced at the

sight of the terraced -mounds of lilocks which occur at the

luouth of the valley of Loch Treig, where it joins Glen Spean

;

' L'din. Xeu- Phil. ./< nr. vol. xxxiii. ii 217.
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it seemed to me as if I were looking at the numerous moraiues

of the neiglibourliood of Tines, in the valley of ChamounL"^

Mr. Jamiesou, in recently confirming and extending the obser-

vations of the Swiss naturalist, has pointed out the striking

proofs which Glen Treig furnishes of enormous erosion by the

downward movement of a mass of ice which abutted on the

opposite side of Glen Spean. Although this able observer de-

scribes these appearances along with proofs of the general or

old glaciation of the country," the moraine mounds at the foot

of the valley of Loch Treig, and on the flanks of Glen Spean,

are probably proofs that a great mass of ice must also have

occupied Glen Treig, and crossed to the other side of Glen

Spean, during the period of local glaciers. "We have thus evi-

dence of the existence of ice in great mass in this district after

the re-elevation of the land. The complete blocking up of Glen

Roy and Glen Spean by glaciers, so as to give rise to a wind-

ing lake, is therefore far from being an improljable supposi

tion.^

Volume of the Scottish rivers during the glacial period lyro-

hahly greater than at present.—Perhaps that feature of river

scenery in Scotland, which of all others most forcibly and

universally presses itself upon the attention of the observer, is

the apparent inadequacy of the present streams to have pro-

duced the deep, wide valleys and ravines through which they

flow. Even when in heaviest flood the great majority of them

never fill theii- channels " from bank to brae." On the con-

trary, they meander along more like streamlets which have

been shrunk by the long parching droughts of a rainless sum-

mer. So obvious is this character, that the popular belief has

ascribed the dells and ravines to the agency of earthquakes

and violent terrestrial convulsions antecedent to the human
era. The form of the water-courses, however, is sufficient to

satisfy a geological eye that it is not necessary to call in the

agency of any subterranean movement to account for even the

most precipitous defiles. These are evidently the result of

erosion by running water, aided by frosts and the other usual

' Edin. Keio Phil. ./our. xxxiil. 222. • See ante, p. '25.

" For a li>t of anfliDrities on the Parallel Roails of Glen Rov and other parts of

Loehaber, see the Apjiemlix.
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accompaniments of atmospheric denudation. But is it likely

that the present streams, operating with the same amount of

force as they do to-day, could have carved out for themselves

t'hanuels so much wider than they are ever now found to fill ?

The immense erosive power of rivers can hardly be fully

appreciated by any one who has confined his observations to

the water-courses of Britain. It is in such districts as the

uplands of Central France, where marine denudation has not

come into play, that we learn, almost with a kind of awe, how
potent is the long- continued operation of running water.^ I

am very far, therefore, from undervaluing the results which

have been produced by the existing streams of Britain flowing

with their present volume. Nevertheless, it appears to me
that after the re-elevation of the country, the size of our rivers

was much greater than it is now, and that their subsequent

diminution has coincided with the general amelioration of

climate, and the final disappearance of the ice. This inference

rests upon the following grounds.

1. The water- courses are much wider than the present

streams require or than they ever occupy. Even after we con-

cede a vast lapse of time, and make every allowance for the

tendency of all streams to wind from side to side, and thus to

increase the width as well as the depth of their channels, we

are forced, as it seems to me, to admit that the present amoimt

of water in the streams seems very inadequate to produce the

eftects that are demanded of it.

2. The occurrence of alluvial terraces bordering a river, and

sometimes 40 or 50 feet above its surface, indicate a marked

change in the level of the river. This change can hardly be

in every case one which has arisen merely from the deepening

of the water-course, whereby the river has been lowered in

level, while its volume may have remained the same. For

these terraces extend from side to side of a valley which may
be more than eight or ten times the breadth of the existing

stream, and they consist of stratified detritus descending be-

' I cannot but tliiuk, however, that the coiitiiieiital rivers, like those of our

own country, were greater during the later part of the glacial period than tliey

are now, avid that this may help to explain the enormous erosion which they have

effected in distiiits which were not under the sea in any part of that period.
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neatli the present bed of the river. The whole of the ten-ace,

therefore, which rises so high above the surface of the river,

and stretches along either margin, consists of alluvium like

that in the present water-course. Sometimes two or three

successive terraces may be traced at different levels above the

existing stream. If it be admitted, as it can hardly fail to be,

that all this alluvium occupying the sides of a valley to the

height of say forty or fifty feet or even more, has been assorted

by fluviatile action, it is not easy to avoid the conclusion that

the river must once have flowed with a far greater body of

water than it does now.

3. Again, along the sides of valleys, even at greater heights

than these terraces, there are patches of shingle and gravel

very similar to the deposits of a river. The want of organic

remains renders it impossible to ascertain beyond a doubt the

nature of the agent by which these outliers have been formed.

I believe the probabilities are in favour of a fluviatile origin,

and if so, we have here another piece of evidence in favour of

the greater volume of our rivers in former times.

It is not pretended that these reasons afford an indubitable

proof of the inference in support of which they are here ad-

duced. The subject is one on which I am still at work in the

field, and I hope during the course of the ensuing summer to

obtain more complete evidence. Along with proofs of aug-

mented rivers, it may not be impossible to detect traces of such

violent land-floods as have been already alluded to in this

paper,—all pointing to the enormous amount of water which

must have been discharged over the face of the country when

the reservoirs of ice and snow melted away either gradually,

during the progress of the season.s, or in sudden freshets caused

by rapid thawings.

Evidence of Gh'cieri< having readied the sea-margin.— In de-

scribing the stratified Drift, I had occasion to allude to the

probability that, while that series of deposits was in the course

of formation, glaciers actually protruded into the sea, and sent

off detached masses of ice laden with detritus and blocks of

rock. It is i)lain that tlic direct evidence of such a condition

of things must be sought for where a Highland glen or corrv

opens towards the sea. Now, along the wo.'^t coast of Scotland,
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at the head of the sea-luchs of Argylesliire and Inverness, we
find traces of glacier action in tlie form of rochcs moutonn^es,

blocs percMs, and moraines, descending to witliin at least forty

feet of the sea ; that is, to the level of the raised beach which

runs along the coast-line at that height, and which appears in

some places to truncate the ends of the moraines. This is seen

at Loch Scavaig, in Skye, at the head of Loch Eil,^ in Glen

^lessan, near the Holy Loch, and probably in many other loca-

lities. The inference is, that when the land stood forty feet

lower than it does now, glaciers actually reached the sea. But

if this be true, it will also follow that the same seaward protru-

sion of the glaciers characterized the period during which were

deposited the sands, gravels, and clays that cover the countrydown
at least as far as forty feet over the present sea-margin ; that is

to say, nearly the whole of the stratified Drift of Scotland. The

occurrence of Arctic shells in the forty-foot raised beach will,

if fully established, afford additional and corroborative evidence

of the severity of the climate at that time.^ Thus, during the

long process of upheaval in the course of which the stratified

Drift was formed, the cold continued to be of great intensity

;

and it would appear to have remained so even when the land,

having risen from a depth of perhaps 2000 feet, had come up

to within forty feet of its present level.

If, then, glaciers actually descended to the sea-margin when
the land had reached that stage of its upward progress, the evi-

dence of their retreat, and of the final disappearance of the ice,

cannot be older, but must be contemporaneous with or later

' Mr. .Jaraiesun informs me tliat in this district the forty-foot terrace has cut into

the muraine mounds. In Glen Messau the outer or lower moraines described bj'

Mr. Maclaren actually come down close upon, if they do not actually reach, the

twenty five-foot terrace. The moraine character of these mounds, however, is hardly

80 satisfactory to me as to warrant any generalization from them. Perhaps a better

section of them than is now to be seen might remove the hesitation. If it could be

shown that these lower mounds, as well as those a little higher up the valley, are

true moraines, we should be compelled to admit that glaciers continued to reach

the sea during the rise of the land between the forty-foot and the twenty-five-foot

raised beaches. See a paper of Mr. Chambers on this subject [Edin. New Phil.

Jour. New Series, vol. i. p. 103), wherein he endeavours to show that glaciers

came down to the sea in Arran even after the elevation of the twenty-five font

terrace.

° See a reference to these shells, ante, p. 142.
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than the line of raised beach which lies about forty feet above

the present high-water mark. In other words, during either

the long pause in the upheaval represented by that beach-line,

or during the renewed ascent which left the land at the level

of the twenty-five-foot terrace, or during both these periods

combined, the vastly protracted ice-age came to a close. Not

suddenly and sharply, however, did it terminate. It graduated

by imperceptible stages into the present economy ; and there

yet live around us both plants and animals which, having sur-

vived the change of climate, still linger on as impressive testi-

mony to the ancient rigour of our seasons.

Relation of Man to the Glacial Period in Scotland.—No evi-

dence has yet been obtained in this part of the British Islands

decisively to show that man had appeared here before the last

glaciers had melted away. This is a question to which atten-

tion has recently been specially directed ; and perhaps before

many years are over, some progress may be made in arriving at

a satisfactory conclusion in regard to it. In the meantime, it

must be conceded that there exists no sound reason against the

supposition that man may actually have inhabited Scotland

during a part at least of the long glacial period. The only

piece of evidence bearing on the subject with which I am ac-

quainted is the discovery of a piece of artificially-worked cannel

coal found in stratified gravel about fifty feet above the sea at

Dundonald, in Ayrshire. This curious circumstance was men-

tioned to me by Mr. Smith of Jordanhill, who was assured by

the person who found the relic that it lay under perfectly un-

disturbed marine deposits. If the forty-foot terrace be unequi-

vocally proved to belong to the glacial period ; and should it

eventually be put beyond the possibility of doubt that articles

of human workmanship occur in unbroken marine strata at a

height of forty or fifty feet above the sea, it will follow that

man lived along the shores of the British Islands when the cold

was still so intense that snow-fields and glaciers occupied the

high groimds. I would be sorry to lay too much stress on the

discovery of this single human relic ; but it is enough to put

observers on the alert. No chance should lie lost of carefully

exploring every fresh section of Drift throughout the island.^

' Til connexion with Uicse raisod beacbcs, I may refer acrain to tlie frequent
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Close of the Glacial period.—Into the nature of the cause

which brought about a gradual amelioration of the climate, it

would be foreign to the scope of the present paper to inquire.

The origin of the cold, and the reason of its cessation, remain

as a fruitful source of conjecture. But no portion of the evi-

dence in support of a former glacial period in this country is

more impressive than that which reveals to us how, step by

step, the cold grew less, the old mantle of ice and snow finally

disappeared, and the land became clothed with the existing vege-

tation. This part of the story is told with singular clearness

by many a glen and corry in the Highland tracts and in the

uplands of the southern counties. We there see the old glacier

moraines arranged concentrically within each other, mound
after mound, getting narrower as they ascend the valley, and

marking, by signs which cannot be mistaken, how the icy

stream shrunk up into the mountains, till, along with its upper

snow-fields, it finally melted away.

The vegetation of our islands, too, bears its testimony to the

gradual change of temperature. Just as the northern shells

have been driven from the upper zones of the sea until they

now linger only in our deeper abysses, so the plants of a

nortliern or Alpine character, retreating before the migrations

<if more temperate and southern forms, have gradually crept

up into the high grounds, till now their . remnants struggle to

occurrence of striated rock-surfaces at and even below the present sea-level. These

markings are almost always far fresher there than at higher levels. One inference

which may be legitimately deduced from this fact is the recentness of the last up-

heaval of the land. Down many of the fiords of the west coast the ice-moulded

rocks may be seen sloping beneath the sea, and washed by its waves in storm and

calm twice every twenty -four hours. Yet their liner strife are still admirably pre-

served
; a result which in some cases may be partly due to a thin but very hard

film of cryptogamic vegetation. I know no better locality for studying these phe-

nomena than Loch Riden, which descends from the mountains of Cowal into the

Kyles of Bute. All the bosses of rock between tidemarks, and for about twenty
feet above high-water line, are perfectly rounded, smoothed, and striated on the

faces that look up the Loch. But from a height of about twenty feet or so above
the level of high-water, the rounded outline becomes more and more broken, fissured,

and disintegrated as we trace it up the hills. The rocks below that height must
thus have been exposed to the destructive agencies of the weather for a very brief

period imleed when compared with the rocks above. In other words, we have here

a curious collateral and independent proof in favour of a modern date for the eleva-

tiim of the twents'-five-foot terrace.
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maiutaiu a place upon the summits of our highest hills. ^ There

the temperature is still chilly enough to allow the snow, in

shady rifts that face the north, to remain for the most part

unmelted all the year. But we can look forward to a distant

time when, if the amelioration which has characterized the

past shall continue in the future, the last of the Alpine forms

will disappear, and the plants which now clothe our valleys

will extend to the hill-tops, to be perhaps extinguished there

in turn by the onward and upward march of other species from

yet more genial climes. Thus once more do we hear those

echoes of ceaseless change with which all the wide domains of

Nature are ringing ; echoes which, from rock and river, from

lake and mountain, from valley and shore, yea, even from the

depths of the sea, proclaim in a thousand tones that we do not

live in an age of final consummation and perfection, but that

the law of progress which, alike in the organic and inorganic

worlds, has been the supreme law in the past, is the supreme

law still, and that the task, as well as the noblest duty of man,

is to aid in carrying out that law in the future, taking ever

the lead of the wide creation over which he bears rule, and

thus, as a fellow-worker with God, advancing to higher and yet

higher stages of physical and intellectual development.

' See ibis subject happily treated in tbe paper by Edward Forbes previously

quoted.

—

Mem. G'eol. Sitr. vol. i.



APPEINTDIX.

I. CATALOGUE OF ORGANIC REMAINS FROM THE GLACIAL DEPOSITS

OF SCOTLAND.

The authorities consulted iu drawing up the following list are—Mr. Smith of

Jordanhill (]iesea)rhes in Post-pliocene Geology) ; Professor Edward Forbes [Memoirs

of Geological Survey, vol. i.) ; Forbes and Hanley {History of British Mollusca) ; Mr.

T. F. Jamieson [Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. vol. xiv., and in Smith's Researches) ; Wood-
ward [Manual of Mollusca). In addition to these, the author has derived much
valuable assistance from the Rev. A. Macbride, the Rev. H. W. Crosskey, Mr. C. W.
Peach, Dr. Scouler, and the Rev. Thomas Brown, who have all added to the list of

fossils from the Scottish glacial beds. The names of the shells are those of Forbes

and Hanley, chiefly from whose work also the European range of the species is given.

Species with an asterisk (*) are now extinct iu the British area, but are found living

in more northern latitudes. Those marked + are characteristically northern species

still lingering in our waters, but apparently dying out there. Species enclosed

within brackets
[ ] have not yet been found alive, but some of them are jjossibly in-

accurately determined. Unless where the deposit is otherwise indicated, the fossils

are from the stratilied Drift.

Plaxt.e.

Nidlipora polymorpha.

Quercus (oak).

Betula (birch).

Corylus (hazel).

Cratregus oxyacantha ?

(hawthorn).

Taxus baccata (yew),

Pinus sylvestris (Scotch

fir).

Various rootlets and
fibres of marshy
vegetation, also seeds

of a kind of whin ?

and roots of a heath ?

of a fern.

Clyde beds; Caithness (in

the till).

Brick-clay, Portobello.

Stratified beds in boulder

clay of Slitrig, Car-

michael Burn, and Cha-
pelhall. Brick-clay be-

tween Newhaven and
Edinburgh.

Stratified sands (100 feet

above sea), Granton
(determined by Dr.

Young).

Associated with Scrohicularia

jjiperata, Turritella communis,
Trochus cinerarius, etc. The
brick-clay in which these re-

mains occur probably belongs
to the closing part of the Diift

period ; but this is a matter
open to discussion.



Amoefhdzda.
Geodia.

}

I'lioiiia celata.
\

FoRAilTNIFERA.

Polystomella crispa,

var. striatopunctata.

Cornuspira foliacea.

Bryozoa.
Hippothoa catenularia 'i

Membranipora
[

Lepralia simplex, f

Lepralia Peachii, I

Flustra.

Tubulipora verrucosa.

ECHINODERMATA.
Echinus (fragments of

plates and spines of
at least tivo species).

Haploaster gracilis (All-

man).

Psoliis phantapus.

Anxelida.
Spirorbis corrugatiis (on

Pecteu Islandicus).

Spirorbis nautUoides.

Serjiiila triqiietra.

Seqjiila vermicularis.

Serpula, sji.

ClRRHTPEDIA.
Balanus balanoides.

Balamis concavus?

BaLaniis crenatiis,*

Caithness (in the til Found by Ml-. J^a.

Brick - clay, Aiinochie, Found liy Mr. T. F. Jamiesou.

AVjerdeenshire.

Caithness (in the till).

Lochgilphead.

(Landsborough).

i

Kilchattan and Kames
Bay, in Bute ; Anno-
chie, Aberdeenshire.

Brick-clay, Dunbar.

Brick-clay, Houston, near

Glasgow ; Bute.

Bute.

Clyde beds; Stevenston.

Dalmuir ; Stevenston.

Lochgilphead ; Caith-

ness (in the till.

Peach).

Stevenston ( Land.s-

borough).

Clyde lieds ; Paisley.

Aberdeenshire ( Jainie-

son).

Dalmuir (Smith). Large
Arctic variety in Kyles
of Bute ; the common
form at Paisley (H. W.
Crosskey).

Found by Mr. Peach, who says

that the two species of Le-

pralia are thicker than recent

specimens of the same species.

This new genus of Ophiuridse

has lately been found in con-

siderable numbers and in M'on-

derful preservation in the brick-

clay of Dunbar. It will be

described by Dr. Allman.

First found by Mr. John Rich-

mond of Rothesay in the clays

of Bute, and recognised by
Professor Owen (Pajaontologi/,

p. .37). Some beautiful speci-

mens have lately been found by

the Rev. H. W. Crosskey in the

brick-clay of Houston.

These need further investi^'atimi.

Living in European and North

American seas.

Living in Arctic seas as far as

Lancaster Sound (Smith).
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Halaims Hameri (*7/"-

B. Uddevallensis,

Liiui.)

Balamis porcatus {<!/»

B. Scoticus).

Ci-eusia verruca.

Crustacea.
Carcimis msenas ? {fioy-

ments of the cara-

pace and pincers).

MOLLUSCA.
Brachiopoda.

Hypothyris (Terebra-

tula) psittacea.t

Terebiatula caput ser-

; peutis.

. LameUibrancJiiuta.

Pholas crispata.

j
Pholas (lactylus.

( Saxicava Arctica. t

Saxicava rugosa [syn.

S. pholadis].

Saxicava rugosa,* var.

sidcata (Sviifli).

Mya truucata.

Clyde beds. (The speci-

mens from these de-

])osits have not been

certainly identified with

this species.)

Clyde beds : Elie, Fife ;

till of Caithness.

Clyde beds.

Bridge of Johnstone, near

Paisley ; Oban.

Ayrshire.

Ayrshire.

Stevenston ; Aberdeen-

shire.

Steveaston.

Kyles of Bute ; Lochgilp-

head ; Aberdeenshire.

Clyde beds ; EHe, Fife
;

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in the tiU). (The

large northern form is a

characteristic fossil of

the glacial clays.)

Kyles of Bute ; Paisley.

Abundant in the Clyde

beds at Lochgilphead,

Kyles of Bute, etc.,

rare at Paisley ; Aber-

deenshire.

Ifote.—At Lochgilphead

the syphon is preserved

in the clay filling the

interior of the shell.

The specimens are usu-

ally larger than shells

of living individuals.

Mr. Darwin considers B. Uildc

vallensis as ])robably asynonyii
of his B. Hameri.

Northern sj)ecimens and those

from the LTnited States and
from the glacial deposits often

exceed in size living individuals

from-Great Britain and Ireland.

Mr. Darwin considers B. por-

catus and B. Scoticus (not B.

UddevaUensis) as one s])ecies.

Living in European seas.

Rare in British seas, but more
plentiful in those of Norway,
Greenland, and boreal America.

Ranges to Arctic seas ; south of

Britain only occurs at consider-

able dei)ths.

In the northern and Celtic

regions of the Eiiropean seas.

Throughout the European seas.

Ranges throughout the boreal

and Arctic provinces of North
Atlantic. Occurs rarely and of

small size in the Mediterranean.

Ranges throughout the boreal

and Celtic regions of the North
Atlantic.

Living in Davis Strait.

Living in the Celtic and northern

seas of Euroi)e, the seas of Green-

land, and of boreal America, as

far south as Cape Cod.
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Mya truncata.* tvi

Uddevallensis.

Mya arenaria.

Panoprea Norvegica. +

C'orbiila nucleus.

Thracia pliaseolina.

Tliracia myoiisis.*

Solen siliqua.

Ps:iramoT)ia Ferroensis.

Tellina incarnata.

Tellina tenuis.

Tellina solidula [•*?/;;.

T. Baltical.

Tellina proxima *
[«,'/«

T. calearea].

Tellina, sp.

Syndosniya all)a.

Kyles of Bute, Etterick

Bay, and Kilehattan,

in Bute ; Locligilpliead ;

Caithness (in the till).

Kyles of Bute.

Clyde beds at (iourock,

Fail-lie, Kyles of Bute,

etc. ; Aberdeenshire
;

Caithness (in the till).

" Scottish and Irish

beds" (Forbes).

Kyles of Bute ; Lochgilp-

head.

Elie, Fife (Rev. Thomas
Brown).

Clyde beds ; generally in

fragments only.

Kyles of Bute (Crosskey).

Kyles of Bute (Crosskey).

Taken from the glacial

clay at the foundation

of a bridge at Tigna-

bruich, in the Kyles of

Bute (Crosskey).

Dalmuir ; Aberdeenshire

;

(Jaithness (in the till).

An extremely abundant
shell everywhere in the

Clyde beds ; Elie in

Fife ; Aberdeenshire
;

Banffshire ; Caithness

(in the till).

Aberdeenshire (Jamieson),

Clyde l)e(ls ; Dalmuir :

Lochgilphead.

Living in the Gulf of 8t. Law-
rence, and in the seas of boreal

America and Greenland. Tliis

varie !_^- is extinct on the British

coasts.

Living in the seas of Northern

and Celtic Europe, of Green-

land, and of the coasts of

Boreal America, as far south

as New York.
A very few specimens have been

obtained off the coasts of

Northumbeiiand and Durham
;

otherwise it is not a British

shell. 8ars remarks that so

rare is it, that only one living

specimen has been found on

the Norwegian coasts. Loven
says he has never seen more
than one right valve taken by
fishermen in the Cattegat.

Living throughout the European
seas.

Eanges from the coasts of Nor-

way to the Levant.

Living in the seas of Iceland,

Greenland, and Spitzbergen.

Living in all the Eui-opeau seas.

Eanges throughout the Enro-

pean seas, but becomes scarcer

as we proceed southwai-d.

This is still found, though rarely,

on the west of Scotland, but is

on the whole, a southern shell,

and a member of the Lusitauian

fauna.

This littoral species ranges from

the coasts of Finmark to the

Mediterranean.

Ranges throughout the Euro-

pean seas, and extends as far

as the Euxine.

Living in the Ai-ctic seas. Not

known as a living British shell,

i only a few single valves having

j

been dredged in our seas, and

these most probably fossil.

Ranges throughout the European

seas, from Norway to the Medi-

terranean. Larger in size as it

goes north.



Sviulosiiiva i.risniiitica. C'lyile ln-d-s at (ireoiidck ;

Lochgilphead,
hciiiax auatiiius [••.'/"• Stevenston.

I>. tnuicuhis].

Mactra soliihi. .Stevenston ; Kyles of

Bute.

Maotia elliiitiea. .Stevenston.

llan unikir t<ithat of the hist

.Mactra suljtrunrata.
:
Kyles of Bute(Crosskey).

Mactia .suhtmiicata, iJalmnir (.Smith).

(•(//•, striata.

Lutraria elliiitic

Tapes decussata

Tapes pullastra.

Tajfes virginea.

Venus striatula l'<i/i'.

V. galliua].

^ fuus ovata.

Arteuiis exoleta.

Aiteniis liucta.

I.Utemis hevigata.]

r.iK-ii'.ojisis iindata.

Kyles of Bute.

'• .Scotch and Irish l)eds
"

(Forl)es).

(-'lyde Ijcds.

Kyles of Bute.

"Coiuuion" (Smith)
;

Kyles of Bute (Cross-

key).

•'Irish and Scotch heds "

(Forbes).

Clyde beds.

Clyde beds ; Kyles of

Bute ; Caithness (in

the till).

Stevenston (Laudsbo-
rough).

One specimen has been
found by the Rev. Mr.
Crosskey in the clays

of the Kyles of Bute.

AT

si)ecies.

Living throughout the Celtic

and European seas, ranging to

Senegal.

! Ranges throughout the European
' seas.

This shell ranges through the

Celtic seas as far north as Fin-

mark.
Ranges from the Mediterranean
to the south of Norway.

An al)errant vaiiety of the last

species, found living in Lough
Strangford, County Down.

Abundant 'round tlie British

coasts. The fossil specimens are

generally thicker and stronger

than existing ones.

Living in the Celtic and south

European seas. Sars says that

it does not live on the Norwe-
gian coasts, but is, on the

whole, a southei-n form. Yet
it occurs in the newer clays of

Norway, where he has found it

as large as the largest specimens
seen by him in the Mediter-
i-anean.

I

Living in the Celtic and Scandi-

I
navian seas.

' Living throughout the European
seas, but most plentiful in the

' Celtic region.

Living throughout the European
seas.

Ranges throughout the European
seas, but chiefly in the Celtic

and northern regions.

Ranges throughout the European
seas.

Ranges throughout the Celtic and
southern regions of the Euro-
j)ean seas.

"Examined by E. Forbes, who
pi'ouounced it a distinct sjjc-

cies" (.Smith). It does not
occur in Forbes' list of glacial

shells in the Memoirs of th>-

Geolo<jkal Hurcfij.

Ranges from the shores of Nor-
way to the ^gean.

I
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Cypriiia Islaiulica. imnioii ill the sliell-

Ijeariiigc-lays, and gene-
rally larger than living

specimens. In the

Paisley clay there is

one Led charged with

this shell. Mr. Smith
.says he has found frag-

ments of it in the

"boulder -clay," and
Mr. Peach has likewise

found it in the till of

Caithness.

Astarte sulcata [indud- Clyde ; Stevenston

inf) rar. Danmonien- i Banff ; Caithness (in

sis, and Scotica],
{

the till).

Astarte crebricostata.^ Dalnmir ; Bute.

Astarte elliptica.

Astarte Arcticaf [mjn.

A. borealis].

Astarte Arctica,* var.

semisulcata [Leach).

Astarte compressa.

[Astarte iiropinqua]

{Smith).

[Astarte TJddevallensis]

(SmUh).

Clyde beds at Paisley,

Loch Long, Kyles of

Bute, Lochgilphead ;

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in the tiU).

Clyde beils at Etterick

Bay in Bute, Kyles of

Bute, Goiirock. Holy
Loch, Lochgiliihead ;

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in boulder-clay).

Bute ; Wick (Smith).

Clyde beds, Paisley
;

Gourock ; Kyles of

Bute ; Etterick Bay
;

Lochgilphead ; Elie ;

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in the boulder-

clay).

.Stevenston.

Essentially a luirthern species,

though not rare round the

British coasts. It is common
to the Eurojieau and Ncjrth

American seas, and has a re-

markably wide range in depth.
" During the glacial epoch this

and a few other boreal mol-

lusca had extended their range

to the Mediterranean, whence
they have long disappeared,

though their remains are pre-

served in the upheaved newer
pliocene strata of Sicily."

—

F. & H.
Ranges all along the European
coasts, but diminishes in num-
bers southwards from Britain.

Only single valves have yet been

dredged in British seas, and

these have been but rare. It is

found living off the coasts of

Finmark, Spitzbergen, and
Newfoimdland.
A shell of the Celtic and northern

seas ; it occurs not unfreipiently

in the sea-lochs of the west of

Scotland.

One of the rarest of British

living bivalves. Only two or

three perfect specimens have

been found. An inhabitant of

the Arctic seas.

Said to abound in Davis Strait.

Sars says it extends as far

south as Bergen.

Living throughout the Celtic

and northern seas. A broader

variety [Crassina multicostata,

Smith) is described by Forbes
[Mem. Geol. Survi-y, i. 413]
especially northern in the living i

strte, and as the most abund-

ant form in the glacial clays.

Of this shell, Mr. Smith re-

marks : "Allied to A. multi-

costata, but with a much
stronger hinge ; it was sub-

mitted to E. Forbes, who pro-

nounced it a distinct si^ecies."

Named by ]Mr. Smith from its

agreement with one of the

Uddevalla fossils figured by
Sir Charles Lyell.
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Cardium ecliinatum.

C'ardium edule.

Stevenston

rough).

(Lamlsbo-

Kyles of Bute ; Lochgilp-

head ; Caithness (in

the boulder-clay).

C'lj'de beds, not common ;

Caithness (in the VjouI-

der-clay).

Cardium fasciatum. Bute.

Cardiumpygmajtim [.s(/«. Paisley; Dahnuir; Bute;
C. exiguum]

Cardium Suecicum.

Cardium Norvegicum
[syn. C. Isevigatum].

Lucina borealis.

Lucina flexuosa.

Lucina ferruginosa.

Lucina (Cryirtodon) sp.

Kellia suborbicularis ?

' Mytilus edulis.

Modiola modiolus.

[Modiola albicostata]

(Smith).

Modiola, sj}. (Smitli).

Crenella l£e\'igata.

Lochgilphead.

Kames Bay, Bute.

Aberdeenshire ; it occurs

in single or broken
valves in the Kyles of

Bute ; Caithness (in

the boulder-clay).

Gourock ; Kyles of Bute.

Paisley ; Lochgilphead
;

Kyles of Bute.

Aberdeenshire.

Aberdeenshire (Jamieson).

Aberdeenshire (Jamie-

son) ; found in a frag-

mentary state, and its

identification doubtful.

Common in Clyde beds.

Clyde beds ; Dalmuir
;

Paisley ; Kyles of

Bute ; Etterick Bay ;

Lochgilphead.

Dalmuir.

Bute.

Elie, Fife (T. Brown).

This species is rightly a member
of the Lusitanian fauna, and
extends its range throughout

the Mediterranean. It occurs

on the South Devon coast, and
• is said to have been found also

in the Hebrides and Orkneys.

An inhabitant of the European
seas generally.

This species ranges from the

Celtic seas soiithward to the

Canary Isles, and through the

Mediterranean and Euxine to

the Caspian. In the Arctic

seas it is replaced and repre-

sented by C. Islandicuvi.

Ranges to the Norwegian seas.

Living in British seas wdience it

ranges to the ^gean, but does

not a2i]iear to occur to the

north of Britain.

One of the rarest of British

shells ; out of Britain it occurs

only in the Norwegian seas.

Ranges from Norway to the

Mediterranean.

A characteristic Celtic shell ; it

ranges to Finmark.
Ranges from Finmark to the

Mediterranean.

Living off north-west coasts of

Britain, also in deep water in

the eastern Mediterranean.

Living round British coasts.

Living in seas of Celtic and
northern Europe, coasts of

Greenland and boreal America,
also in Arctic seas.

Ranges through the North
Atlantic.

Livang in the seas of Finmark,
Greenland, Spitzbergen, Davis
Straits, and Nova Zembla.
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C'reuella uigra.f

( 'rt'iielhi (k'l-ussata.t

Niifiila nucleus.

Xuc'ula iiitida.

Nuciila tenuis.

Leda caudata.

I^eda pygmaja [^yn.

Yoldia (Nucula) py-
iiifea].

Leda uiimita.*

Ijtda truncata.

Letla oblouga" [*'//«.

L. rostrata, periiula].

( Leila auti(|ua, Sn, lilt].

Yoldia, .•-7/. nor.

I'eeteu varius.

I'ecteii puisio [sija. I'

sinuosus].

Peeten tigrinus.

I^eeteii Daniciis.

I'eeten maximus.

I'eeteu opeivularis.

I'eeteu .simili.s.

Kyles of Bute ; oue

valve ouly (H. W.
Crosskey).

Elie, Fife (T. Brown).

Common.

Paisley (Crosskey).

Clyde l)eds ; Aberdeen-
shire.

Dabnuir ; Karnes, Kil-

ehattan, Etterick Bay
in Bute ; Caithness (in

the boulder-clay).

Paisley (plentiful) ; Elie
;

Forfarshire ; Aberdeen-
shire.

Dalmuir; Aberdeenshire.

Tyrie, and Elie, Fife-

shire.

Paisley ; Kames Bay ;

Lochgilphead ; Aber-
deenshire.

Elie, Fife (T. Brown).

Clyde beds ; Dalmuir.

Dabnuir and other locali-

ties in the Clyde.

Loch Lomond beds.

Loch Lomond beds.

Fairlie, in Ayrshire

;

Etterick Bay ; Kyles of

Bute ; Caithness (in the

boulder-clay).

Kyles of Bute ; Aber-

deenshire ; Caithness

(in the l)oulder-clay).

Fifeshire (Fleming).

A well-known inhabitant of the

banks of Newfoundland, and
in Europe of the boreal seas,

whence it ranges south to the

coasts of Scotland.

Living ofi' the nortlierii coasts of

Britain, and in the seas of

Iceland, Greenland, and Spitz-

bergen.

Ranges throughout the Euro-
pean seas.

Living round the British coasts

and on those of Sweden.
Living in the British (chiefly

north), Scandinavian, Arctic,

and l>oreal American seas.

Hare on the south coasts of Bri-

tain ; more jdentiful to the

north, whence it ranges

through the Scandinavian and
Arctic seas.

Living on Scandinavian coast,

but also found in from '25 to

50 fathoms water off the

iKirth-M'est coast of Scotland.

Living oE the coasts of Finmark,
Spitzbergen, and Greenland.

Living m Arctic regions.

Living in Arctic seas.

"Resembles the Leda ubloiitja,

but is higher in j)roportion to

its breadth and transversely

striated" (Smith).

Living in the Heerloo^ien straits,

Spitzbergen, in lat. 80^ n.

Ranges throughout the European
seas ; mo7-e common in the

south than in the north of the

British seas.

Ranges throughout the Eurojiean

seas.

Ranges throughout the Celtic

and north European seas.

Scandinavia to the Mediter-

ranean.

Ranges all along the Atlantic

shores of Europe, from Norway
to (!il)raltar.

(Tcnerally distributed tl)n>ugliout

the ?]uropean sea.s.

Not rare iDUud the coasts of

Scotland.
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Pecteii (iniMilauilieus.*

Pecteii Tsl;in(licns.*

Ostrea eflulis.

Aiiomia ephippium.

,, rcu: squamiila.

Auomia aciileata.

Anomia i)atelliformis

[•<(/«. A. imdiilata].

Gasteropoda.

Patella viilgata.

Patella jiellncida.

Elio (T. Brown).

Abundant in the glacial

clays of the Clyde, hut
rare and small at Pais-

ley ; Fort - William
;

Aberdeenshire.

Gonrock ; Etterick Bay ;

Kyles of Bute.

Paisley ; Kyles of Bute ;

Kames Bay ; Lochgilp-

head.

Paisley.

Stevenston ; Paisley.

Clyde beds.

Clyde beds ; Paisley

(rare) ; C'aithness (in

the boulder-clay).

Dalmuir.

1 ,, [rar. laevis]. i Dalmuir; Banffshire.

Acma?a virginea [si/ii. . Dalmuir ; Lochgilj)hcad

Patella (Lottia) vir-
j

(plentiful).

I ginea, Patella parva].
|

' Dentalium entale.
I

Aberdeenshire ; Wick (in

,
the boulder-clay).

' Dentalium Tarentinum.
I
Gamrie.

Dentalium abyssorum
;

Caithness (in theboulder-

[«. s. Sars].

Fissurella reticulata

{xyn. F. Gr»ca).

Puncturella Noaehina+
{i!l». Cemoria Noa-
ehina).

Troehus tumidt

clay).

Clyde beds (Smith).

Clyde bed.* ; Lochgilp-

head.

Clyde beds, Dalmuir
Kames Baj', Bute
Lochgilphead.

Living in the seas of Russian

Lapland, Spitzbergen, and
Davis Straits.

Living in the Norwegian, Green-

laud, ami boreal American seas.

Only single valves, and these

exhibiting a fossiUzed appear-

ance, have not yet been dredged
up in British seas, so that it is

not known to be now a living

British species. Sars says it

diminishes in size and numbers
down the west coast of Nor-
way, as far south as the Chris-

tiania Fiord

.

Ranges north and south from
Britain, where it is chiefly de-

veloped.

Distributed throughout the Euro-

pean seas.

Throughout the North Atlantic.

Ranges throughout the northern

shores of Europe.

Ranges along the Atlantic shores

of Europe.

From the Norwegian seas to

those of Gallicia.

Living throughout Celtic and

Scandinavian seas.

General in the European seas.

Living in south British seas,

whence it ranges to the Medi-

terranean.

Has been taken as far north as

Stornoway, and cast on the

shores of Orkni^y. Southwards
it extends to the Mediterra-

nean.

Found sparingly off the coasts of

Britain, chiefly in the north-

west. Essentially a northern

form, its chief habitats being

in Arctic and boreal seas.

Ranges throughout the western

seas of Euro])e.
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Troelms ciiierarius.

Troehus zizypliiuus.

Troelms magus.

Margarita (Troclius) un-

diilata.t

Margarita lieliciua.t

Margarita cinerea.*

Littorina iieritoides.

Littoriiia littorea.

Littorina riidis.

Littorina patula.

Littorina littoralis.

Littorina ])alliatat [.'*'//*.

L. Arctica, Molk'r].

Littorina squalida.

Laoiina vincta.

llissoa labiosa \sijn. R.

inembranacea. Lo-
ven].

ventrosa.

Eissoa idvai.

[Kissoa subiunbilicata].

Turritella cuuuniinis.

Turritella erosa ? * (-s////.

T. jiolaris).

Stevenston ; Bute; Locli-

gilphead.

Caithness in the boulder-

clay (Peach).

Clyde beds (Smith).

Dalmuir ; Bute ; Loch
gilphead.

Bute.

Paisley ; Kyles of Bute
;

Lochgilphead (com-

mon).

Clyde beds ; Paisley :

Lochgilphead.

Clyde beds ( Smith ) ;

Kames Bay, Bute
;

Dalmuir ; Bute.

Clyde beds ; Paisley
;

Lochgilphead.

Clyde beds (Forbes).

Clyde beds; Fort-Wd-
liam.

Paisley; Dalmuir; Bute;
Lochgilphead ; Aber-
deenshire.

Bute (Smith).

Dalmuir.

Dalmuir.

Dalmuir (Smith).

Clyde beds ; (iourock
;

Caithness (in the Ixud-

der-clay).

Prol)ably this .s))c(ies iic-

curs in chiy of Klic
Fife (T. Br.,\vM).

Itanges northward to the shores

of Finmark, and southwards to

the coasts of Spain.

Not known north of the British

Isles ; but ranges southwards
to the Mediterranean.

An Arctic species, which comes
south as far as the north and
north-west coasts of Britain.

Its range similar to that of the

last species.

Found living in the seas of Fin-

mark.
Distributed aU rouud the coasts

of Europe, and extending

through the Mediterranean.

Found along the Atlantic shores

of Europe, and ranging south-

wards as far as Asturias.

Its range similar to that of L.

littorea.

Ranges along the shores of the

northern and Celtic provinces

on the European side of the

Atlantic.

Living in Arctic seas and coasts

of boreal America ; also occa-

sionally found in British

waters.

Ranges all round the l)oreal re-

gions of the North Atlantic.

Ranges from the shores of Nor-

way to the Mediterranean.

Foimd in many localities in tlie

west of Euro])e.

Occurs all round the European
coasts.

"An obscure species whose de-

scril)ed characters are not very

unlike those of 7?. aiiot'iniC—
F. and H.

(Generally distributed through

the European seas, bnt chiefly

characteristic of the Celtic and

boreal ]>rovinees.

Living in tlie (Jreenlund seas.
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Ajjorrhais i>es-j)elecaui.

Ceritliium reticulatum.

Scalaria Gra?iilanclica."

Natica monilifera.

[Natica fragilis (Smith).]

[Natica glaucinoiiles.

Sow.]

Natica nititla.

Natica Montagiii.

Natica helicoides.t

I

Natica sorclitla.

j Natica pusillat (*.'/«. N.
Groenlandica).

Natica clausa.

[
[Natica Sinithii].

Clyde Ijeds ; Gourock ;

Kyles of Bate ; Aber-

deenshire ; Caithness

(in the boukler-clay).

Lochgilphead.

Fairlie ; Aberdeenshire.

Paisley ; Goiiroek ;

Karnes Bay and Ette-

rick Bay, in Bute.

Dalmuir.

Aberdeenshii-e (Jamie-

son).

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in boulder-clay).

Bute (Smith).

Bute ; Aberdeenshire ;

Caithness (in the boul-

der-clay).

Caithness (in the boulder-

clay).

Bute ; Aberdeenshire
;

Elie. (The fossil speci-

mens resemble in size

those living in the

Scandinavian seas, and
are larger than recent

British forms.)

Common in Clyde beds,

as at Paisley ; Gourock

;

Kames Bay, and Kil-

chattan in Bute ; and
Kyles of Bute.

Ardincajjle, near Helens-

burgh (Smith).

lidiabits all the coasts of Europe.

Ranges from Norway to the

Mediterranean.
A boreal and Arctic form, which
has hitherto been found only

in fragments in the British seas.

General throughout the Celtic

region of the European seas.

Considered by Forbes to be
JV. montUfera, much decayed.

This species was also regarded by
Forbes as identical with N.
monUifera.

Inhabits the coasts of Europe
from Gibraltar to Bergen.

A^ipears not to range south of

the Celtic region ; ranges as

far north as Bergen.

Rare in British seas ; it is a

boreal and Arctic species.

Found (but rarely) in deep water
round the British coasts.

Very rare in British waters,

where it ranges northwards to

Greenland.

Living in Arctic seas and seas of

boreal America. Sars says that

it ranges south to Bergen,

where it is rare and dwarfed.

It is abundant in the older

glacial clays of the south of

Norway, where it is similar

in size to the living individuals

from Finmark and Greenland.

This species is not now known
to be living. The original

si)ecimen from which it was
deternuued was afterwards de-

stroyed. With the exception

of two specimens found some
years ago at Rothesay, and be-

lieved by Mr. Smith to be N.
Smithii, this species has never

again been met with. See

Smith, Be.se(urlte>i, p. 52.

Forbes, 2Iem. (hoi. Siinri/,

vol. i. p. 421).



\'flutina laevigata.
,
Dahniiir (Smith).

Vehitinauudata/ S»)ifli. Daliuuir.

Trichotro]>is liorealis.t Bute ; Cnulon, Al>ei-

fleenshire.

Min-cx criiiaci'ii-s.

I'lirpuia lapillus.

Xassa inei-assata.

icciimm (u

,, wn-. stria-

tum (Sowerbji).

Bucciniim Hum]>lirey

sianum.t

liucfiuuiu liliatnm.

Fnsus aiitifjuus.

Fiisus propiiujuus.

Pusus carinatus.'

[Fnsus di.scTe])ans,

Swith].

Fusus curtus' (S)i/i//i]

[Fnsns. .«/>. Smith].

Dalmuir.

Loch Long ; not com-
mon in Clyde l)eds

(Crosskey) ; Caithness

(in the houhler-clay).

Karnes and Etterick

Bays ; Lochgilphead ;

Caithness (in the boul-

der-clay).

Paisley
; Gourock ;

Kames Bay ; Aber-
deenshire ; Caithness

(in the bonlder-clay).

Dalmuir (Smith).

Bute.

Bute ?

j

Paisley ; Dalmuir ; (iour-

!
ock ; Kames Bay

;

I

Kyles of Bute.

I

Lochgilphead ; Aber-
deenshire.

Aberdeenshire (Jamieson).

Dalmuir (Smith).

j

.Steveu.stou (Landsl)o-
' rough).

Stevenston (Laudsbo-

;

rough).

Tidiihoii clathratust Paisley ; Kyles of I'.ute

[sjin. Fusus imbri- (abundant),

catus {S(iiitli).]

Extends through the Celtic and
boreal seas, along the shores

of boreal America, and ranges

throughout the Icy Sea.

Living in Davis Strait (Smith).

Found, though rarely, through-

out the Clyde region and the

HeVjrides, and off the east coast

of Scotland a.s far south as

the coast of Northumberland,
whence it ranges throughout
the boreal and Arctic seas.

1
Ranges from the Mediterranean
to the coast of Denmark.

!
Ranges along both sides of

!
North Atlantic, and extends

I from the north-west coast of

I

Spain into the Icy Sea.

' This is a Celtic mollusc in the

j
main, bxit ranges northwards

' to the Arctic circle, and south-

i

wards to Madeira.

Extends throughout the (Vltic,

boreal, Arctic, and Icy Seas,

and along the coast of boreal

America, from Cape Cod t()

(xreenland.

This sjiecies considered by Forbes
as a variety of the foregoing.

Extremely rare in British waters

;

I common in Arctic seas and on

' the banks of Newfoundland.
Ajjpears to be an Arctic fonn

still lingering in our fauna.

Living in Creeidand seas (Wood-
M-ard).

Typically a li<ireal and Arctic

I

sj>ecies.

[

Probably essentially a boreal

I

species.

I

An Arctic species, apparently not

I

now living in our seas.

Mr. Smith says this sjiecics is

living in the seas round Nova
Zenihla and Clreenland.

Ranges throughout the boreal

and Arctic regions of the

north of Atlantic. Sars .says

it becomes smaller and more
scarce as it goes soutli from

Finmark and Lofoden.
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Trophun scalariforuiis f
[xipi. Fusus scalari-

forinis ((Utahl). Fu-

sus Peruvianus

(Lam.)]

.Nfaiiu't'lia tiirricula.

.M:u)i;i'lia Trevelliana.

Mangelia iiifa.

Maugelia atteiiuata.

[Mangelia (Pleurotoma)

tliscrepaiis [Bmirtt].]

[Mangelia, -vy*.]

Cyliclina all)a.*

I'yliclina cylinflraeea.

I'ylichiia oljtusa.

Tornatella pyrainidata.

CephaJopodd.

Xautihis Beccarii.

l)almuii' ; Paislej' ;

Kames Bay, Kyles of

Bute ; Locligilphearl ;

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in l)oul(ler-clay).

Bute ; Lochgilphead
;

Oban ; Aberdeenshire
;

Caithness (in the boul-

der-clay).

Aberdeenshire ; Caith-

ness (in the boulder-

clay).

Kames Baj"^, Kyles of

Bute ; Aberdeenshire.

Kyles of Bute (Cross-

key)-

Ualniuir (Smitli).

Avrshire (Smitli).

PlSfES

Fish-bones.

AVE.S.
' Skeleton of a bird.'

Fnnnilum of a gull ''.

Mammalia.
Phoca vitulina ? [hpuI).

"Bones of whale."
Cen-us Taraudus' [rf'ui-

d..-r).

Clyde lieds (Smith).

' Paisley ; Lochgil^jhead

(Crosskey) ; Aberdeen-
shire ? (Jamieson).

Aberdeenshire ? (Jamie-

son).

Aberdeenshii'e(.Tamieson).

Didmuir (Smith).

Brick-clay of Torry, near

Aberdeen. (.Jamieson,

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.

vol. xiv.)

Brick-clay, Aberdeen.

(Jamieson, Quart. Jour.

Geol. Soc. vol. xiv.)

Brick - clay, Bridge of

Johnstone, near Paisley

(Dr. Scouler).

Brick-clays of Fifeshire

and of Auchmacoy,
near Aberdeen.

Boulder - clay of Kil-

maurs ; stratified clay

in valley of the End-
rick ( with marine
shells) ; bed of (Jlyde,

ojiposite .TordanTiill.

This may be only a large boreal

variety of 7'. chitlirafiis (F. and
H. vol. iii. p. 438, note). It

has been obtained off the coast

of Belfast.

Essentially a northern shell.

This rare and local S])ecies is a

member of the boreal element
of the British fauna.

More common in the sotxth than

in the north of the British seas.

Occurs both sides of Atlantic.

In the main a northern species.

It ranges to the Mediterranean.

Living, but very rare in Scottish

seas (Forbes' Mem. Geol. Sur.

vol. i. p. 426).
" Allied to Brown's Pleurotovm
reticulata. It is a very distinct

species " (E. Forbes).

Living in the seas of Greenland,

Finmark, and Spitzbergen.

Ranges from the North Sea to

the Mediten-anean.

Uenerally distributed round the

British coast.
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('ervus elephivs ? {fid-

deer. )

Cervus dama ? (falloiv-

deer).

[Cerviis alces?* {elk).]

[Megaceros Hibeiuiciis?

{friih elk).]

[Bos primigeuius.]

[Rhinoceros ? ?]

[Elephas ](riLuigeuius.

Ma7)imoth.]

Boiilder - clay

Reseiirches, p.

(Smith

42).

Boulder - clay (Smith,

ihid.)

Marl beds of Perthshire

(Smith, ibid.)

(Smith, ibid.)

Clay in bed of Clyde, op-

})osite JordanhiU ; clay

in Rothesay Bay.

Horns of this animal are

stated to have been
found in Scotland

{Mem. Wer. Sue. vol.

iv. p. 582 ; vol. V. p.

573), but the statement
is very doubtfid.

Boulder-clay of Clifton

Hall ; Chapelhall ; Kil-

maurs ; Bishopbriggs,

near Glasgow.

Horns of this sjjecies, along with
part of a rein-deer's antler, and
a skull of Bo.'s primlf/eitiuii,

were dredged up from the clay

in the bed of the Clyde, oppo-

site JordanhiU.

JR. tichoritnm has been found uu-

bedded in the ice of Siberia, with

the flesh and wool still cover-

ing the bones. It is now ex-

tinct.

The Scottish tusks are said to

belong to this species. In the

English bone caves it is found
associated with remains of hu-

man workmanship. Like the

woolly rhinoceros, it had a

thick hairy covering to fit it

for the regions of a severe cli-

mate. Its remains have also

been found in abundance in

Siberia. It is now extinct.
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